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n a morale booster for the
ISupreme
agitating farmers, the
Court on Thursday
asked the Centre to consider to
put on hold the three contentious farms laws and also
upheld the right of farmers to
non-violent protests.
The Centre opposed the
court’s suggestion to temporarily shelve the farm laws to
enable negotiations saying agriculturists would then not come
forward for the talks.
The apex court, however,
said it would not be right now
to examine the validity of the
laws but would prioritise the
issue of farmers’ protest and
others’ right to move freely.
Instead of going into the
legality of the three laws, the
court indicated it wanted the
issued to be resolved through
negotiation.
It said it is thinking of setting up an “impartial and independent” panel of agriculture
experts and farmer unions to
resolve the impasse.
While the court upheld
the farmers’ right to stage
peaceful protests, it also said it
is of the fundamental rights of
others to move freely and in
getting essential food and other
supplies as right to protest
cannot mean blockade of the
entire city.
Advising the farmers to
hold talks with the Centre, the
court a said, “You continue the
protest. You have the right. But
you have a purpose also and

?=BQ =4F34;78

s the farmers’ protest
entered the 22nd day on
Thursday, Union Agriculture
Minister Narendra Singh
Tomar wrote an eight-page
open letter in a bid to clear confusion over the three contentious agrarian laws.
Tomar urged the farmers
not to believe in the “white lies”
being spread by some people
that MSP, APMCs and about
contract farming.
In his letter to the farmers
with six assurances that the
Centre is ready to provide,
Tomar stated that MSP, APMCs
will continue and whatever
the situation be, these laws do
not allow anyone to seize control over farmers lands.

A
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that purpose is served only if
you talk, discuss and reach a
conclusion.”
The Bench headed by
Chief Justice SA Bobde also
said in a democracy, police and
authorities have to be given
power to prevent the protestors
from infringing the rights of
others.
The Bench said it would
pass order on constituting a
committee only after hearing
all the parties, including the
protesting farmer unions and
putting on hold the implementation of new farm laws by
the Centre would enable nego-

tiations with farmers.
However, Attorney General
KK Venugopal opposed the
suggestion and said if the
implementation of the farm
laws is put on hold then farmers would not come forward for
negotiations.
The top court said it is not
asking the Centre to stay the
farm laws but only suggesting
that its implementation be put
on hold for the time being to
enable the farmers to talk with
the Government.
“We are worried about the
plight of farmers. We are also
Indian but we are worried with

the way things are going on,”
the Bench, also comprising
Justices AS Bopanna and V
Ramasubramanian, said and
added “they (protesting farmers) are not a mob”.
The top court said it will
pass orders for serving notices
to the protesting farmers’
unions and give them the liberty to approach the vacation
Bench during the winter break.
During the hearing conducted
through video-conferencing,
the Bench observed that it
recognises the farmers’ right to
protest but this right should not
infringe the fundamental rights

of others to move freely and in
getting essential supplies.
Maintaining that in a
democracy, police and authorities have to be given power to
prevent the protestors from
infringing the rights of others,
the Bench said, “Who will take
guarantee that if farmers are
allowed to enter the city in such
high numbers, they will not
resort to violence?
Continued on Page 11

“New farm laws will constitute the foundation of new
phase of agricultural growth in
the country and it will make the
farmers more empowered and
free them of any bondages,”
Tomar said in the letter, allaying their apprehensions.
The Minister reiterated
that the Government was ready
to provide a written assurance
on MSP and said State
Governments can be allowed to
levy tax on private markets outside the APMCs.
Tomar also stated that
States will have the right to register agricultural deals and no
one can claim rights on farmers’ lands because these laws do
not allow the transfer, sale, lease
and mortgage.
Continued on Page 11
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he Delhi Legislative
T
Assembly passed a resolution against the three new
farm laws in a Special Session
held on Thursday.
While tabling the resolution in the legislative Assembly
to repeal the Centre’s three
new farm laws, Delhi Chief
Minister Arvind Kejriwal said
he cannot betray the farmers
and the soldiers of the country, and tore up copies of the
Centre’s three new farm laws
in the Assembly.
Addressing the Assembly,
the CM also alleged that the
laws “have been made for
electoral funding of the BJP
and not the farmers”.
“I support the resolution
tabled in the Assembly today.

I am pained that I have to do
this. I did not intend to, but I
cannot betray the farmers of
my country who have been
sleeping on the streets in the
cold…when the temperature is
just 2 degrees Celsius. This
Assembly rejects the three
laws and appeals to the Central
Government to meet the
demands of farmers,” he said.
He said the Centre should
not be under the impression
that the farmers will return to
their homes. In 1907, a farmers’ protest had continued for
nine months till the British
repealed some laws, he said.
The Government convened a one-day Special
Session of the Assembly to discuss the alleged misappropriation of nearly Rs 2,500 crore
in the municipal corporations.

1^^ZbT\TaVX]VPb_a^cTbcX]VUPa\Tab´QTbcUaXT]Sb
New Delhi: Protesting farmers,
who have been holding their
fort at the Singhu Border for
over 20 days, are keeping
monotony and boredom at bay
by adding new books to their
reading list — day after day.
For many, it is a new found
love.
Thir ty-two-year-old

Harbans Singh, for instance,
who has been camping for
past one week, said he can’t
recall the last time he picked a
book for reading.
His reasons for doing it
now: “to keep tempers down”
and “to get inspired by the
greats”.
“There are many like me

who have started reading books
during the protest only.
Currently, I am reading ‘Punjab
Tera ki Banu’ by novelist
Jaswant Singh Kanwal. I look
forward to finish this one and
read another soon,” said Singh,
who hails from Barnala district
in Punjab and has come with
his friends to protest.
PTI
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engal Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee on
Thursday lambasted the Union
Government for “forcing its
will” on the State by ordering
three senior Indian Police
Services (IPS) officers out of
Bengal.
The forced transfer order
— against the wishes of the
State Government — came
days after alleged Trinamool
Congress hooligans attacked
BJP president JP Nadda’s convoy injuring senior leaders like
Kailash Vijayvargiya and
Mukul Roy while they were
travelling to Diamond Harbour
in South 24 Parganas.
An infuriated Chief
Minister tweeted, “The
Government’s order of Central
deputation for the three serving IPS officers of West Bengal
despite the State’s objection is
a colourable exercise of power
and blatant misuse of emergency provision of IPS Cadre
Rule 1954,” depicting the act as

B

“nothing but a deliberate
attempt to encroach upon
State’s jurisdiction and demoralise the serving officers in
West Bengal.”
She said, “This move, particularly before the elections is
against the basic tenets of the
federal structure. It’s unconstitutional and completely unacceptable,” vowing not to allow
“this brazen attempt by the
Centre to control the State
machinery by proxy! West
Bengal is not going to be cowed
into submission in front of
expansionist and undemocratic forces.
Earlier , the Union Home
Ministry on Thursday issued a

reminder to West Bengal
Government to immediately
repatriate the three IPS officers
to Central deputation by issuing posting orders to them. The
three officers — Bhalanath
Pandey, SP of Diamond
Harbour; Praveen Tripati, DIG
of Presidency Range; and
Rajeev Mishra, ADG of South
Bengal — were responsible for
the security of the BJP chief JP
Nadda, whose motorcade was
attacked by TMC workers.
The MHA said Pandey has
been appointed an SP in the
Bureau of Police Research and
Development, Tripathi as a
DIG in the Sashastra Seema Bal
(SSB) and Mishra an IG in the
ITBP. The Ministry of Home
Affairs (MHA) in the reminder
letter to the West Bengal
Government and the DGP said
that they have failed to adhere
to the rules and according to
Section 6 (1) of IPS cadre rules
— “in case of any disagreement, the Centre’s decision
shall prevail”.
Continued on Page 11
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hief Minister Yog i
C
Adityanath said that the
‘Noida International Airport’
would be one of the best airports across the globe and
assured that his government
would le ave no stone
unturned to make it world
class.
“This airport will become
the pride of India. We will
present it as a global brand on
the world stage,” Yogi said
after watching a presentation at his official residence
in Lucknow on Thursday.
Its
name,
‘Noida
International Greenfield
Airport, Jewar’, and its logo
after UP’s state bird ‘Stork’
along with its design on the
lines of London, Moscow and
Milan airports, were also
approved by Yogi.
The chief minister said
that the setting up of Noida
International Airport at Jewar

would lead to development of
industrial infrastructure in
Uttar Pradesh and increase
employment.
“This airport will not
only encourage manufacturing and exports but air traffic will also pick up steam
after it becomes operational,”
he said.
Pointing out that the aviation sector was a medium of
mu lt i-faceted progress
in the present time, Yogi
h
o
p
e
d
that the Noida International
Airport would significantly
help the state in tourism.
The initial capacity of
the airport, proposed to be
built in four phases, would be
12 million passengers per
year and it would be expanded to 70 million passengers
per year by 2050.
Besides, while it would be
a two-runway airport initially, the number of runways
would be expanded to five in

due course of time.
Detailing the updated
project status, Civil Aviation
Direc tor and Sp ecial
Secretary Surendra Singh said
t hat
t he
Yamuna
International Airport Pvt.
presented a master plan
before Noida International
Airport Ltd for the construction and it had been submitted to the Civil Aviation
Ministry.
At present, land for laying
out two runways has been
acquired, w hile 3,418
hectares of land is to be
acquired for the remaining
three runways.
Singh informed the chief
minister that acquisition of
1,334 hectares of land for setting up the international airport was taken up by the district magistrate of Gautam
Buddha Nagar and so far,
48.097 hectares of land had
been acquired for rehabilitation and displacement.

R[TPaTSQhAPY]PcW
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ith the objective of giving
a boost to the local
defence industry, Defence
Minister Rajnath Singh on
Thursday cleared procurement
proposals worth over C28,000
crore. The items include airborne radars, offshore patrol
vessels and modular bridges.
The deals were given the
go-ahead in the Defence
Acquisition Council (DAC)
chaired by the Defence
Minister. The armed force will
have to procure items worth
over C27,00 crore of the total
amount from the Indian industry, officials said here.
They said the apex body,
responsible for giving the nod
for the deals, approved capital
acquisition proposals of various
weapons, platforms, equipment
and systems required by the

W
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he Border Security Force
(BSF) on Thursday gunned
down two armed Pakistani terrorists along the India-Pakistan
International Border in
Amritsar, Punjab.
“On 17.12.20 at about 0220
hrs, alert troops of BOP
(Border Out Post) Rajatal, 71
Bn BSF, Amritsar detected suspicious movement ahead of the
fence within Indian territory. In
the ensuing firing, BSF troops
shot dead two armed Pak
intruders,” the BSF said in a
statement.
The paramilitary recovered one AK 56 Rifle, two magazines, 61 live rounds, one
Magnum rifle (caliber 223 bore
semi automatic), one magazine,
29 rounds of ammunition, one
pistol (Olampia,caliber-30
Bore, Mark Norinco), two
magazines and 30 Pak currency, two PVC pipes of approximately 10 feet each, it further
said.

T

Indian Army, the Indian Navy
and the Indian Air Force at an
approximate overall cost of
C28,000 crore.
The major procurements
include the Defence Research
and Development Organisation
Organisation
(DRDO)
designed and developed
Airborne Early Warning &
Control (AEW&C) Systems
for the IAF, next generation offshore patrol vessels for the
Indian Navy and modular
bridges for the Indian Army.
The IAF plans to induct at
least six AEWC systems. They
will be mounted on planes
acquired from Air India.
Expected to cost more than Rs
10,000 crores, these modified
planes will enable the IAF to
look deep into Pakistan and
China while flying in its own
airspace.
Continued on Page 11
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he Trinamool Congress on
T
Thursday suffered a twin
blow with two rebel leaders
quitting the ruling party within hours of each other.
While powerful satrap
Suvendu Adhikari left his primary membership of the party
in the morning, former Asansol
Mayor and MLA Jitendra
Tiwari quit in the evening.
Both the leaders had on
Wednesday night held a secret
meeting with another rebel
leader and MP of Burdwan
West constituency Sunil
Mandal whose future course of
action has not been known as
yet.
Adhikari — once the prime
spearhead of Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee’s Nandigram
movement that catapulted her
to power — and Tiwari are likely to join the BJP in presence
of Home Minister Amit Shah
who will hold a rally at
Midnapore on December 19,

sources close to them said.
While Shah would come to
Bengal in a two-day organisational trip, his party leaders
Gajendra Shekhawat, Sanjeev
Balyan, Prahlad Patel, Arjun
Munda, Mansukh Mandaviya,
UP Deputy Chief Minister KP
Maurya and Madhya Pradesh
Minister Narottam Mishra
would visit the State after he
had left.
While Adhikari would not
issue any political statement
since Wednesday noon when
he quit as the party MLA —
nearly a month after quitting
his ministerial portfolios —
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ndia may need to spend
Ivaccines
USD1.8 billion on Covid-19
in first phase of a coronavirus vaccination programme, even after getting
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support under the Covax global vaccine-sharing scheme,
according to estimates by the
GAVI vaccines alliance.
India’s Covid-19 caseload is
close to cross 1 crore mark with
99.51 lakh cases reported on

Thursday, the world’s second
highest caseload of coronavirus
after the United States.
India plans to inoculate
300 million people over the
next six to eight months.
Continued on Page 11

Tiwari went all out against the
party leadership saying he was
not allowed to function properly as the Mayor of Asansol —
the second largest city of
Bengal — by the leadership sitting in Kolkata. With elections
overdue in most of the State’s
municipal boards Tiwari had
been functioning as the
Administrator of AMC.
Tiwari who had earlier
offered to continue as a common party man later left the
party alleging an attack on his
office at Pandaweshwar near
Asansol. “I had resigned as the
Administrator of AMC and
also as the District TMC president but had not given up the
primary membership of the
party … but when some people vandalised and occupied
my party office at the instance
of the leaders sitting in Kolkata
I had no other way but to quit
the party too,” he said appealing to the State administration
for police protection.
Continued on Page 11
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Lucknow (PNS): Close on
the heels of the death of eight
passengers in a road mishap
when a UP Roadways bus collided with an oil tanker in
Sambhal, in yet another mishap,
two women were killed and a
dozen passengers injured when
another Roadways bus rammed
into a stationary truck in
Barabanki late Wednesday night.
As per reports, a Roadways bus
(UP43T-5813)
of
Ambedkarnagar depot was
headed to New Delhi when it
crashed into a stationary truck
near Safdarganj in Barabanki late
Wednesday night. The victims
were identified as Noorus Saba
(20) of Ramnagar (Ambedkar
Nagar) and five-year-old Aaliya
from Baskhari (Ambedkar
Nagar)
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aunching a scathing attack
on the opposition for
L
opposing the new farm laws,
Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath
said that these parties were
fighting the battle for middlemen and brokers as they could
not digest the welfare of farmers.
Addressing a farmers’ gathering in Bareilly on Thursday,
Yogi Adityanath said that the
opposition leaders were plotting to mislead farmers by
spreading rumours about the
end of minimum support price
(MSP) and mandis, thereby
pitching in for middlemen and
brokers.
The chief minister said
that vested interests of these
parties were impeding the welfare of the farmers that was
being ensured by Prime
Minister Narendra Modi
through a series of agricultural reforms.
“These people cannot
digest farmers’ welfare. Prime
Minister Narendra Modi is
dedicatedly working for the
betterment of farmers and
ensuring that they get all facilities like seeds, fertilisers, markets and MSP,” he stressed.
Yogi said that farmers’ loan

to the tune of Rs 36,000 crore
had already been waived and
the Union cabinet had decided to send Rs 3,500 crore of
cane export subsidy directly to
the accounts of farmers on
Wednesday.
“Benefits of the schemes
are directly reaching the farmers and this is why they (opposition) are having problems.
They were always into robbing
farmers’ rights. Now there is no
middlemen between the government and the farmers and
this has disturbed them,” he
said.
Yogi further said, “The

government is guaranteeing
MSP and the Union cabinet
has increased it. The new law
will ensure a healthy competition in the market and the
farmers will get higher prices
for their produce as they can
sell their crops anywhere and
there will be no taxes anywhere.”
“Those who do not like to
see the farmers progressing
are spreading rumours. Soon
after the formation of Bharatiya
Janata Party government in
UP in 2017, crop loans of the
farmers totalling Rs 86 lakh
were waived. We are continuously buying farmers’ produce
and purchase centres have been
opened across the state,” he
said.
Yogi claimed that during
the previous regimes, sugar
mills closed down one after the
other and for six years, cane
dues were not cleared.
“We sent Rs 1,12,000 crore
of cane dues directly to farmers’ accounts and more than
Rs 22,000 crore was transferred to farmers’ accounts
under the PM Kisan Samman
Nidhi scheme. The next instalment of Rs 4,300 crore will
soon be directly sent to their
accounts,” the chief minister
said.

Lucknow (PNS): -An incident of acid being thrown at a
girl by a youth from another
community in Mujariya area
led to communal tension in
Badaun on Thursday.
The victim was admitted to
a hospital in a serious condition
and a heavy police force was
deployed in the area to avert
any untoward incident.
As per reports, a BA second year girl student from a
village in Mujariya accused
her neighbour Mahesh Pal aka
Bantu of raping, promising to
get married. When the girl
complained to the police, a
piqued Pal attacked her with
acid while she was returning
home from a market.
Senior Superintendent of
Police at Budaun, Sankalp
Sharma, said that the victim
accused the youth of sexual
harassment on the false
promise of marriage after
which a case of rape was registered at Mujariya police station and investigations were on.
In Ballia, a 13-year-old girl
was raped by her 22-year-old
teacher in the Bairia area two
months ago. An FIR was
lodged by the victim’s father on
Wednesday. He alleged that his
daughter was raped by the
teacher as she went to the
school to fill up a scholarship
form. The accused was later
arrested.
Elsewhere in Lalitpur, a
32-year-old woman and her

lover were arrested for killing
the woman’s husband, Manoj
Nigam (38), and throwing his
body into Jakhlaun canal from
where it was recovered on

Tuesday.
A case was registered at
Lalitpur police station on the
basis of a complaint filed by
Nigam’s family.

During probe, it surfaced
that Nigam’s wife, Deepmala,
and her lover, Jairam Sen (20),
were behind the murder after
which both were arrested.
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rime Minister Narendra Modi will be
the chief guest at the centenary celebraP
tion of Aligarh Muslim University (AMU)
on December 22. This was confirmed by
AMU Vice-Chancellor Prof Tariq Mansoor
on Thursday.
Besides, Union Education Minister
Ramesh Pokhriyal would also accompany

the prime minister.
Prof Mansoor also said that in the
coming days, President Ram Nath Kovind
would also pay a visit to the AMU to join
the celebrations.
“The entire university campus has
been illuminated and decorated with
lights for the celebrations,” he said.
Meanwhile, AMU authorities appealed
to the university’s fraternity, including stu-

dents, to keep its centenary programme
“above politics” as it announced that
Prime Minister Narendra Modi had
accepted an invitation to address the
function on December 22.
In a letter to the staff, students and
other members of AMU fraternity, ViceChancellor Tariq Mansoor appealed to
them to keep the centenary programme
above politics.
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he Uttar Pradesh governT
ment has initiated a process
to facilitate procurement of
power by industrial units
through short-term open
access, thereby fulfilling a longstanding demand.
Additional Chief Secretary
(Energy) Arvind Kumar told
news persons in Lucknow on
Thursday that the UP Power
Transmission Corporation Ltd.
(UPPTCL) has uploaded standard operating procedure and
integrated online ABT portal
on
its
website
www.online.upptcl.org/abt for
granting permission, inspection and installation consent
for Availability Based Tariff
(ABT) meters.

“The ABT meters provide
a flexible solution for energy
monitoring and billing bulk
inter-utility power flows, particularly for power supply
through open access,” he said..
Customers intending to
avail short-term open access
can now obtain the no-objection certificate (NOC) online
through UP State Load
Dispatch Centre (UPSLDC)
web
portal
www.eass.upsldc.org/eass/OAP
reRegistration.jsp for one-time
registration on the prescribed
application format.
“So far 63 short-term open
access consumers have registered in the state, of which 58
are active registrations and
consumers have already availed
224.42 megawatt out of a total

of 347.56 megawatt power
sanctioned under open access
in UP,” Kumar said.
The senior official further
said that open access was one
of the strategic measures to create a competitive and healthy
industrial environment, whereby medium and large consumers could have access to
transmission and distribution
networks to obtain power from
suppliers other than local distribution company (discom).
As per UP Electricity
Regulator y Commission
(UPERC) regulations for open
access, short-term open access
means the right to use intrastate transmission system
and/or distribution system for
a period of not exceeding three
months at a time.
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itting out at the Bharatiya Janata Party government at the Centre over the rising prices
H
of LPG, former chief minister and Samajwadi

YNR GUN

Party president Akhilesh Yadav said that the ruling party was not bothered by the travails of the
common man as price of the cooking gas was
hiked twice in 13 days.
“In the BJP rule, it has become difficult for
the common man to live with the government’s
‘back-breaking’ inflation. If the government cannot bring down prices then at least they should
not hike prices. The government must roll back
the increased price of LPG cylinder in public
interest,” the SP chief said in a statement
released on Thursday.
“People in power are openly supporting illegal mining in UP. The police, the administration and the government are silent and getting
their shares. In Bidhuna area of Kanpur, a BJP
leader’s kin is neck deep in illegal mining on the
land of gram sabha. A Hindu Yuva Vahini leader
was caught mixing dung, straw and harmful oil
to make fake spices in Hathras. Animal fat,
bones, feet and hooves have been found in a fake
ghee factory in Agra. Why has the chief minister not yet imposed NSA on these adulterators?”
the SP chief asked.
Further attacking the government for backing crime in the state, Akhilesh Yadav said that
the opposition party workers were being killed
in daylight but the police were not taking action.
“The truth is that criminals are being patronised by those in power,” he said.
The SP chief also hit out at the BJP government for “avoiding the opposition” by not holding the winter session of Parliament this year citing the COVID-19 pandemic.
The Union government had assured to hold
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  the session in January next year.
“The BJP government is trying to evade facing the farmers and the opposition by doing
away with the winter session of Lok Sabha using
COVID-19 as an excuse. The sessions of Lok
Sabha and UP Assembly should be convened
immediately to discuss farm laws, privatisation,
unemployment, price rise and law and order
issues in UP, women’s security and stalled development,” Akhilesh Yadav said.
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he 3-day district-level
training for Covid-19
T
immunisation kicked off in
Lucknow on Thursday.
Additional CMO and district
immunisation officer MK
Singh said all the safety measures would be followed during the vaccination process.
Health education officers and
data entry operators are being
told about the waiting room,
observation room and vaccination room. The ANMs, staff
nurses and pharmacists are
also being told how to verify
the beneficiaries and how to
upload the data during vaccination. They are also being
trained in cold chain maintenance and conditioning of
the ice pack. The trainees
were briefed regarding the
usual side effects of the vaccination process which includes
nausea, vomiting, diarrhoea,
anxiety, giddiness and vertigo.

They were also briefed
about the biomedical waste
management.
Singh said they are still
working on the number of
centres where the vaccination will take place.
On Thursday, 235 persons
tested positive for coronavirus
in Lucknow while 180 patients
recovered. With seven more
deaths, city’s toll climbed
to 1,072.
There are still 2,866 active
cases in the state capital. The
fresh cases included 16 from
Gomtinagar, 15 from
Indiranagar, 18 from Rae
Bareli road, 12 each from
Hasanganj & Chinhat, and 10
each from Hazratganj,
Talkatora and Ashiyana.
Across the state, 1,539 persons
tested Covid positive, including 68 in Kanpur, 113 in
Ghaziabad, 73 in Gautam
Buddhnagar, 64 in Varanasi
and 72 in Meerut, taking the
UP tally to 5,70,789. There are
18 deaths in the state, including two in Varanasi, and one
each in Prayagraj, Meerut,
Moradabad, Deoria, Jaunpur,
Azamgarh, Pratapgarh,
Ghazipur & Hapur, taking
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on of former cabinet
minister
Gayatri
SPrasad
Prajapati was
arrested by a Gomti Nagar
Vistar police team in
Lucknow on Thursday.
Anil Prajapati was named
in a case of fraud, misappropriation of land and criminal conspiracy on
September 17. The FIR was lodged by Brij Bhawan
Dubey, who is also a former director of a company
run by the former minister. Dubey had also named
Gayatri Prajapati in the case. He had alleged that
Gayatri, along with his son Anil and aides, forced
him to get a land (current cost approx Rs 2.5 crore)
registered in the name of a woman. Dubey had stated that she was the same woman who had accused
the minister of gangrape in 2017. Dubey further
alleged that the same woman turned hostile and was
threatening him to take his name in her statement
to be recorded in another rape case registered last
year in Gautampalli police station, while the aides
of Prajapati were also threatening to kidnap his son.
Prajapati is already lodged in Lucknow jail. Inspector
Akhilesh Pandey said Anil was arrested from
Hazratganj following a tip-off by an informer.
Meanwhile, a joint team of Gomti Nagar Vistar
police and crime branch nabbed a hardened criminal bearing a cash reward of Rs 25,000 during an
encounter late on Wednesday night. He suffered
firearm injuries in the exchange of fire with the
police. The accused was identified as Ram Sanehi
Loniya (26) of Sitapur. He has served jail term in a
case of dacoity and under Gangster Act. The team
that carried out the operation was headed by inspector Akhilesh Pandey (Gomti Nagar Vistar) and
inspector Ajay Prakash Tripathi (crime branch).
The police said they got a lead about the movement of the miscreant during constant surveillance
of criminals. Later, the crime branch team shared
the inputs with the Gomti Nagar Vistar police and
both the teams left for the operation. The accused
was surrounded at a place and asked to surrender,
but he opened fire. The cops returned fire and overpowered the accused, who suffered bullet injuries
in a leg.
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A middle-aged man was accused of raping a
mentally unsound girl in Mohanlalganj on
Wednesday. As per reports, the accused, identified
as Angnu of the locality, raped the girl who was all
alone in her house. He later threatened to kill her
parents if she approached police. On Wednesday
night, the girl shared her ordeal with her parents,
who lodged a case in this connection on Thursday.

BD82834

An 18-year-old boy committed suicide at his
house in Talkatora early morning on Thursday.
Reports said the teen, identified as Rajesh of B-Block
in the area, was found hanging from a wooden pole
with a dupatta tied around his neck. Father Jamuna
Kanaujia spotted Rajesh hanging around 4:30 am and
informed police.
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Lucknow (PNS): Cold winds increased the chill in
the state capital on Thursday. Lucknow recorded the
minimum temperature at 7.8 degree Celsius while
the maximum temperature at 20.6 degree Celsius.
MeT director JP Gupta said the chill was
because of cold winds coming from the north-western region where hills witnessed a snowfall. “The
cold weather conditions will continue till the western disturbance brings relief,” he said. In the state,
the lowest minimum temperature (3.5 degree
Celsius) was recorded in Meerut.
The forecast for Lucknow is shallow fog in the
morning and clear sky thereafter. The maximum and
minimum temperature is expected to be around 22
degree Celsius and 7 degree Celsius, respectively.
Across UP, the weather is most likely to be dry
with shallow to moderate fog likely at isolated places
over the state in the morning. There is a warning
for cold wave conditions at isolated places over easter UP and severe cold wave conditions at few places
over western UP. The cold day conditions are expected at isolated places over western UP.

the toll to 8,136. Besides,
1,159 patients recovered
across the state. A senior official at the CMO office pointed out that there has been a
dip in the number of active
coronavirus cases in Lucknow
and the same have come down
below 3,000.
“The cases have come
down in all the areas, including in the high-risk ones. We
had sent public health experts
to the areas with maximum
cases. Hopefully by the end of
this month, the situation will
improve further,” he said.
Meanwhile, incharge of
ICU-3 at the Rajdhani Covid
hospital of SGPGI Dr Tanmay
Ghatak said the number of
serious patients continues to
remain the same. “We are
getting moderate to severe
patients also suffering from
diabetes, COPD and other
chronic diseases. The winter
season is making the matters
worse for COPD patients. The
patients include those from
the city and others referred
from other districts,” he said.
Ghatak said they were following the ICMR protocols for
treatment.

n a daring incident, six
unidentified miscreants
Ilooted
Rs 2 lakh from a veg-

etable wholesaler in Kakori on
Thursday morning. However,
police doubted claim of the
victim and said they did
not find any eyewitness to
the case.
As per reports, the victim,
identified as Chandra Shekhar
Lodhi of Dubagga, left his
house for the shop on a
motorcycle around 4 am. He
said six miscreants riding
three different motorcycles
surrounded him when he
reached near a school in
Kakori. “ The miscreants
attacked me with sticks and
later they looted the cash and
two gold chains. They all had
their faces covered with hankies. The hanky of one of
them fell off in a hurry to flee
the scene and I identified
him,” he said. Lodhi said he
called out the name of the
miscreant but the latter threw
dust in his eyes and all of them
sped off.
The police worked on the
case and scanned CCTV. The
victim, identified by the complainant as Gulab Singh of

Kakori, was later arrested.
The police said they were
interrogating Gulab Singh.
Meanwhile, an imposter,
impersonating a policeman,
duped a woman of her ornaments in Vikas Nagar on
Thursday. Reports said the
woman, identified as
Alimunnisa
(70)
of
Shekhupura Colony in the
area, was going to Dandaiya
Bazaar for shopping around 2
pm. When she reached
Vishnupuri Colony, a bikeborne unidentified man
stopped her and asked her
where was she going. When
the woman exclaimed, he told
her that he was a policeman.
He also told her that a youth
had killed a man after looting
his ornaments. He asked the
woman not to move on the
road while wearing ornaments
and asked her to take the
same off. The woman kept the
ornaments in her purse which
the conman took from her. He
later took out a sachet and put
the ornaments in it before
handing it to the woman.
When the woman returned
home and checked the sachet,
she found artificial ornaments.
She later complained to police
about the incident.
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hree luxury (Scania) buses
parked opposite a workT
shop in Banthra were went up
in flames under mysterious
circumstances on Thursday
morning. Police said that the
buses were there for maintenance and that they were investigating the cause of fire.
As per reports, some com-

muters spotted flames leaping
high from the buses around 10
am and alerted the police. A
police team, along with fire tenders, reached the scene. Traffic
was stopped and the rescue
operation was started. The
police said they were yet to get
any complaint regarding the
incident. The buses were registered in the name of a
Mumbai-based travel company.

Sources said that the cost of
buses was over Rs 4.5 crore and
they were once run on contract
with roadways. However, the
police did not confirm the
same. Roadways officials, on
condition of anonymity, said
the contract of the buses had
ended a few months back and
they were parked outside the
workshop of the manufacturer’s company.
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ctress Shilpa Shinde is a big
fan
of
Lucknow’s
A
chikankari and has a huge collection of chikan kurtis. Known
for her role in TV serial
‘Bhabhiji Ghar Par Hain’ and a
Bigg Boss participant, Shilpa
was in Lucknow along with coactress Poulomi Das for promotion of their show. Shilpa and
Poulomi, who play the pivotal
and challenging characters of
Queen Meerawati and Kala
respectively, vouched for the
chaat and kebabs that Lucknow
is famous for. Asked about
shooting and promoting their
show in Covid times, Shilpa
said there has to be some sort
of start, albeit with precautions.
Poulomi said they have been
regularly getting themselves
tested for Covid and ensuring
all the precautions. “It was
wonderful to portray an ambitious character in a show which
touches upon a lot of serious
issues like male patriarchy, gender politics, power etc that
existed even in those times. I
am delighted to be a part of

such an interesting show. We
are here for promotions and I
am in love with this city. The
chikan kurtis and kebabs are my
favourite,” Shilpa said.
Shilpa, who has faced quite
a few ups and downs in her
career, said she has learnt from
the past and is extremely happy
doing this role. “Despite all that
happened in the past, I was positive that something good will
come my way,” she said.
She added that she was
interested in doing roles with
equally talented actors and the
show is all about palace politics

had some great actors are part
of the show. “I am glad to be a
part of such a great ensemble
and it is going to be remarkable
for Indian OTT platform. Today
we are in Lucknow and we are
really thankful to all the people
for showering us with love as
always. I hope the people of
Lucknow watch and love our
show,” Poulomi said. The period-drama series, directed by
Shachindra Vats also stars
Milind Soman, Sahil Salathia,
Annu Kapoor, Anantvijay Joshi,
Flora Saini, Aditya Lal and
Kashish Rai, among others.
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Lucknow (PNS): Over 35 furniture shops in Purania scrap
market were damaged in a fire
which broke out under mysterious circumstances on
Thursday night. Police
teams and fire tenders rushed
to the scene to douse the
flames. No casualty was reported in the fire.
As per reports, the fire
broke out in one of the shops
around 8:30 pm and soon
engulfed the neighbouring
shops. Locals called the police
and a team of cops, along with
firemen, reached the scene.
Before the rescue operation
could begin, the fire took a violent turn and engulfed some of
the nearby shanties. Fire tenders from different locations in
the city were sent to the spot
and the exercise to contain the
fire was on till last reports
came in.

Jubilee Award (2020) in
Biological Sciences. The
award carries a plaque and
cash of Rs 3 lakh. CDRI
spokesperson Sanjeev Yadav
said the major scientific contributions of Dr Ritu Trivedi
are in the area of metabolic
bone disorders, specifically
post-menopausal osteoporosis and osteoarthritis. “Her

osteogenic efficacy with novel
osteogenic markers which led
to translational benefits as a
rapid fracture healing agent
by the name, ‘Reunion’, which
is in the market. One-year
clinical trial has been done in
post-menopausal women,” he
said. He added that another
product by the name ‘Joint
Fresh’ for osteoarthritis from

nals,” he added.
She is the fellow of the
National Academy of Sciences
(India). She has got the prestigious TATA Innovation
Fellowship 2019-20 by the
Department of Biotechnology,
Union Ministry of Science
and Technology in recognition of her outstanding
research contributions.
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Lucknow (PNS): General
manager of North Eastern
Railways (NER) Vinay Kumar
Tripathi inspected different
railways stations, including
Lucknow Junction, and asked
the officials to improve civic
amenities and facilities related
to train operations and freight
services. He said the railways
had to live up to the satisfac-

tion of the passengers and
focus on improved services.
“We have to work constantly
and attentively to achieve the
goal of passenger satisfaction.
Availability of modern civic
amenities their expansion is an
important aspect that one
should never forget,” he said.
The GM visited the integrated crew lobby and sought

details related to train operations, safety arrangements in
foggy weather and problems of
employees. He also met representatives of the employees’
union. The GM later held a
meeting with the officials and
sought progress reports of different undergoing projects
asking them to ensure completion in time.
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The Lucknow division of North
Eastern Railways (NER) earned the
highest revenue (Rs 48.23 crore) in
the financial year 2020-21 amongst
all the divisions of Indian Railways
by sale of scrap through e-auction.
A spokesman said the e-auction
was conducted on e-procurement
portal of Indian Railways. He said
the work was conducted under the
guidance of DRM, NER, Monica
Agnihotri and the revenue earned
was the highest amongst all divisions of Indian Railways. He said
a total of 14,990 metric tonne
scarp was disposed and efforts were
on to make the Lucknow division
of NER scarp-free.
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A prabhat pheri was organised
in RDSO on Thursday under the
‘Fit India Movement’ to promote
fitness across the country. The
programme is being organised
under the guidance of the Ministry
of Youth Affairs and Sports.
Officers, staff and their families
participated in the prabhat pheri
to spread the message of ‘Fitness
ka dose aadha ghanta roz’ by
means of banners, placards and
slogans.
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day after the announcement of the results of the
A
election held to the local bod-
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in the infected cases and fatalI3880nities,a drop
Maharashtra on Thursday logged
fresh Covid-19 infections and 65
deaths, even as 4358 people were discharged from various hospitals across the
state after full recovery.
A day after 95 people died of
Coronavirus and 4,304 others tested positive for the pandemic, the infections
dropped by 424 and deaths came down

P¥NM ³QV N LNRM 9N8OIH NX
GNMLNVMV NX I\IH9V0 E= IXIRQN
YNHD NO
OS
Z XN³IUI%U@YXT+NRK
RD E= IXIRQNJVUT LDWKsUIXHN=UNYNVD N
PXGVYINsU³IUIXIN#YNLZIU=GUN=YNVD OV
LNMVNN QI^NN LZR= ^NV @ ³N[MNW GV
Y8U[=U IX(X ONH[]K GK YNLZIU= JVUT
IXIRQNVD QNV+NN[NVD HVD PXGVO(HT>NYDIGU
IUI)NRDOHUGYNHDI UGKWNUKJ6$
IXIRQN GV +NN[ ³)NH RD +NN[ I`UK@
IXNN=IMUIUI)NRDOHUGP³OMGNM
GV E= ³NV'NVMHV89 IO/9H GV Y8U[=U
RVFONE9 www.etender. up.nic.in LM
YL\NV0IGVWNOGV[
D $V IXIRQN NT<GRD
NMNVJM MNI N YNM9KWKO#XE=49K GV
HNH OV WHN GMNK WNV[K$ IXIRQN
>NT\XV GKIXNN=IMUIUI)NRD OHIQ
YRGN N JNV UNV Y[\V GN=IQRO HVD  LM
>NNV\KWNV[K$IXIRQNGKR6NUN>NT\XVGK
IUI)N OV  HNJ JNVXK SNIJ$ O NU=
IXIRQNVD IGOK +NK Q NN HVD /RKGN= XJKD
JNV [ K$ E= IXIRQN OD  #HT  Y
LNQLZ# @ IR_TU LNMVNN
>N0 SUT)N=@ RNMNNOK GV Y8U[=U
IXHN=NNNKXGVRKPLGV8²G1RNJVUT
4NM 4NEI9D[ E'ZLHV9
D O
a  GK YNLZIU=$
IXIRQN ³N,U GMXV GK YDIUH IUI)N
OHFWVIXIRQN>NT\XV
GK IUI)N  OH  FWV$
IXIRQN³L  NT<GWKO9KOIJU
@# GJWNMGON6Y/OK
HN $NMNVJMMNI N@# ONU
JWNM HN $ E= IXIRQN OD #HTY
LNQLZ# @IR_TULNMVNN>N0
³)NH@³N[MNWGVY8U[=UGVRK
OOKYXLMNA0K  P8XNR\NEXGV
YXTM^NN GN= JVUT ONH[]K GK YNLZIU=$
IXIRQN³N,UGMXVGKYDIUHIUI)N
OHFWV IXIRQN>NT\XV GK
IUI)NOHFWV$IXIRQN
³L  NT<G WKO9K OIJU 
@# SNMJWNMONUON6 FKO
HN $NMNVJMMNI N@# 
O¥NMJWNMHN $IXIRQN³L GKJb0=
GbLK0NG`NMNY)NRN2I°[UO(RNJG
GVHNHOVIGOK+NKQ NNHVD /RKGNMXJKD
IGV WNV[
D $V  IXIRQNYNVD OV O(FDINU
IRRMN#0NPX\NV0#OD NNVNX#
IR/UNMKGMNJVUT IXIRQN>NT\XVGVIQXNDG
UGRVFONE9 www.etender.up.nic.in LM
QV>NKWNOGUKJ6IXIRQNYNVD GNVIFXNGNMN
FUNV Y/RKsU#IR+NNIWU GMXV GN
YINGNM HT> YI+N8UN LNQLZ@
³N[MNWGVLNOOTMI^NUMJV[N$YIN NNOK
YI+N8UN OD@ sUV HT> YI+N8UN
LNQLZ@L NDGIQXNDG
MN9 IJUHVD WN= FSNVD

by 30 in the state. With 3880 fresh infections, the total infections in the state
climbed from 18,80.893 to 18,84,773.
Similarly, with 65 fresh deaths, the
Covid-19 toll in Maharashtra rose from
48,434 to 48,499.
As 4358 patients were discharged
from the hospitals across the state after
full recovery, the total number of people
discharged from the hospitals since the
second week of March this year rose to
17,74,255. The recovery rate in the state

rose marginally from 94.1 per cent to
94.14 per cent.
With 10 new deaths, the Covid-19
toll in Mumbai went up from 11003 to
11,013, while the infected cases went up
by 586 to trigger a jump in the infections
from 2,84,404 to 2,84,990. Meanwhile,
the number of “active cases” total cases
in the state dropped from 61,454 to
60,905. The fatality rate in the
state dropped from 2.58 per cent to 2.57
per cent.
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fter having cheated several high-end hotels
A
across the country, 63-yearold savvy conman Vincent
John’s luck ran out, when he
tried to pull off a cheat-andrun game plan at a five star
hotel at Navi Mumbai. The
local police arrested John
with a whooping 58 PAN and
Aadhar cards.
Wanted in as many as 187
similar crimes in several
parts of the country, John
was taken into custody by the
police on Tuesday, as he was
preparing to escape after
having cheated a five-star
Hotel from the Tunga Hotels
chain at Navi Mumbai.
John, who hails from
Tamil Nadu, was produced
b e fore a T hane c ou r t
w h i ch re m an d e d t i l l
December 18.
John’s modus operandi
has been to stay in luxury
hotels using his false identities, run up hefty bills and
walk away whatever prized
items he can lay hands.
John’s attempt was no
different when he checked
into a high-profile suite and
stayed at a five-star hotel
from the Tunga Hotel chain
between December 12 and 14
using a photocopy copy of his
Aadhar card. During stay, he
ordered costly cigarettes and
l i qu or t h rou g h hotel
service.
“During his stay at the
hotel, John also booked a
banquet hall for a dozen
guests for business meetcum-party scheduled on the
evening of December 13 for
which he placed orders for

food and beverages. He even
took a laptop from the hotel
purportedly for a presentation,” Inspector Ravindra
Patil said.
However, when no guests
turned up at the banquet
hall for the party. The hotel
management got suspicious
and looked out for John who
by then had quietly fled the
scene with the lap-top.
Having realised that it
had been taken for a ride by
John, the hotel management
lodged a complaint with the
Navi Mumbai. Without losing any t ime, t he Navi
Mumbai police formed a
team which tracked John
down to a hide-out along
Ghodbunder Road at nearby
Thane, where he was arrested on December 15.
Patil said that John hails
f rom
i l a - Ur u d d i
in
Thoothukudi district of
Tamil Nadu. “John has been
moving around with different
nicknames. We have seized
58 PAN and Aadhar cards
from him obtained by him
using his fake nicknames.
He has confessed that he
would sell outside the expensive liquors, cigarettes and
other stuff +that he picked up
from hotels without clearing
the bills from the deluxe
hotels. He would sell the
stuff to finance his lavish
lifestyle that included air
travel,” the Investigating
Officer said.
The investigations have
revealed that he has committed similar crimes in Gujarat,
Tamil Nadu, Kerala, Andhra
Pradesh, Karnataka and
other states and cities across
the country.

ies in Kerala, the factional fight
in the Congress party has
come out in the open.
Thursday saw the entire Kerala
Pradesh Congress Committee
head
quarters
at
Thiruvananthapuram plastered with printed posters
alleging massive scale
favoritism and groupism in
selection of party candidates
for the local body polls by the
Congress leadership.
While the printed posters
carried highly critical allegations against the KPCC leadership and asked for its
restructuring, it also featured
names of senior party leaders
who handpicked their “concubines”, “girl friends” and
“lovers” overlooking the claims
of party’s long time activists
and workers. Names of leaders includes that of former
ministers, MPs, MLAs and
State level office bearers. The
posters were tore down by the

KPCC staff within minutes of
the media teams reaching the
spot. But veteran party leaders
like K Sudhakaran MP , Ajay
Tharayil and former depurty
chairman of Rajya Sabha P J
Kurian came out in the open
lambasting the party leaders in
the selection of candidates.
“There was a situation
favorable to the UDF as a
result of the dilemma faced by
the CPI(M) that was facing
multiple charges of corruption
and scams. But the Congress
leadership failed to exploit
the
situation,”
said
Sudhakaran. He said he was
not interested in continuing as
the working president of the
KPCC as the leadership has
lost the sense of collective
responsibility. Group owing
allegiance to K Muraleedharan
MP, son of late K
Karunakaran, launched a campaign demanding the appointment of the former as the
KPCC chief. But P J Kurian
has another story to tell.
“The minorities, especially the Christian community in
the State is keeping away from

the party as a fall out of
unhappiness in the selection of
candidates and the failure of
the party leadership to take
them into confidence,” said
Kurian.
Adding to the woes of the
KPCC leadership, P k
Kunhalikutty MP and leader of
the Muslim League and Shibu
Baby John of the RSP (both
constituents of the UDF) too
blamed the Congress for the
lackluster performance of the
UDF.
“Both the LDF and UDF
had alliances with parties like
Welfare Party of India and
Jama-at-E Islami in past elections. But this time we saw the
Congress leaders themselves
washing dirty linen in public
over the alliance. This could
have been avoided,” said
John.
Meanwhile the CPI(M)
managed to cobble up majority in the Kochi and Thrissur
Corporation councils with the
help of dissident Muslim
League and Congress candidates who scored “shock wins”
over official candidates.
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P Minister of State
(Independent Charge)
Ravindra Jaiswal lit the lamp
near the bust of Mahatma
Gandhi after cutting the lace to
mark the inauguration of
Khadi Utsav- 2020 at Urban
Haat, Chowkaghat Cultural
Complex here on Thursday
afternoon. Speaking on the
occasion, Jaiswal appealed to
the people to popularise the call
of ‘vocal for local’. He said that
if people use the goods produced by the entrepreneurs
and cottage industries around
them, then not only small
entrepreneurs would be
encouraged but it would also
create employment opportunities in the area.
Highlighting the purpose
of Khadi Utsav, he said that this
type of exhibition is organised
every year by Khadi Village and
Industries
Commission

U
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(KVIC), whose main objective
is to promote local entrepreneurs and cottage units.
According to him, KVIC has
provided employment to 1,000
people against the target of giving employment to 250 people
this year, which is praiseworthy.
He informed that as many as 27
departments are giving subsidies to increase different types

of employment opportunities
and in this direction a workshop would be organised by
these departments during the
Utsav from December 22 to 26
so that the youths can be
informed about employment
generation. He said that he
would also attend the proposed workshop.
More than 60 stalls have

been set up at the Khadi Utsav
and the festival will remain
open till December 26.
In addition to the stalls of
Varanasi division, the products
from Jammu and Kashmir,
West Bengal and others have
also been displayed in the exhibition selling items like Khadi
and cotton garments, silk
sarees, blankets, kurtas, Sadri,
mattresses, quilts, bed sheets,
carpets, jams, jellies, pickles,
namkeen, wooden furniture,
cupboards, Ayurvedic medicines and pain relieving oil etc.
District KVIC Officer UP
Singh said that the main objective of the exhibition is to provide a market to the entrepreneurs of rural areas and
encourage them to assist in
marketing and selling of their
products.
Special guest was the KVIC
member Dilip Sonkar, Joint
Commissioner (Industries)
Umesh Singh and others were
present.
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fter 25 days the number of
persons infected with
A
COVID-19 has crossed 100.
The reduced number of
patients almost doubled. At the
same time, the number of
those who beat Corona for the
fourth consecutive day was
less than the infected. On
Wednesday, 122 new corona
infected people were found in
the Prayagraj district.
Out of these, the Covid
report of 57 people came positive only in Focus Target
Sampling. About 58 people
became infection-free in 24
hours. A corona infected died
during the course of treatment.
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s many as 37 more new
patients have been detectA
ed in the district on Thursday,
increasing the total number to
20,474. The day also saw one
more death, increasing the toll
to 339. During the day, the follow-up negative reports included 68 and all of them have been
recovered from home isolation,
increasing the number to
16,700. As no patient has been
discharged from any hospital,
the number of patients
remained at 2,890. The total
number of patients who have

been recovered so far is 19,590,
leaving 545 active cases. The
recovery rate is 95.68 per
cent, while the mortality rate is
1.65 per cent.
Chief Medical Officer
(CMO) Dr VB Singh has
informed that in the first
report of the day, 18 positive
patients were found out of
2,636 reports received. Till
then, the total test reports
received were 4,78,155 and the
results of 3,001 are awaited.
Out of them, 4,57,700 were
negative, while 20,455 positive. The total number of
samples collected was

4,99,280. Earlier, a male aged
76 from Madhauli succumbed
to COVID-19 at Sir Sundarlal
Hospital, Banaras Hindu
University (SSH BHU). With
the addition of six new red
zones, the total number of
hotspots has increased to
2,588 including 217 red zones.
One green zone has been converted into a red zone again.
There are 2,371 green zones
with five new ones.
On the instructions of the
District Magistrate (DM)
Kaushal Raj Sharma, mass/
group antigen tests continued
to be conducted at Varanasi

Junction (Cantt.) and
Manduadih railway but all 37
and 110 tests conducted there
respectively have been found
negative.
Besides, all the 245 tests
have been found negative at
Shree Shiv Prasad Gupta
(SSPG) Hospital, Kabirchaura
apart from 135 at LBS
Hospital Ramnagar, 210 at
Government
Women’s
Hospital, 75 at Swami
Vivekanand
Hospital,
Bhelupur and 52 at SSH BHU.
However, one out of 42 tests
has been detected positive at
CHC Shivpur.

that none of the people who
were sampled during the Target
test found any symptoms of
Covid. Testing will be made to
those people who came in
contact with such infected persons.
To prevent the spread of
corona infection, ECC will
have a Covid screening of all
the teachers along with other
students on Friday. At the same
time, by conducting special
operations in the CRPF camp,
the infected will be identified.
According to Dr Sahai,
Wednesday's action is a major
achievement to prevent the
spread of corona by identifying
the infected patients among the
corona patients. Now the order
of testing of the Focus Target

Group will continue.
The increased number of
corona infected includes two
doctors from SRN Hospital
along with OT technicians
from CHC Soraon. At the
same time, the report of BSNL
Divisional Engineer and
Additional
Officer
Superintendent has also come
positive. Two of the four infected teachers belong to DPS.
Among the infected, the
Assistant Account Officer of
CDA Pension, Mutthiganj
Inspector and a constable of the
police station have also been
infected. In the CRPF's Target
testing, one nursing assistant,
two sub inspectors and 11 constables have been identified as
corona infected.
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According to Nodal Officer
for Corona Dr Rishi Sahai, on
Wednesday, 4,343 people were
tested for Covid. It has reported positive of 122 people. A
total of 13 patients were discharged from different Covid
hospitals. 45 people completed
home isolation. One patient
died during treatment.
According to Nodal Officer
for Corona Dr Rishi Sahai,
Focus Target Sampling was
started among the decreasing
number of patients. The infected people were found at both
places, the danger of spreading
the infection was also realised.
The Covid report of 30 students in ECC and 27 in CRPF
Camp Parila Phaphamau has
come positive. Dr Sahai said

orth Central Railway joins
hands in creating awareN
ness on ‘One Nation One
Ration Card’. Audio spot is
being played on public
announcement (PA) system at
stations for mass awareness.
Ministry of Consumer
Affairs Food and Public
Distribution is implementing
nationwide portability of ration
cards covered under the
National Food Security Act,
2013 (NFSA) through the

ambitious ‘One Nation One
Ration Card (ONORC)’ which
is also a part of the Prime
Minister’s technology driven
system reform under the Atam
Nirbhar Bharat Abhiyan. The
objective of ONORC is to
empower migrant (NFSA)
population to seamlessly access
their food security benefits
under the Act, from any Fair
Price Shop (FPS) of their choice
in the country by using their
existing/same ration card
through
biometrically/
Aadhaar
authenticated
transactions
on
an

electronic point of sale (ePoS)
device.
Railway being most popular and common mode of
transport of migrant population across the country, it has
been decided to play audio
spot/ jingle using public
announcement system at stations to create mass awareness
on ONORC system. Role of
North Central Railway is particularly important as this
Railway caters to most populous area of the country and
had recently contributed significantly in movement of migrant

population by operating more
than 53 per cent of approximately 4,500 Shramik special
trains run by Railways during
COVID-19 pandemic.
To meet the above said
objective audio spots of approximately 40 seconds containing
voice of the Prime Minister in
Hindi and other regional languages have been shared with
Prayagraj, Jhansi and Agra
division for playing on public
announcement system at stations to create large-scale
awareness on ‘One Nation One
Ration Card’.
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haratiya Janata Party (BJP)
succeeded in winning three
seats in six-member executive
committee of the Varanasi
Municipal
Corporation
(VMC). The election of all the
members took place unopposed.
The VMC met on
Thursday to elect six members
of its executive committee at
Town Hall here. As the construction work is being carried
out at VMC office, the Mini
House is shifted to Town Hall.
Since, all the political parties have already reached to a
consensus realising their
strength of numbers in the

B

House and they decided not to
go for the polls. There is at present 89 members in out of total
90 members of the House comprising 39, 21, 14, 2 and 13
from the Bharatiya Janata Party,
Indian National Congress
(INC), Samajwadi Party (SP),
Bahujan Samaj Party (BSP)
and independent respectively
while one seat is lying vacant.
Rajesh Yadav Challu of the
BJP proposed the names of
Narsingh Das Baba, Dr
Ravindra Kumar Singh and
Rajesh Keshari for the members of executive committee
from the party and Sitaram
Keshari of the INC proposed
the name of Riyazuddin, while
Harun Ansari of the SP proposed the name Bhaiyya Lal

Yadav as the members from the
party. Ajit Singh proposed the
name of independent corporator Haji Vikas Ansari for the
member of the executive committee. All the party reached
to a consensus and thus
Narsingh Das Baba, Dr
Ravindra Kumar Singh &
Rajesh Keshari (BJP),
Riyazuddin (INC), Bhaiyya Lal
Yadav (SP) and Haji Okas
Ansari (Independent) were
elected unopposed for the sixmember executive committee
of the House. After the meeting was over the piquant situation prevailed at Town Hall
when the husband of the corporator from Khanduri Ward
Priti Chaubey, Mayank
Chaubey laid before the vehi-

cle of Municipal Commissioner
Gorang Rathi to put up protest
against the deplorable condition of the road in Khajur area
for the long time. He blamed
that the corporation officers
did not pay any heed towards
this problem despite the repeated complaints. Rathi assured of
paying serious attention to the
problem. In the meantime, the
heated exchange of words also
took place between Rathi and
corporator from Nawabganj
Ward Sita Sharma on the matter of works being carried out
by the corporation in the ward.
The Mayor Mridula Jaiswal
presided over the proceedings
and congratulated to new
members of the executive committee.
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inod Kumar Pandey was
elected as the new presiV
dent of the Banaras Bar
Association (BBA), while Vivek
Singh became it's new general
secretary.
In a tough contest, Vinod
Kumar Pandey secured 1,041
votes and defeated his nearest
rival Dhirendra Nath Sharma
by a margin of 117 votes as he
got 924 votes. The other candidates Arun Kumar Dubey,
Awadhesh Kumar Singh,
Meera Yadav, Nityanand Rai,
Ram Pravesh Singh and Sajjan
Lal Gupta got 44, 284, 162,
166, 566 and 52 votes respectively. The chairman of senior
committe
R amanand
Srivastava announced the
results after the counting concluded late evening on

Wednesday. The polling had
taken place on December 15
last.
On the other prestigious
post of general secretary,
Vivek Kumar Singh registered
victory by bagging 1,141 votes.
He defeated his nearest rival
Ratnesh Kumar Pandey by a
comfortable margin of 474
votes. Ratnesh got 667 votes.
The other candidates Kamlesh
Singh Yadav, Kaushik Kumar
Pandey, Pradeep Kumar Rai
and Rajiv Kumar Goswami
got 368, 242, 572 and 235
votes respectively.
On the post of senior
vice-president, Satyendra
Kumar Srivastava was
declared victorious as he
secured 789 votes. He defeated nearest rival Jyoti Shankar
Upadhyay with a margin of
just 7 votes. Jyoti got 782

votes.
The other candidates Alok
Kumar Srivastava, Anup
Kumar Sinha and Om Prakash
got 363, 571 and 612 votes
respectively. On the two posts
of vice-president (practice of
more than 10 years) Ashok
Kumar and Prashant Kumar
Srivastava were elected as
both secured 1,311 and 879
votes respectively. On the post
of vice-president (practice less
than 10 years) Ashish Kumar
Singh was elected as he got
1,532 votes.
Shailendra Kumar Singh
bagged 1,131 votes and was
elected as treasurer. He defeated his nearest rival Rajesh
Prajapati who got 1,099 votes.
Radheshyam Sharma (1,550
votes) was elected as joint secretary (library), Surendra
Kumar Seth (1443) was elect-

ed as joint secretary (publication) and Sunil Kumar
Mishra (1,473) was elected as
joint secretary (administration).
For the six members of
management committee
(practice less than 15 years),
Dilip Kumar Srivastava,
Dhananjay Kumar, Dhananjay
Yadav, Anurag Baranwal, Shiv
Kumar Sinha and Abhishek
Kumar Pandey were elected by
securing 1,885, 1,783, 1,722,
1,641, 1,566 and 1,551
votes respectively. Amit
Kumar Jaiswal was elected as
auditor.
For the members of management committee (practice
more than 15 years) Anuj
Gond, Manoj Tiwari,
Prem Prakash and Satyendra
Nath Rai were elected unopposed.
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howing its determination,
Central Reserve Police Force
S(CRPF)
personnel of 95th
Battalion continued its drive for
the sixth day here on Thursday
to make historic Pushkar Kund
(pond) near Assi clean. The
drive was launched in association with Srijan Samajik Vikas
Nyas, Nagar Nigam and
National Disaster Response
Force (NDRF). Apart from
removing wastes from the
pond, the CRPF personnel also
continued their drive to sanitise the surrounding localities.
Since the nationwide lockdown was imposed to prevent

the spread of global coronavirus pandemic on March 25
last, the local Battalion of CRPF
has continuously launched its
drive of santisation and cleanliness in different parts of the
city. During the campaign, a
programme was held at
Pushkar Kund in which the
chief guest was Commandant
of CPRF Narendra Pal Singh,
while the function was presided
over by Srijan chief and brand
ambassador of Environment
department, UP, Anil Kumar
Singh.
Addressing the function,
CRPF Commandant said ‘we
all know that water gives life
to us and all other living ani-

mals. Without water, life on
the earth is impossible. Very
little of the water available on
the earth is potable. We have
to conserve the drinking
water. If the rain water is preserved in the ponds and water
resources, then this water can
be useful for our drinking
purpose. He further said ‘we
have to keep our available
ponds clean so they can not
only store rainwater but also
help in recharging the ground
water. In this way, if we conserve these reservoirs, then
surely we can conserve water
further.’
According to him, in this
direction, the 95th Battalion of

CPRF and Srijan are working
together to conserve water
and protect the environment
so that they can give a beautiful healthy future to our
coming generations.
During the drive, a team
of local units of the NDRF
Battalion also collaborated
with their own boats and
sailors. On the occasion,
CRPF Assistant Commandant
Parikshit Rahul and other
personnel, Srijan member
Anand Vijay, supervisor of
Nagar Nigam Sarita Yadav,
safai employees, leading entrepreneur and social workers
Keshav Jalan, Abhishek Jalan
and others were present.
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nion Minister of State for
U
Health Ashwani Choubey
came for a day's visit to Prayag.
The minster also took the
information about the preparation of health services by holding a review meeting with Dr
SP Singh, Principal of Medical
College and doctors and staff of
CGHS at Circuit House. On the
issue of crunch of doctors, the
minister said that according to
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi, MBBS seats have been
increased significantly. By 2022,

a sufficient number of doctors
will be available in the country.
In the review meeting, in
reference to the Medical
College, the minister directed
the principal of the college to
ensure better treatment to the
patients. Especially serious
patients should be taken care
for properly. He also asked
them not let any kind of negligence in the case of COVID19. He has assured that on the
next visit, he would discuss
over the staff shortage issue at
at the Swaroop Rani Nehru
Hospital. Preparations for vac-

cination etc were also discussed.
Thereafter, he also went on
to inspect the CGHS No-1
George Town. The arrangement here was satisfactory but
the hospital administration
maintained that there was a
shortage of doctors. On this,
the Health Minister also
assured to take some concrete
steps soon. After this, the
Health Minister left for
Chitrakoot. Choubey will again
come in a couple days and will
meet party officials and workers at Circuit House. Earlier in

the morning, Protocol secretary Ajay Rai welcomed him
along with the workers.
The Union Minister of
State for Health said that the
trial of three vaccines in the
country is in the final stage.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
has already taken stock of the
preparations of vaccine. In the
first phase, one crore health
workers will be vaccinated.
Twenty-two million Corona
warriors will be benefited by
this, but all must compulsorily follow the COVID-19 protocol.
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he devotees visiting Magh
Mela area would not have
T
trouble while talking over
phone. Arrangements are being
made for this purpose. This
time in the mela area, temporary mobile towers will be
installed in every sector.
Applications have been sought
from the mobile tower installation agency. These towers
will be installed before the fair
starts.
The Magh Mela along the

confluence Ganga, Yamuna
and mythical Saraswati will
begin from Januar y 14.
Thereafter, there will be a gathering of lakhs of devotees here
for about two months. For the
Kalpavas of these devotees, the
work of settling the city of tents
in about 650 hectares is going
on. The fair will be set up in five
sectors. During this time, the
devotees who come here and
stay here, should not have
trouble talking to their relatives
over phone. Therefore, the
mela administration will tem-

porarily install mobile towers in
the entire fair area.
At least one tower will be
installed in every sector. BSNL's
tower is already installed on the
parade ground. Apart from
this, the fair administration has
issued a tender to erect towers
of private companies. Tenders
will be filled by December 21.
After that, the completion of
the tender process will start
the installation of mobile towers.
Mela Adhikari Vivek
Chaturvedi said that at least

one mobile tower will be
installed in every sector.
Whereas two to three towers
will be erected here when there
is more crowd around Sangam
Nose. All mobile towers will be
installed before Makar
Sankranti.
This time due to corona,
the mela area is expected to
reduce
congestion.
Nevertheless, parking of vehicles will be made on the parade
ground. The mela administration has issued a tender for
parking.
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youth was brutally attacked
in Jari village, under the
A
Kaundhiyara police station in
the trans-Yamuna area of
Prayagraj in late evening hours
on Wednesday. Private part of
the boy was chopped off and
attempt was made to slit open
his throat with sharp edged
weapons. Love affair is stated to
be the cause behind this savage
attack. SP (trans-Yamuna) is
monitoring the investigations
and is hopeful that the mystery
will be resolved within a day or
two.
According to reports, the
youth was a regular student of
a coaching centre and used to
come to Prayagraj on a regular
basis. He had an affair with a
girl of his village, and on
Wednesday the family members of the girl caught them
red-handed in an agricultural
field. The boy was beaten up
brutally and then he was
attacked with sharp edged
weapons. After chopping off his

private part, the attackers targeted his neck and then left
him in the field. The boy was
spotted by some passerby in
later night hours in a pool of
blood. They raised alarm and
collected the villagers. The
police were informed immediately and the youth was admitted immediately at SRN
Hospital of MLN Medical
College in a critical condition.
The police recovered some
slippers from the crime spot,
and are studying call details of
the boy. Some suspects have
been detained by the police in
this connection.
150 POWER THIEVES
CAUGHT: Power engineers
in Prayagraj are in action.
Within two days over 150
power thieves have been
brought to books. Besides
imposing heavy fine on them,
FIR has also been lodged to
ensure their arrest.
Action against power
thieves had been postponed
and almost no FIR had been
lodged during the past couple

of months. But on the directions of the Power Minister, the
department has geared up itself
and is taking with them vigilance officers also along with
camera teams. The minister
has sent strong instructions to
turn tough against the power
thieves and ensure 24 hour
uninterrupted power supply.
With the arrival of winters, the
power thieves are applying
tricks to bypass meters for
running heaters and water
heaters. The power engineers
had taken an initiative to raid
suspected houses in late night
or early morning hours to
catch culprits red handed, otherwise they used to normalise
things in day hours. In old city
areas the power engineers
caught 150 power theft cases
within two days. The videographers and photographers are
doing their work as a proof of
power theft, which will help in
sending the culprits to jail.
ACCIDENT: A man was
killed, while his wife sustained
grievous injuries when the

pucca house in which they
were living in was damaged
badly after the truck carrying
the ballast went uncontrolled
and entered the house on the
side of the road under the the
Bahria police station of the district on Wednesday night. The
couple was asleep in the verandah outside the house and got
injured by the truck in which
the husband died a short time
later, while the wife was undergoing treatment at a local hospital. Karnaipur market is in
Bahria police station area of
Prayagraj. A ballast laden truck
was going from this market
located on Sikandra-Dandupur
road on Wednesday night.
Around 11 o’clock in the night,
the truck reached in front of the
house of one Radheshyam
Gupta (58), resident of Truck
Bazaar, and went uncontrolled
and entered his house. A large
part of Radheshyam’s twostorey house was damaged in
this accident while the couple
sleeping in the outer verandah
of the house were injured.
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ttar Pradesh Minister of
State for Energy Rama
U
Shankar Singh Patel said that

anpur Nagar reported 67
more coronavirus positive
K
cases on Thursday evening.
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ttar Pradesh Governor
Anandiben Patel expressed
happiness on seeing several
hearing and speech impaired
children successfully talking
after undergoing Cochlear
implants under SN Mehrotra
Foundation.
She had invited the SN
Mehrotra Foundation and the
children with their guardians to
Raj Bhawan on Thursday.
The UP Governor said
more people should follow suit
so that children born with
congenital defects could be
brought into the mainstream of
society.
She later gave gifts to the
children and interacted with
them.
Addressing press persons

U

later, Cochlear implant specialist Dr Roht Mehrotra said
all this could be done under the
scheme Bal Shravan Yojana
introduced by Chief Minister
Yogi Adityanath.
He said besides the Central
scheme, ADIP, was providing
immense support to ensure
these children who were facing
this disability were surgically
operated upon and then with
the implant they could lead a
normal life.
Dr Mehrotra said the SN
Mehrotra Foundation had been
doing a yeoman’s job and till
date it had successfully placed
Cochlear implants in over 500
children.
He said the objective of the
SN Mehrotra Foundation was
to ensure that by 2030, hearing
and speech disability were

eradicated.
He said it was a matter of
great concern that there was little awareness of hearing and
speech disability and appealed
to parents of such children to
ensure they availed themselves
of the facility.
He said Cochlear implant
surgery was done in a hospital
or clinic where the surgeon
inserted the implant electrodes
into the cochlea.
He said then the surgeon
placed
an
electronic
device called the receiver
under the skin behind the ear,
securing it to the skull in this
area.
Dr Mehrotra said Cochlear
implants were the world’s most
successful medical prostheses
in that less than 0.2 per cent of
the recipients rejected it or did

not use it and the failure rate
needing re-implantation was
around 0.5 per cent.
He said most individuals
noted a significant growth in
their awareness of sounds
within days after their
Cochlear implant was
turned on, which was about
four to six weeks after the
surgery.
He said speech understanding improved more gradually, with most individuals
experiencing the largest
improvement within the first
six months.
Prominent among those
present at the Raj Bhawan
were project manager
Nagendra Mishra and children
Dhruvi Bajpai, Riya Sigh,
Sakshi , Zaid Khan and Sakshi
Yadav.
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3-day grievance redressal
camp was organised at
A
Kanpur
Development
Authority premises on
Wednesday.
KDA Secretary SP Singh
heard the grievances of the
allottees and other people and
directed the officials concerned
to dispose of the complaints/grievances on priority.
On the first day, 43 complaints relating to Zone 1 and
bulk sale department were
received. Jagdish Shah, Prabha
Tewari, Subhra Tewari and
Rajesh Tandon submitted their
applications for mutation. In
her application, Rekha urged
the KDA for issue of allotment
letter by the bulk sale department while Manju Saxena’s
application related to registry of
a flat at Signature Greens apartment. The KDA secretary said
the special camp was organised
to resolve problems of people
relating to mutation of
plot/house/flat, freehold from
lease, registry, refund, illegal
construction, unauthorised
possession on KDA property,
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building layout etc.
KDA Additional Secretary
Gudakesh Sharma, Joint
Secretary KK Singh, Finance
Controller VK Lal, OSD Alok

Kumar Verma, City Planner
Ajay Kumar and other officers
were present at the camp.
Applications/complaints
relating to Zones 2 and 4 were

heard on Thursday from 10 am
to 2 pm. The visitors were
asked to follow COVID-19
protocols of social distancing
and using masks at the camp.
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KANPUR (PNS): Plant nutrition deficiency reflects on the
crop output in Uttar Pradesh,
engendering the need for proper and planned plant nutrition.
This was stated by CSA
University of Agriculture and
Technology’s
Research
Directorate Assistant Director
(Research) Dr Manoj Mishra
while addressing a session on
‘Development of plants’ at the
university on Monday.
He said crops grown in
most soils in India suffered
from deficiencies of one or
more micronutrients, even
though the soils often contained apparently adequate
total amounts of the respective
elements.
He said the nature and
extent of the deficiencies varied with soil type, crop genotype, management and agroecological situations.
Dr Mishra said plant nutrient development was highly
essential in the current times

and analysis of soil and plant
samples indicated that 49 per
cent of the soils in India were
potentially deficient in several
nutrients.
He said plant nutrition was
the study of the chemical elements and compounds necessary for plant growth, plant
metabolism and their external
supply. He said in its absence,
the plant was unable to complete a normal life cycle, or the
element was part of some
essential plant constituent or
metabolite.
He added that three
macronutrients — nitrogen,
phosphorus and potassium —
were the most important for
crops as they directly affected
plant growth and practically
created plant parts.
He said nitrogen was the
most important element for
crop growth and development,
strongly influencing germination and vegetative growth.
He added that the correct use

of plant nutrients played an
important role in sustainable
agricultural intensification. He
said it was indeed important to
ensure a maximum uptake of
needed nutrients by plants so
as to minimise losses to the
environment, which can also be
in the form of GHGs, while
keeping in mind that zero losses was not an achievable goal
given that one were dealing
with biological processes.
Dr Mishra said there were
more than a dozen nutrients
that were essential to achieving
optimal plant health. He said
maximum crop yields were
only possible if these nutrients
were supplied to the crop at
appropriate timing and in the
amount each plant needed for
healthy development.
He said even though many
of these nutrients were naturally occurring in the soil, they
were not all naturally available
to the plant in a soluble form
that benefited the plant.

He said nitrogen was an
essential nutrient for plant
growth, development and
reproduction, and was part of
every living cell and it was vital
because it was an important
component of chlorophyll.
He said as plants depended on chlorophyll to help them
during photosynthesis, when
they used the energy in sunlight to produce sugars from
water and carbon dioxide. He
said if the plant lacked nitrogen
it would not be able to utilise
sunlight as an energy source.
He said the nitrogen cycle
helped understand how nitrogen converted from inorganic
or plant soluble forms to organic forms of nitrogen.
Dr Mishra said that different crops had different timing
for their nitrogen requirements.
He said corn took up much of
its nitrogen midsummer while
on the other hand, wheat used
most its nitrogen in the spring
to early summer.

Chief Medical Officer Dr Anil
K Mishra said that 67 more
people had tested positive for
coronavirus infection between
Wednesday evening and
Thursday evening taking the
tally of confirmed cases to
31,705 cases. He said that 20
patients were discharged from
hospital. He said one COVID19 death in the city was
reported till Thursday
evening keeping the death
toll to 804. The CMO said at
present 720 active cases were
undergoing treatment. Dr
Mishra said 4148 samples
were sent for testing in the
city.
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rincipal Income Tax
Commissioner, UP West,
P
(Verification Unit) Jayant
Mishra said that in faceless
process a few IT issues would
be hand-picked for physical
verification of the tax payer.
He said this could be done
only with prior permission of
Principal Income Tax
Commissioner.
He said the faceless assessment had already taken off and
under it the tax payer remained
ignorant of who comprised
the assessment team and were
assessing their return. He said
the team of officials who were
probing the assessment also
remained ignorant as to who’s
assessment they were carrying
out.
Mishra was speaking on
the topic ‘Inquir y and
Verification under Faceless
Assessment’ at the IT Bar
Association .
He said if the officials felt
the need of a physical verification they would forward it to
the Verification Unit. He said
this could be done only after
prior permission was sought
from the PITC and then only
the team could proceed to the
particular assigned destination.
He said to seek permission,
the officials would have to give
genuine and potent reasons and
at least two inspectors would go
for the verification.
He sounded a caution that
the ground which had been
sought by the officials could
only be probed into and not
any other issue at that point of
time.
He said the report had to
be forwarded to the National
e-Assessment Centre and they
would have to place on the spot
photographs. He said the centre would then forward the
report to the assigned team.
He said the team, before
taking a final decision, would
send a draft order to the
assessee as to how much tax
had been worked out on him
and on which sections so that
the assessee could put up his
version later.
He then cleared the doubts
of the tax consultants.
Prominent among those
who took part were DC Shukla,
Atul Agarwal, Govind Krishna,
Ajay Goyal, Sudhindra Jain,
Rajesh Mehra, Himanshu
Kapoor, consultant Shailendra
Sachan , SK Gupta and Pradeep
Mehrotra.

&RUUXJDWHGER[
PDQXIDFWXULQJ
XQLWFDWFKHVILUH
KANPUR (PNS): A corrugated box manufacturing unit
caught fire in Dada Nagar
Udyog Kunj in Govind Nagar
police station area late
Wednesday night. Powerful
explosion of gas cylinders in
the unit created panic among
the residents and workers of the
other factories there. Electric
short-circuit was stated to be
the cause of fire. As many as
eight fire tenders reached the
spot and extinguished the fire
after three hours.
THEFT : Cash amounting
to Rs 2.50 lakh was stolen
from an iron rod agency in
Mohammadpur village of
Chaubepur police area on
Tuesday night. The thieves
also took away CCTV cameras
and DVR installed in the shop.

&255(6321'(17Q 0,5=$385

it was the need of the hour
that we adopt horticulture as
an nessential part of farming
to enhance earning. These
views were expressed by him
at a function organised by
Horticulture department
under Dr Shyama Prasad
Mukherji Rurban Mission
Programme at Government Ganga Nursery,
Bisunderpur on Wednesday. Speaking on the
occasion the minister exhorted the farmers to
avail the facilities provided by the government
and contribute to the nation. He said his government was committed to improving the condition of farmers and in very that direction the
district was declared as banana hub. Making

such announcement he said
that the plan had been sent to
make available expert facilities
to increase production of
banana in the district which
will pave the way to improving the per capita income of
the area. The minister distributed the saplings of aloe
vera and dragon fruit to the
women belonging to SHGs of
Halia block who were trained
recently to do the business
through farming of such
plants. Majhawan MLA Shuchismita Maurya also
expressed her views and underlined the medicinal qualities of aloe vera and dragon fruit. Chief
Development Officer (CDO) Avinash Singh
spoke about the benefits of banana farming and
gave details that after declaring the district as a
banana hub what facilities from the government
were to be made available for its development.
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he railway administration is
making changes in the timT
ings and days of the run of the
following special trains being
run by for the convenience of
passengers. As a result, the
05015/05016 GorakhpurYesvantpur-Gorakhpur superfast special train will from April
12, 2021, be run from
Gorakhpur on every Monday
and from Yeshvantpur on every
Wednesday from April 14, 2021,
until further notice. Apart from
this
the
02591/02592
Ye s v a n t p u r- G o r a k h p u rGorakhpur special train will
from April 10, 2021, every
Saturday be run from
Gorakhpur
and
from
Yesvantpur from April 12, 2021
every Monday until further
notice. Therefore, the people are
requested to know about the
revised timetable of trains at the
time of making reservation or
before travelling in order to
avoid inconvenience. All coaches in these trains will be of
reserved category and passengers traveling in them will have
to follow the Covid-19 guidelines, CPRO PK Singh said.
05015 GKP-YPR SPECIAL: The 05015 GorakhpurYeshvantpur superfast weekly
special as per the revised
timetable, will from April 12,
2021, depart from Gorakhpur
every Monday at 06.35 hrs,
from Gonda at 9.05 hrs, from
Barabanki at 10.27 hrs, from
Badshahnagar at 11.04 hrs,
from Aishbagh at 11.50 hrs,
from Unnao at 12.42 hrs,
from Kanpur Central at 13.22
hrs, from Pokhrayan at 14.15
hrs, from Orai at 14.52 hrs,
from Jhansi at 16.45 hrs, from
Bina at 19.10 hrs, from Bhopal
at 21.00 hrs, from Itarsi at 22.50
hrs, second day from Nagpur at
4.00 hrs, from Chandrapur at
06.35 hrs, from Balharshah at
07.45 hrs, from Sirpur
Kaghaznagar at 08.30 hrs, from
Kazipet at 11.10 hrs, from
Secunderabad at 13.45 hrs,

from Mantralayam Road at
18.55 hrs, Guntakal at 20.25
hrs, Dharmavaram at 23.00 hrs
and reach Yesvantpur at 02.45
hrs on the third day. During the
return journey the 05016
Yesvantpur-Gorakhpur superfast weekly special train will
from April 14, 2021, depart
from Yesvantpur every
Wednesday at 23.40 hrs, from
Hindupur on the second day at
01:00 hrs, from Dharmavaram
01.55 hrs, from Guntakal at
04.00 hrs, from Mantralayam
Road at 05.25 hrs, from
Secunderabad at 11.05 hrs, from
Kazipet at 13.20 hrs, from Sirpur
Kaghaznagar at 15.15 hrs, from
Balharshah at 17.20 hrs, from
Chandrapur at 17.40 hrs, from
Nagpur at 21.00 hrs, from Itarsi
on third day at 02.00 hrs , from
Bhopal at 03.40 hrs, from Bina
at 05.35 hrs, from Jhansi at 07.55
hrs, from Orai at 09.10 hrs, from
Pokhrayan at 10.02 hrs, from
Kanpur Central at 11.35 hrs,
from Unnao at 12.07 hrs, from
Aishbagh at 13.25 hrs, from
Badshahnagar at 13.48 hrs, from
Barabanki at 14.30 hrs, from
Gonda at 15.55 hrs and reach
Gorakhpur at 18.50 hrs. A total
of 21 coaches, including two of
generator-cum-luggage van, four
of general second class, seven of
sleeper class, six of AC third class
and two of AC second class will
be attached in this special train.
02591 GKP-YPR SPL: The
02591 Gorakhpur-Yesvantpur
weekly special train will from
April 10, 2021, every Saturday
depart from Gorakhpur at 06.35
hrs, from Khalilabad at 7.15 hrs,
from Basti at 7.44 hrs, from
Mankapur at 8.28 hrs, from
Gonda at 9.05 hrs, from
Barabanki at 10.27 hrs, from
Badshahnagar at 11.04 hrs, from
Aishbagh at 11.50 hrs, from
Unnao at 12.42 hrs, from
Kanpur Central at 13.22 hrs,
from Pokhrayan at 14.15 hrs,
from Orai at 14.52 hrs, from
Jhansi at 16.45 hrs, from Lalitpur
at 17.50 hrs, from Bhopal at
21.00 hrs, from Itarsi at 22.50
hrs, from Ghoradongri at 23.50

hrs, on second day from Betul
at 00.32 hrs, from Amla at 00.54
hrs, from Nagpur at 4.00 hrs ,
from Chandrapur at 06.35 hrs,
from Balharshah at 07.45 hrs,
from Belampalli at 09.00 hrs,
from Manchiryal at 09.25 hrs,
from Ramagundam at 09.43
hrs, from Kazipet at 11.10 hrs,
from Secunderabad at 13.45
hrs, from Begumpet at 13.56 hrs,
from Raichur at 18.31 hrs, from
Mantralayam Road at 18.55 hrs,
from Adoni at 19.30 hrs, from
Guntakal at 20.25 hrs, from
Anantapur at 21.35 hrs, from
Dharmavaram at 23.00 hrs and
reach Yesvantpur at 03.00 hrs.
During the return journey the
02592 Yesvantpur-Gorakhpur
weekly special will from April
12, 2021, every Monday depart
from Yesvantpur at 17.20 hrs,
from Hindupur at 18.40 hrs,
from Dharmavaram at 20.50 hrs,
from Anantapur at 21.33 hrs,
from Guntakal at 22.50 hrs,
from Adoni at 23.40 hrs, the second day Mantralayam Road at
00.10 hrs, from Raichur at 00.43
hrs, from Begumpet at 05.41 hrs,
from Secunderabad at 06.15
hrs, from Kazipet at 08.35 hrs,
from Ramagundam at 09.50
hrs, from Manchiryal at 10.10
hrs, from Belampalli at 10.35
hrs, from Balharshah at 12.40
hrs, from Chandrapur at 13.00
hrs, from Nagpur at 15.55 hrs,
from Amla at 18.10 hrs, from
Betul at 18.28 hrs, from
Ghoradongri at 19.02 hrs, from
Itarsi at 22.05 hrs, from Bhopal
on third day at 00.05 hrs, from
Lalitpur at 02.45 hrs, from
Jhansi at 04.25 hrs, from Orai
at 06.00 hrs, from Pokhrayan at
06.40 hrs, from Kanpur Central
at 08.40 hrs, from Unnao at
09.07 hrs, from Aishbagh at
10.20 hrs, from Badshahnagar
at 10.42 hrs, from Barabanki at
11.35 hrs, from Gonda at 12.55
hrs, from Mankapur at 13.21
hrs, from Basti at 14.08 hrs,
from Khalilabad at 14.32 hrs
and reach Gorakhpur at 15.40
hrs. A total of 22 coaches,
including four of general second class, will be attached in it.
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he police on Wednesday arrested
ne person was killed and 19 others sustained
three members of a gang of thieves Oinjuries when a bus overturned at Kuba turn on
T
and recovered C2.17 lakh in cash and Chunar-Rajgarh road under Chunar police station on
ornaments from them. The arrested
accused were produced in the court from
where they were sent to jail. They were
identified as Ravi and Amit Sharma, residents of Paswan Dhala, and Sujit
Kumar, a resident of Devahia Tola,
Nausad under Gida police station.
According to the police, the leader of this
gang is Sarfaraz, a resident of Jail Road,
Shahpur. The accused along with him
had committed a theft in the house of
Sultan Khan on night of November 24
in Turkmanpur locality.

Wednesday. As per the reports, father of Jawahir, a resident of Nadihar village under Madihan police station,
had died on Wednesday. For his cremation the villagers
had gone at Chunar Ghat. While returning the driver
of the bus lost control over it and it overturned. As a
result Somaru (50) died on the spot and the 19 injured
were sent to the hospital. Meanwhile another report
said that Jagannath (45), a resident of Vishnupatti village under Chilh police station, was seriously injured
on Monday when his motorcycle collided with another one. He was admitted to the district hospital where
he succumbed to his injuries on Wednesday. His wife
had died two years ago. He is survived by five children.
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nder
the
Swachh
Survekshan conducted by
U
Nagar Palika Nigam, Singrauli,
Madhya Pradesh, the voluntary organisation of NTPC
Vindhyachal, Suhasini Sangh,
was awarded the Swachchhata
Champion Award.
The Nagar Palika Nigam,
Singrauli, certified that

Suhasini Sangh by showing
alertness towards cleanliness
participated as a ‘swachchchta’
champion. Accepting this

award at Bal Bhavan, Suhasini
Sangh chairperson Mridula
Johari said its members will
always strive for cleanliness. On
the occasion Suman Bhatia,
adviser/Tiny Tots, Vinita
Subedar, adviser/ Welfare, Anju
Mishra,
adviser/Adult
Education, Richa Mangla, general secretary/Suhasini Sangh
and senior members of Suhasini
Sangh were also present.
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t Technical Training
Centre of the Banaras
A
Locomotive Works (BLW) a
written competition for officers and staff was organised
under
the
Energy
Conservation Week-2020 on
Wednesday on the topic,
‘Suggestions for maximum energy conservation
by BLW’. The aim of the competition is to explain
the importance of conserving maximum energy to people. Many BLW personnel took part in

it with enthusiasm. Energy
Conservation Week was inaugurated by GM Anjali Goyal
on December 14 with a video
demonstration to save domestic and industrial energy.
Earlier an essay competition for
officers and employees was
organised on Tuesday to mark
Energy Conservation Week –
2020 at the Technical Training Centre of BLW.
The topic of the essay competition was ‘Energy
saving, building the future.’ Many BLW personnel participated in it.
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s China is forging closer
ties with countries neighbouring India, Chief of Defence
Staff(CDS)General Bipin Rawat
has advised Nepal to be cautious while inking international pacts. He, however, did
not name China.
Asserting that ties between
India and Nepal are as deep as
the Indian Ocean and strong as
the Himalayas, Rawat said
India’s goodwill towards its
neighbour comes with no
strings attached.
“...the canvas and spread of
cooperation, friendship and
people to people contact
between India and Nepal are
deep and extensive. But in the
present age, Nepal is also opening to other nations including
China based on its independent
foreign policy,” said Rawat at
the second annual dialogue
with the Nepal Institute for
International Cooperation and

A
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Engagement (NIICE) during
the virtual meeting.
He said “India’s goodwill
comes with no strings attached.
Nepal is free to act independently in international affairs
but must be vigilant and learn
from Sri Lanka and other
nations which have also signed
agreements with other countries in the region.”
Rawat also called for the
need to bolster the existing
relationship further for the
peace and prosperity for both
countries who are already
“inseparable in every way.”
Incidentally, his observations come in the backdrop of
recent souring of relations
between India and Nepal after
the inauguration of a road to
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Mansarovar in Uttrakhand. It
led to mass protests in the
Himalayan nation.
In an effort to assuage the
sentiments, several diplomatic visits later took place and
Army Chief General M M
Naravane also visited
Kathmandu last month.
Meanwhile, Rawat also
said India’s economic relations
with Nepal are quite unique
although much more could be
done. In 2019-2020 economic
assistance has crossed C12 billion for development in the
various sector of the economy
such as agriculture, water
resources, energy, infrastructure and the list can go on and
on, he said.
India accounts for over 30
per cent of the Foreign Direct
Investment(FDI) in Nepal and
over 150 Indian ventures are
also operating in Nepal, in various fields, he said.
Noting that the balance of
trade is in India’s favour as
Nepal has to import several
essential items from India,
Rawat said the Indian industries are working there in
banking, insurance, telecom,
power sector and tourism
industry.
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sserting that standing committee meeting “is not a
A
protest site,” Union Minister
Prakash Javadekar on Thursday
lashed out at Congress leader
Rahul Gandhi for walking out
of the Parliamentary standing
committee discussion on
defence.
Rahul has complained to the
Speaker Om Birla’s that he was
not allowed to speak in the
meeting of standing committee
on Defence on Wednesday.
BJP has hit-out at the
Congress leader for his conduct.
“Rahul Gandhi attended 2
of 14 meetings of Parliamentary
standing committee on defence
in the last year and a half. He’s
himself absent and the blames
government and all procedures
and walks out of meeting in
protest. Standing committee
isn’t a protest site,” said Javadekar
, a day after Gandhi walked out
of the committee’s meet.
“Being absent, not discussing their desired agenda of
discussion and then making
insinuations of non-discussion

of important issues is an insult
to all parliamentary procedures
and constitutional institutions.
We condemn this attitude,”
Javadekar further said.
On Wednesday, Rahul along
with his colleagues, walked out
of the meet after not being
allowed to speak during a discussion on the armed forces’
uniforms and ranks. The former
Congress president reportedly
said during the meet that such
matters were best left for the
forces themselves to discuss and
suggested that the panel focus on
“more substantive issues.” On
this, people said, Gandhi was
told by the committee head
and BJP MP, Jual Oram, to
stick to the agenda of the day,
which was “an introduction to
the rank, structure of the defence
forces including their uniforms,
stars and badges, and review of
working of cantonment boards.”
Congress has been hitting
out at the Government for
allegedly not equipping armed
forces following the stand-off
with China at the Line of Actual
Control on the eastern Ladakh
borders.
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he Indian liquor manufacturers Association has
T
urged Bihar Chief Minister
Nitish Kumar to gradually
withdraw prohibition in the
State claiming that it has not
only increased smuggling and
sale of illicit liquor but has also
caused major financial losses to
the State exchequer.
It said that the prohibition
has also adversely impacted
potential investments, and job
creation opportunities.
In its representation to the
Chief Minister and leaders of
NDA constituent parties, the
Confederation of Indian
Alcoholic Beverage Companies
(CIABC) has sought immediate withdrawal of prohibition
which has led to creation of
liquor mafia, and has caused
major damage to state’s economy.
In its letter, which has also
been addressed to the Deputy
Chief Minister, NDA allies
Jitan Ram Manjhi and Mukesh
Sahani, the CIABC has stated
that an organised liquor cartel
has come up in the state which
was selling liquor at 400% premium.

“While people are forced to
pay exorbitant prices for
procuring liquor illegally, the
government revenues are
severely hit by the illegal sale.
Revenue from liquor sale used
to be a major source of revenue
for the state exchequer. The
state government is missing
out on an annual revenue of
C7,000-8000 crore, while the
state is moving towards debt
crisis due to major loss of revenue” said CIABC Director
General Vinod Giri.
Giri said the need of the
hour is that Bihar government
should review its prohibition
policy. “The State Government
needs to gradually end prohibition and go for controlled and
channelised opening of liquor
trade in the state. We have sug-

gested that liquor sale should be
allowed only in urban areas to
begin with, and the government
should fix a minimum price so
that cheap liquor which is more
harmful is not sold in the market. The government should
also strictly tackle drinking in
public places as is being done in
states like Delhi,” he added.
“We have also suggested
that the Government should
put a women welfare tax on
liquor and additional money
generated from it should be
used for women empowerment. We have asked the government to make it mandatory for liquor producers that
their workforce in factories
should comprise 50% women
for which the industry is ready
to cooperate,” Giri said.
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he Central Bureau of
Investigation (CBI) has regT
istered two separate cases relat-
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nion Minister of State for
U
Home G Kishan Reddy on
Thursday said as Indian awaits
the launch of Covid vaccination drive, the Government
and health agencies will take
help of 90 lakh private security guards across India in the
roll out of massive vaccination
drive. “Private security industry
will have a big role to play in the
distribution of Coronavirus vaccine as it will be a big task for
the government, police or officials to distribute and administer vaccine to 130 crore people
across the country. With such a
large workforce only security
guards can ensure wider and
faster distribution of vaccine
and ensure that every household
is covered in the vaccination
programme,” Reddy said while
addressing the Annual
Leadership Summit of the
Central Association of Private
Security Industry (CAPSI) in
the national Capital.
Reddy praised the private
security industry for its yeoman
service during the Corona pandemic prompting the government to cover the industry
under the “essential services”.
“Private security guards were
everywhere – in hospitals,

banks, markets, institutions –
and they worked as frontline
warriors in the time of Corona
pandemic. We consider the private security industry as an
integral part of India’s security
paraphernalia and Home
Ministry has been taking various steps to promote and
strengthen it,” he said.
He also ensured that the
Home Ministry will take up
with the Union Finance
Ministry for relaxation in the
GST regime for the private
security industry. He said the
Government was committed to
make the private security industry meet global standards and
promote ease of doing business
in the industry.
Speaking at the event,
Vivek Bhardwaj, Additional
Secretary in the MHA, said the
Home Ministry would write to
the Union Health and Family
Welfare Ministry to include
private guards in the frontline
workers list so that they could
also be inoculated in the first
phase of the vaccination programme. CAPSI Chairman
Kunwar Vikram Singh said
CAPSI has entered into tie ups
and agreements with various
global agencies to improve
employability of private security guards globally.
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n order to make the global
Covid-19 vaccination proIgramme
successful, the available jab must be able to achieve
three goals — prevent infection
becoming established in an
individual; prevent disease progression; and prevent onward
transmission.
“Whether all three of these
goals will be met by ‘first generation’ vaccines is not known,
but it is vital to the long-term
success of the programme,” a
group of researchers said in
their study published in the
journal Anaesthesia.
“Preventing onward transmission — referred to as ‘sterilising immunity’ is particularly
important as it is epidemic
modifying,” said the UK’s influential Scientific Advisory
Group for Emergencies
(SAGE) committee.
“It is possible that the first
vaccines, including those being
released now, maybe more
effective in preventing disease
progression and hospitalisation and less effective in preventing
transmission,”
explained study senior author
Jeremy Farrar from SAGE.

“Knowledge of their performance in pre-approval trials and in surveillance trials
after licensure will enable further modifications such that
improved second and thirdgeneration vaccines may be
available later in 2021 and
beyond,” Farrar added.
They also emphasised the
importance of prioritising
those most vulnerable and
healthcare workers before the
wider population.
The authors stated vaccination is a global rather than a
national necessity. The World
Health Organisation (WHO)
ACT-accelerator and COVAX
initiatives both emphasise the
importance of vaccines reaching the most vulnerable and
healthcare workers in all countries at a similar time.
Widespread vaccination of
one or a few countries without
addressing this need globally is
in no one’s interests and will not
provide the protection we all
need.”No country has mounted a whole population vaccination campaign in living
memory, and it will need to be
undertaken with local leadership and cultural sensitivity,”
the experts stressed.

They also discussed the
implications of the widespread
vaccination and the challenges
for those who don’t get vaccinated.
They asked: “Will a certificate of vaccination (a vaccine passport) be a requirement
for patients and their families
before elective surgery, or to
work in the health or social
care, to travel abroad, or to
attend medical conferences, or
even to participate in the
Olympics?
The authors make clear
the vaccine is not a panacea,
and that SARS-CoV-2 will only
be brought fully under control
by also continuing to adapt our
behaviour, plus better access to
diagnostics and treatments,
but add: “safe and effective vaccines will undoubtedly change
the trajectory of the pandemic, rebuild confidence and start
to return the world to the ‘preCovid’ era.”
“There is no merit or safety in creating high rates of vaccination and low rates of disease inside one country’s borders if this is not replicated
throughout the rest of the
world. We really are all in this
together,” they concluded.

ing to bank fraud of about
C452.62 crore (approx) and
about C72.55 crore and conducted searches at nine places
at premises of the accused in
Gujarat and Mumbai in both
the cases.
The first case was registered on a complaint from
State Bank of India against a
private firm based at
Ahmedabad, Gujarat and others including its Directors
and unknown public servants
besides unknown others on
the allegations of cheating
the consortium of banks
including State Bank of India
to the tune of C452.62 crore
(approximately) during the
period 2013 to 2017.
“It was alleged that, during the period 2013 to 2017,
the accused entered into a
criminal conspirac y to
defraud / cheat the consortium of banks comprising of
State Bank of India, Bank of
India, Bank of Baroda, Central
Bank of India, Bank of
Maharashtra, Punjab National
Bank and Vijaya Bank in the
matter of various credit facilities extended by them. In
pursuance of the said conspiracy, the accused manipulated/falsified the books of
accounts
and
diverted/siphoned off the
funds of the banks, and thereby cheated the consortium of
banks to the tune of C452.62
crore (approx), “ the CBI said
in a statement.
Searches were conducted
today at four places including
official and residential premises
of
private
company/Directors
at
Ahmedabad which led to
recovery of incriminating documents/articles, it said.
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n a bid to encourage yoga,
Ibenefits
spread awareness about its
and to help improve
physical and mental wellbeing
of the people, the Government
on Thursday formally recognised yogasana as a competitive sport, which will enable
the ancient practice to avail
Government funding.
Sports Minister Kiren
Rijiju and Minister of AYUSH
(Ayur veda
Yoga
and
Naturopathy Unani Sidda
Homoeopathy) Shripad Yesso
Naik formally promoted
yogasana as a competitive
sport during an event here.
“Yogasana has been a competitive sport for a long time.
But it has to be recognised by
the Government of India so
that it becomes an official and
recognised competitive sport,”
Rijiju said.
“Today is a big day, we are
launching it formally as a competitive sport and I am sure it
will go a long way,” he added.
An International Yogasana
Sports Federation was formed
under the presidentship of
yoga guru Baba Ramdev with
DR HR Nagendra as secretary
general in November last year.
It was recognised by the
sports ministry as a National
Sports Federation (NSF) last
month.
Rijiju said the sports ministry will start by providing

financial support to the NYSFI
so that the federation can chart
out its plan for the coming
year. “Till now it wasn’t recognised but now that it has come
under us, the Sports Ministry
will start by providing the
NYSF with financial support to
make their annual training
and calender.” The Sports
Minister also said yogasana
will be inducted in future
Khelo India Games programme.
“It’s popularity will not
doubt increase in India and we
will include it in the Khelo
India School and University
Games,” Rijiju said.
For competitions, 51
medals have been proposed in
four events and seven categories in the sport.
Events proposed include
traditional yogasana, artistic
yogasana (single and pair) ,
rhythmic yogasana (pair, free
flow/group yogasana), individual all round-championship and team championship.
A pilot championship—
National Individual Yogasana
Sport Championship—has
also been proposed to be
organised in February next
year, followed by district, State,
national
and
World
Championships.
The two ministries have
also developed an automated
scoring system for competitions.
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Panaji: No true nationalists
would ever oppose the President
of India's visit to Goa, Chief
Minister Pramod Sawant said on
Thursday, two days ahead of
Ram Nath Kovind's official visit
to the coastal state to inaugurate
the 60th anniversary celebrations of Goa's Liberation
Day.
Sawant's comments made at
a press conference here came
days after Vijai Sardesai, the
President of opposition party
Goa Forward, wrote to Kovind,
urging him to cancel his Goa
visit, accusing the state government of splurging money on celebrations at a time when the
state treasury is facing a cash
crunch on account of the Covid19 pandemic and the ensuing
economic slowdown.
“This is the first time in the
history of Goa that the President
will be present for the Goa
Liberation Day event. Those
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who are true nationalists and
love Goa will never urge the
President to not come to Goa.
We have to welcome the
President,” Sawant said.
“Those who are nationalists
should not write such letters to
the President of India. They
should now write to the
President again, urging him to
come. We are people who love
the country,” Sawant said.

On December 15, Sardesai
in a letter to Kovind had said:
“Spending Rs 100 crore for the
function really doesn't make any
sense. We look to you to hold
our plight, we look to you to hear
our voice, and we look to you to
be our representation. Therefore,
we humbly request you to kindly turn down the government's
invite and avoid visiting the state
on December 19.”
Sawant, however, said that
Rs 100 crore has been earmarked for the year-long celebrations and not just for one
event, saying the opposition has
misunderstood the issue.
“Many believe that we are
spending Rs 100 crore on a single event. This is not true. The
amount is for celebrations
throughout the year and for
beautification and renovation of
places linked to the freedom
struggle and glory of Goa,”
Sawant said.
IANS
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hief Minister Pinarayi
Vijayan in a hard-hitting
letter to Prime Minister
Narendra Modi has warned
about the deterioration of the
Centre-State relations because
of the highhanded attitude of
the Central agencies probing
the
gold
smuggling
scam.Vijayan was upset that
his additional special secretary
C M Raveendran was summoned by the Enforcement
Directorate for probing the
nexus between the Chief
Minister’s Office and the kingpins of the gold smuggling
through diplomatic channels
which broke out in June 2020.
Though Raveendran was
summoned thrice in the past

C

by the ED for questioning, the
senior party activist hailing
from Vijayan’s village cited ailments live Covid-19 to avoid
the grilling by the agency.
But his luck ran out by
Thursday as the Kerala High
Court dismissed his petition
seeking to quash the summons by the ED. Raveendran
is being questioned by ED
officials at Kochi at the time
of going to the Press.
Vijayan reminded the
Prime Minister that it was the
forner’s letter dated July 8
seeking investigation by the
Central agencies into the
beneficiaries of gold smuggling which resulted in the
National Invest igation
Agency being deputed by the
Centre.
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n a study, doctors from a
Lucknow hospital have
Ifound
that the antibodies are
depleting at a faster rate
among the Covid-19 survivors
above 50 years of age and with
at such low immunity they
could be at the higher risk of
re-infection.
The study was conducted
by the Transfusion Medicine
Department of King George’s
Medical University (KGMU),
Lucknow .
The studied samples of
plasma showed that survivors
in all the age groups, who
were symptomatic for just
one day, had stronger and
more lasting antibodies in
comparison to those who were
symptomatic for more than a
day.
These are the two interesting results thrown up for

further research on 800
Covid-19 survivors who came
for plasma donation after
recovering from the disease.
The results of the study
also revealed that antibodies
were not only in sufficient
numbers but also strong when
the plasma was donated within 12-53 days post-recovery.
According to the head of
the Transfusion Medicine,
Prof Tulika Chandra, the
department conducted the
study during collecting plasma from Covid-19 patients,
post-recovery, for the blood
and plasma bank.
Of 800 plasma donors,
400 were not found suitable
for donation. While 50 of
them were anaemic or underweight or HIV positive and
had other complications, 70
had contact history but never
tested positive through RTPCR method. About 53 were

found unfit because they had
come after the lapse of the
three-month post-recovery
period prescribed for donation.
However, the remaining
227 donors out of 400 ‘unfit’
donors were such who fulfilled
all the criteria -- they had confirmed positive, post-recovery period below three months
and had no other disqualification but their plasma was not
taken because antibodies were
either not present or were in
insufficient quantity.
“A majority of such donors,
both male and females, were
above 50 years of age. “We do
not know yet whether antibodies were not formed at all
or only short-acting antibodies were formed in these cases,
but the result suggests that the
threat of re-infection might be
higher in people above 50
years,” she said.
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(QRXJKLVHQRXJK1RPDWWHUKRZµZRUWK\¶WKHFDXVH
GLVWXUELQJRWKHUFLWL]HQVFDQQRWEHDOORZHGWRFDUU\RQ
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QHFDQEHDOORZHGWRKDYHGLIIHULQJRSLQLRQV
RQ WKH YDOLGLW\ RI SURWHVWV ZKHWKHU LW LV WKH
3XQMDEL IDUPHUV DQG PLGGOHPHQ DW 6LQJKX
%RUGHURUWKHDQWL0RGLSURWHVWRUVDW6KDKHHQ%DJK
KROGLQJWKH&DSLWDOWRUDQVRPRIWHQZLWKWKHLOORJL
FDOVXSSRUWRIVRPHLQSRZHUEXWQRUPDOOLIHLQWKH
FLW\LVJHWWLQJRXWRIKDQG7KH'HOKL1&5LVWKHHFR
QRPLFKHDUWEHDWRIWKHQDWLRQWKHGHPDQGIURP'HOKL
DQGFLWLHVVXUURXQGLQJWKH&DSLWDOQRWRQO\NHHSVWKH
HFRQRP\JRLQJEXWEULQJVLQWKHPXFKQHHGHGWD[
UHYHQXHVWRWKH*RYHUQPHQW6XUHEORFNDGLQJWKH
FLW\PLJKWJHW\RXUPHVVDJHKHDUGEXWDVWKHIDUP
HUVSURWHVWLQJDOODORQJ'HOKL·VSHULSKHU\IRURYHUGD\VQRZDUHGLVFRYHULQJLWLV
KDYLQJUDSLGO\GLPLQLVKLQJUHWXUQVDVORFDOFLWL]HQVDUHXSVHWDWWKHLUOLYHVDQGWKHLU
HFRQRPLFSURVSHFWVEHLQJUXLQHG$VLWLVEDUHO\KDGRYHUHLJKWPRQWKVRILQHUWDQG
PRULEXQGSXEOLFOLIHVHHQWKHILUVWIOLFNHUVRISK\VLFDODQGHFRQRPLFDFWLYLW\ZKHQLW
ZDVVXGGHQO\IRUFHGWRVSHHGGRZQDJDLQWKLVWLPHE\WKHJURZHUVIURPKLQWHUODQG
ZKRKDGFRPHRYHUWRWKHGRRUVRISRZHUDWWKH&HQWUHWRWKURZGRZQWKHJDXQW
OHWPLIIHGDVWKH\ZHUHDWWKHSDVVDJHLQ3DUOLDPHQWRIWKUHHIDUPODZVZLWKRXWEHLQJ
FRQVXOWHG:HPLJKWFHOHEUDWHWKHUXUDOHFRQRP\DQGWKHIDUPHULQ,QGLDZKLFKXQIRU
WXQDWHO\FRQWLQXHVWRIXHOWKHIDOODF\WKDWDJULFXOWXUDOHFRQRP\GULYHVWKHQDWLRQLW
GRHVQRWLWLVWKHXUEDQHFRQRP\WKDWGULYHV,QGLD,IIDUPHUVZKRDUHDGGLFWHGWR
WKHLU0LQLPXP6XSSRUW3ULFHV 063 ZDQWWRFRQWLQXHWRIHHGRIIWKHWHDWRIWKH6WDWH
WKH\QHHGWKHHFRQRP\WRJURZ
,QDGGLWLRQWKHORQJHUWKHVHSURWHVWVFRQWLQXHWKHPRUHWKHK\SRFULV\RISURWHV
WRUVZKHWKHUWKH\DUHXSSHUFDVWHODQGRZQHUVDW6LQJKX%RUGHURUDODUJHO\0XVOLP
SURWHVWDW6KDKHHQ%DJKEHFRPHVDSSDUHQW7KHIDFWRIWKHPDWWHULVWKDWWKHVHSUR
WHVWRUVFDQQRWGHIHDW1DUHQGUD0RGLDQG$PLW6KDKDQGWKH%-3·VHOHFWRUDOPDFKLQH
DWWKHKXVWLQJVDQGWKHORQJHUWKHSURWHVWVFRQWLQXHWKH\HQGXSVROLGLI\LQJWKH%-3·V
YRWHVPD\EHQRWLQ3XQMDERU'HOKLEXWGHILQLWHO\LQWKH%-3·VFRUHYRWHEDQN7KH
6XSUHPH&RXUWKDVZDGHGLQWRWKHIDUPHUSURWHVWVDOWKRXJKLWQHHGQRWKDYHDQG
OLNHLQ6KDKHHQ%DJKDOEHLWKRUULEO\SRVWIDFWRVKRXOGHQVXUHWKDWWKHIDUPHUVOLIW
WKHLUEORFNDGH,IZHDUHDOOSURWHVWLQJDERXWWKHP\WKLFDO¶FRPPRQPDQ·ZKRKDV
EHHQ¶ZURQJHG·E\WKHODZVZHVKRXOGEXVWWKDWP\WK7KHUHDO¶FRPPRQPDQ·LV
DFWXDOO\WKHPLGGOHFODVVVHFXULW\JXDUGRUWKHWD[LGULYHUZKRVHOLIHKDVEHHQULSSHG
DVXQGHUE\WKHSDQGHPLFZKRQHHGVWRJHWWRZRUNDQGIRUZKRPWKHEORFNDGHLV
DFWXDOO\UXLQLQJKLVKHUHFRQRPLFSURVSHFWVIXUWKHU,WLVDOPRVWFHUWDLQWKDWWKH%-3
ZLWKLWVYRWHEDQNLQWDFWZLOOULGHRXWWKHVHSURWHVWVOLNHLWGLG6KDKHHQ%DJK8QVHDWLQJ
WKH%-3IURPSRZHULQ8WWDU3UDGHVKDQGWKHQRUWKHUQ6WDWHVLVDSLSHGUHDPDQGLW
LVPRUHOLNHO\WKDWWKH%-3ZLOOIXUWKHUFRQVROLGDWH+LQGXYRWHVDVZHOODVVHDWVLQ
WKHKHDUWODQG7KHUHLVDQRWKHUIDFWRUWRR7KHSURWHVWVDUHJHWWLQJLQYDGHGE\DOO
VRUWVRIHOHPHQWVLQLPLFDOWR,QGLDZKHWKHUWKH\DUH&RPPXQLVWVXQGHULQVWUXFWLRQV
IURP%HLMLQJRUWKRVHZKRFRQWLQXHWRZRUVKLS%KLQGUDQZDOH5HIRUPLQJ,QGLDLVQRW
DQHDV\WDVNDQGPDQ\KDYHGHVSDLUHGDWKRZORQJLWKDVWDNHQ1DUHQGUD0RGLWR
PDNHPHDQLQJIXOUHIRUPVDQGZKLOHKLVPHWKRGVKDYHEHHQDOPRVWEUXWHIRUFHQRW
ZDQWLQJWRJLYHWKH2SSRVLWLRQRQHFKDQFHWREORFNODZVLQ3DUOLDPHQWDOWKRXJKZLWK
DQDOPRVWPDMRULW\LQWKH5DM\D6DEKDWKHIDWHRIPRVWSDUOLDPHQWDU\GLVFXVVLRQV
LVQRZIDLWDFFRPSOL$QGLIWKH2SSRVLWLRQEHOLHYHVWKDWVWUHHWSURWHVWVLQVWHDGRID
UDWLRQDOHFRQRPLFSROLF\DUHWKHZD\IRUZDUGLWLVVDGO\PLVWDNHQ
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7KHUHRSHQLQJRIWKH+DOGLEDUL&KLODKDWLUDLOOLQNLVDLPHGDW
UHGXFLQJWKHGLSORPDWLFGLVWDQFHEHWZHHQ'HOKLDQG'KDND
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LYHQWKHKHDYLQJSUHVHQFHRI&KLQDLQWKHUHJLRQ
DQGLWVGHEWWUDSSLQJZD\VZLWKRXUQHLJKERXUV
LWLVLPSRUWDQWIRU,QGLDWRVWUHQJWKHQELODWHUDOUHOD
WLRQVDQGLQYHVWLQPXWXDOO\EHQHILFLDOLQIUDVWUXFWXUHWKDQ
GHSHQGRQDKLVWRULFLW\RIWLHV:KLOHWKH1DUHQGUD0RGL
*RYHUQPHQWKDVEHHQDJJUHVVLYHO\SXUVXLQJWKH´ORRN
(DVWµSROLF\LWKDVEHHQDLPLQJWRPDNH%DQJODGHVKWKH
DUURZKHDGRILWVGLSORPDF\7KLVKDVEHFRPHDOOWKHPRUH
LPSRUWDQWFRQVLGHULQJWKDWWKH6KHLNK+DVLQD*RYHUQPHQW
KDVEHHQHTXDOO\NHHQRQ&KLQHVHLQYHVWPHQWDQGGHYHO
RSLQJDWUDQVDFWLRQDOUHODWLRQVKLSZLWK RXUHDVWHUQQHLJK
ERXUDQGFRXQWHUZHLJKLQJWKDWHGJHLQLWVUHODWLRQVKLS
ZLWK,QGLD6R1HZ'HOKLKDVEHHQPDNLQJHIIRUWVWR
IXUWKHUHQKDQFHWUDQVSRUWDQGFRQQHFWLYLW\EHWZHHQ,QGLDDQG%DQJODGHVKDQGKDVUHYLYHG
WKH\HDUROG+DOGLEDUL&KLODKDWLUDLOOLQN7KHQHLJKERXUVKDGHDUOLHUGHFLGHGWRUHV
XUUHFWWKHVL[SUHUDLOOLQNVEHWZHHQWKHVLGHVZKLFKWKHZDUKDGFXWRII7KHRWKHU
OLQNV WKDWDUHVHWWREHUHYLYHGEHWZHHQ:HVW%HQJDOZLWK%DQJODGHVKDUH3HWUDSROH ,QGLD 
%HQDSROH %DQJODGHVK *HGH ,QGLD 'DUVKDQD %DQJODGHVK 6LQJKDEDG ,QGLD 5RKDQSXU
%DQJODGHVK DQG5DGKLNDSXU ,QGLD %LURO %DQJODGHVK 'LSORPDWLFDOO\WKLVHDVHVWKHWUDGH
FRUULGRUZLWK%DQJODGHVKERRVWLQJELODWHUDOWUDGHLQWKHUHJLRQ6WUDWHJLFDOO\DQGSROLWLFDO
O\LWHDVHV,QGLD·VPDLQODQGFRQQHFWLYLW\WRWKH1RUWKHDVWHUQ6WDWHVSDUWLFXODUO\$VVDP
7KHQHZUDLOOLQNEHWZHHQ$NKDXUD %DQJODGHVK DQG$JDUWDODZKLFKLVEHLQJIXQGHGE\
,QGLDLVOLNHO\WREHRSHUDWLRQDOE\HQG%RWKDUHWKHIDVWHVWJURZLQJHFRQRPLHVLQ
6RXWK$VLDDQG%DQJODGHVKLVH[SHFWHGWRJUDGXDWHIURPWKH/'&VWDWXVWRDGHYHORSLQJ
FRXQWU\E\7KH*'3SHUFDSLWDLVDOVRSURMHFWHGWRULVHWKHUH7KHPRUH,QGLDVWULGHV
DKHDGLQFRQQHFWLYLW\WKHPRUHLWFDQNHHS%DQJODGHVKDVDEXIIHUDJDLQVW&KLQD
:K\GRZHQHHG'KDNDHYHQPRUHQRZ"2QWKHIDFHRILW%DQJODGHVK3ULPH0LQLVWHU
6KHLNK+DVLQDDVVXUHG,QGLDRIUHVSHFWLQJWKHRUJDQLFQDWXUHRIKLVWRULFWLHVDQGVRRWKHG
DQ[LHWLHVRYHUWKH1DWLRQDO5HJLVWHURI&LWL]HQV 15& H[HUFLVHLQ$VVDP%XWE\IRUH
JURXQGLQJHFRQRPLFFRRSHUDWLRQ³RQHWKDWVSDQVFRQQHFWLYLW\LQYHVWPHQWSRZHUDQG
LQIUDVWUXFWXUHSURMHFWVLQKHUKRPHFRXQWU\³VKHKDVDOVRUHGHILQHGWKHUXOHVRIELODW
HUDOHQJDJHPHQW7KHQHZUHDOLW\KDVSXWXVLQDFRPSHWLWLYHVORWYLVjYLV&KLQDZKLFK
KDVEHFRPHRQHRIWKHWRSWUDGLQJSDUWQHUVRI%DQJODGHVKRYHUWKHSDVWFRXSOHRI\HDUV
$QGLQDPXOWLODWHUDOZRUOGZKHUHHDFKQDWLRQLVQHJRWLDWLQJGHDOVPRVWEHQHILFLDOWRLW
DQGZLOOQRWMXVWSD\REHLVDQFHWRKLVWRU\ZHFDQQRORQJHUDIIRUGWRWRXFKDUDZQHUYH
7KHUHLVDQHHGWRIXUWKHUZRR%DQJODGHVKFRQVLGHULQJLWVGHHSGLVFRPIRUWRYHUUHSHDW
HGVWDWHPHQWVIURPRXU0LQLVWHUVRQLQILOWUDWLRQPLQRULWLHVDQGWKH15&3DUWLFXODUO\WKH
LGHDWKDWDOO´LQILOWUDWRUVµZHUH´%DQJODGHVKLVµUHSHDWHGO\XWWHUHGLQSROLWLFDOVSHHFKHV
KDVQRWJRQHGRZQZHOODPRQJWKHSHRSOHWKHUH:KLOHPDQ\XQGHUVWDQGWKHGLIIHUHQFH
EHWZHHQWKHSROLWLFDOQHFHVVLW\RISRVWXULQJDQGWKHGLSORPDWLFYDOXHWKHRYHUWO\DJJUHV
VLYH+LQGXWYDPHVVDJLQJKDVQ·WTXLWHVDWHDV\ZLWK%DQJODGHVK6RLWLVLQFXPEHQWXSRQ
,QGLDWRPDNH'KDNDIHHOZDQWHGDWWKLVMXQFWXUH%HVLGHV%DQJODGHVKLVDNH\SLOODULQ
3ULPH0LQLVWHU1DUHQGUD0RGL·VQHLJKERXUKRRGGLSORPDF\ZKDWZLWKLWEHLQJDOLWWRUDO
QDWLRQDQGFUXFLDOWRRXUUROHLQWKH,QGLDQ2FHDQ&KLQDKDVEHHQTXLFNWRWDSLQWRWKH
DFXWHVKRUWDJHRISRZHULQ%DQJODGHVKDQGKDVDOUHDG\WDNHQXSWZRPHJDSRZHUSUR
MHFWVKRSLQJWRHQKDQFHLWVSUHVHQFHLQWKHHQHUJ\PDUNHWWKHUH$QGZKLOH,QGLDLVDOVR
DSOD\HULQWKHSRZHUVHFWRULWLVGLIILFXOWIRU%DQJODGHVKWRRYHUORRN&KLQDJLYHQLWV
HQHUJ\GHPDQGV)RULWVSDUW,QGLDLVZRUNLQJRQMRLQWSURMHFWVRQSRUWVDQGURDGZD\V
,IWKH0RGL*RYHUQPHQWZDQWVWRPDNHDVXFFHVVRILWV¶$FW(DVW·SROLF\ZHPXVWLQYHVW
PHDQLQJIXOO\LQRXUQHLJKERXULQJQDWLRQ
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t is gratifying to find that the
Maharashtra Government
has decided to give free
rations to sex workers during the pandemic. This section of the society is in a way
unjustifiably ostracised and
viewed with contempt. Hardly a
day passes when the media does
not report one rape case or another; yet few Indians, social scientists included, see a connection
between frequent gender crimes
and their alleviation, paid sex, but
rather view it as a crime. With
continual urbanisation, the number of families living apart must
increase. When most people lived
in villages or small towns, families lived together. With joint
families, the young man’s income
was not a pressing, urgent issue.
Hence early marriages were more
a rule and less an exception. The
challenge of sex did not normally arise. Whatever few sex
offences took place, were committed largely by perverse men.
Even in those easier times, the
contempt towards sex outside
marriage was largely confined to
the middle classes. Among the
upper rungs of society, whether
land-based or industry supported, having a mistress was not
looked down upon. On the contrary, a wealthy man without a
tawaif was not usual. In many a
society circle in Mumbai before
Independence, the measure of a
man’s status was the quality of his
mistress’ singing and, possibly,
dancing. A cousin of the writer’s
grandfather Nathubhai Vora
lived most of his life with a lady
no less than the famous classical
songstress Kesarbai Kelkar, who
was a Padma Vibhushan
awardee. An incidental blessing
was that he was not married. If
any relatives dropped in to call
on him, Kesarbai would be
around like any other friend.
On the other hand, the working classes did not particularly
attach any stigma to extramarital sex. If the farm could not sustain the livehood of a man, he had
to go to a city for work. Not
everyone could afford housing or
even a room for his family there.
The result was that he lived
alone months on end. He then
found release by payment which
was altogether preferable to
molestation or rape. This crime
is only now being looked at as
dastardly, especially since the
Nirbhaya tragedy. Some have
called it beastly, but the writer
disagrees. Animals or beasts do
not rape; the male follows a
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female when she is in heat and
not otherwise. Whether perpetrated in public or within family, rape is a barbaric act.
On the other hand, the
world’s oldest profession is not
fundamentally very different
from a contractual — as distinct from a sacramental —
marriage. Only the time span
varies; some contracts require
payment, called mehr, at the
time of wedding. An eligible
groom is universally an income
drawing man. A marriage is
sanctified by either a priest or
a Government official whereas paid sex is a private mutual
arrangement. At the same time,
having a tawaif was not looked
down upon, whereas anything
confined to a short duration is
deemed immoral.
Although one appears to
not have questioned the Shia
practice of nikah-e-mut’ah,
which has no minimum time
limit. Raja Ghazanfar Ali Khan,
who in pre-Independence days
was the divan of the Kota
princely state, was invited with
his wife to a special birthday
party of the Maharaja. As he did
not wish his wife to be seen in
public, he contracted a nikahe-mut’ah with a lady apparently for going to the party. The
Raja subsequently became an
envoy of Pakistan to India. Sir
Vidia Naipaul, a Nobel Prize
winning author, is reported to
have been visiting sex workers
in London as reported by his

biographer Patrick French, a
famous writer. This was despite
him being married to Lady
Patricia until her death.
The
Vaishali-born
Amrapali was beautiful and
rose to become the nagarvadhu or royal courtesan. She was
a contemporar y of Lord
Buddha who, once in response
to her invitation, visited her
house and dined with her. This
incident reflects the social attitude towards courtesans in
those times; Buddha did not
deem it degrading to dine with
one. In any case, a number of
Hindu temples did have
devadasis who were sanctified
by dancing for the ostensible
entertainment of the deities.
There are camp followers
attached to most militaries,
duly approved by the defence
authorities.
The contempt perhaps
developed after the entry of
Christian influence in India.
The religion looks upon sex as
a sin and is to be avoided. Jesus
Christ was therefore said to
have been born of Immaculate
Conception, free from original
sin. The Church might be justified in its contention but if it
has moulded our morality, it is
unfortunate, especially for
women in India. This has been
unfortunate for both the girls
who are victims of molestation
as well as the poor women who
give pleasure for payment.
Incidentally, at one time,

Europe did recognise flawed
saints. Mary Magdalene was
one duly respected by
Christianity. Or did the prejudice grow out of dread of contagious diseases?
No doubt, a system of
licence should be introduced to
give the profession due legitimacy. More importantly, the
system would help protect the
health of these women as well
as their patrons. And, above all,
the women would be freed
from the frequent harassment
they suffer at the hands of the
law and order authorities.
Strangely enough, it is invariably the women who are arrested and punished. One never
hears of any patron being
arrested. Why? Because if any
law is violated, both parties
must be held accountable. For
long years there has been a
locality in Kolkata, off the
main arterial road Chittaranjan
Avenue, called Sonagachi.
There are many houses there
that are rented by individual
women professionals. There is
no particular stigma attached
to the locality or the practice.
One does not hear or read in
the papers about raids and
arrests made in the area.
This writer grew up in
Kolkata and spent 38 years
there. He cannot remember any
reports of either rape or
molestation during those
decades. Among the middle
classes, there was respect for
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females. The most affectionate
way to address one, even a
daughter, was to call her ‘Maa’.
Was it because most Hindus
worshipped Durga the most? In
all, there are 13 Devi pujas in
the year. Was the attitude
towards women influenced by
this worship of female deities?
Some sociologists think so.
There is no doubt that
Hinduism is about the only
faith which bows to so many
female deities. It is eminently
shameful, therefore, that there
be so many rape cases so often.
Paid sex has widely been
called the world’s oldest profession, which means it dates
back centuries when collective
human living began. It also
means that there has been a
universal, permanent need for
it. Why the widespread contempt for it then? Amazingly,
there has been no attempt in
India to reform or reorganise
in any way to improve its condition. After all, an overwhelming majority of women
go into this profession out of
sheer poverty. Where is our
social conscience? Why not
begin by giving it professional legal recognition and then
making rules to ensure health,
hygiene and fairness? A number of countries in Europe did
so years ago.
(The writer is a wellknown columnist and an
author. The views expressed
are personal.)
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Sir — Keeping in mind that more
than half of the Indian population
depends on agriculture but its
share in GDP is nowhere near
expectation, then PM Atal Bihari
Vajpayee had in 2002 asked MS
Swaminathan, an agriculture
expert, to file a report for the
improvement of farmers’ condition.
Swaminathan filed his report
in 2006. His message to the farmers and the Government was: “It
(the favourable recommendations)
is not much for farmers; they have
always been the sufferers.” The message for the other half of the population was: “If agriculture goes
wrong, nothing else will go right!”
Food security is fundamental
to national sovereignty. For the past
three weeks, both the protesting
farmers and the Government are
adamant on their respective stands
and no midway path is in sight. The
impasse is affecting the nation’s
economy which had already taken
a hit owing to the COVID pandemic and the subsequent lockdown. The nation’s image is being
tarnished globally due to the farmers’ agitation and even the UN
Secretary General had recently
expressed his concern on the issue.
Yash Pal Ralhan
Jalandhar
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\^]VcWT^[STa_^[XcXRP[fPaW^abTbX]8]SXP]_^[X
cXRbcWaTT]P\TbaTPSX[hR^\Tc^\X]S)<d[PhP\
BX]VWHPSPeBWPaPS?PfPaP]S733TeT6^fSP
CWTR^\\^]ST]^\X]Pc^aX]P[[cWaTTXbcWPccWThPaT
aTVX^]P[RWXTUcPX]bfW^bX]V[TWP]STS[hc^^ZcWTXa_Pa
cXTbc^_^bXcX^]b^UbcaT]VcW
?PfPafW^fPbP_aX\T\X]XbcTaXP[W^_TUd[Pc^]T
_^X]cP]SWPbR^\TP[^]VfPhXbP[fPhbX]cWT]Tfb
TeT]Pc'QTRPdbT^UWXbcaT\T]S^dbiTP[CWT=PcX^]P[Xbc
2^]VaTbb?Pach=2?XbiTa^fXcW^dccWTd]RP]]h?PfPa
fW^[^eTbc^QTX]cWTcWXRZ^UPRcX^]Q^cWX]cWTaTVX^]
P[ P]S ]PcX^]P[ _^[XcXRb 7Xb TgcaPRPdcX^db P__a^PRW
c^fPaSb\T]P]S\PccTabXbd]STabcP]SPQ[TQTRPdbTWXb
U[^RZbfTPabQh^][h^]T]P\T)BWPaPS?PfPaCWTU^a
\Ta<PWPaPbWcaP2WXTU<X]XbcTaWPbZT_cX]cPRcWXb^[S
Pac^Ub]XUUX]V^dcSXbbXST]RT
CWTfX[h_^[XcXRXP]fW^WPbcPbcTSbdRRTbbX]P[\^bc
TeTah\X]XbcTaXP[_^bXcX^]WT[SQhWX\PccWT2T]caTXb
UaXT]SbfXcW\^bcXU]^cP[[_^fTaUd[_^[XcXRP[[TPSTab^U
cWTR^d]cahCWTaTXb]^W^_T[^bcU^aP]h_PachcX[[?PfPab
=2?Xb_aTbT]cc^QPRZXcd_B^\TRP[[XcP]PQbT]RT^U
XST^[^Vh Qdc \P]h cTa\ Xc R[TeTa _^[XcXRb ?aX\T

BQXe\XQcQ`_Y^d
Sir — I was happy to read that
Congress MP Rahul Gandhi and
his party colleagues walked out of
the parliamentary standing committee on defence meeting for not
being allowed to speak by chair
Jual Oram during a discussion on
the rank structure, uniforms, stars
and badges of the defence forces.

<X]XbcTa=PaT]SaP<^SXWPbbW^fTaTS_aPXbTb^]?PfPa
STb_XcTcPZX]V_^cbW^cbPcWX\^]\^aTcWP]^]T^RRP
bX^] B^]XP 6P]SWX WPb aTeTP[TS W^f bWT P]S ?PfPa
aTb_TRcTPRW^cWTaSTb_XcTbca^]VSXUUTaT]RTb^]b^\T
XbbdTbCWPcbWTSTb_XcTWXbaTQT[[X^]PVPX]bcWTaaT\PX]b
^]TgRT[[T]ccTa\bfXcWWX\_^X]cbc^WXbX]TeXcPQX[Xchc^
Pbca^]V>__^bXcX^]Ua^]c8bXccWTaTU^aTPbda_aXbTcWPc
?PfPaXbbca^]V[had\^daTSc^°cPZT^eTa±Ua^\B^]XP
PbcWTD?0³bRWPXa_Tab^]b^^]TacWP][PcTa.

The war of words broke out
when Gandhi pointed out that the
panel was wasting time discussing
ranks and uniforms when Indian
soldiers were facing a crisis on the
borders. He opined that the committee should focus on discussing
strategy and ways to better equip
soldiers stationed at the borders.
The Indian forces had their
own history and tradition on the

Ganapathi Bhat
Akola
basis of which uniforms and
ranks were decided, Gandhi said,
adding that any decision to change
uniforms or ranks should remain
only with the service chiefs.
When he asked why the panel
failed to discuss the LAC situation,
Oram stopped him from speaking, which led to the walkout.
Bhagwan Thadani
Mumbai

4bQW_^QdYdQWQY^
Sir — China’s expansionist
designs have asserted control
over Hong Kong, intruded into
Taiwan’s airspace, trained guns on
the Philippine navy, harassed
Malaysian vessels, sunk a
Vietnamese fishing ship, rammed
a Japanese coast guard vessel,
reignited a deadly border conflict
with India and conducted cyber
attacks and economic coercion
against Australia.
Its ill-conceived and provocative actions near the Line of Actual
Control, which also violated previous deals between the two
nuclear-armed rivals, have further
soured relations between the countries and reached a tipping point.
China is engaged in a highly
sophisticated campaign, which
includes bribery, blackmail and
covert deals, to malign India. The
Government is utilising the services
of a technology firm to collect personal data of Indian politicians and
of 10,000 organisations. This surveillance is being seen as part of a
hybrid warfare, which uses nonmilitary means to gain domination.
Seetharam Basaani
Hanamkonda
BT]Shh^daUUTTSQPRZcc^)
[TccTabc^_X^]TTa/V\PX[R^\
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+HDOWKHEURNHQKHDOWKV\VWHP
8QGHUVWDQGLQJWKHIXQGDPHQWDOSUREOHPRIIUDJPHQWDWLRQLQ,QGLD¶VGLVLQWHJUDWLQJ
KHDOWKFDUHV\VWHPZRXOGEHDQLPSRUWDQWVWHSWRZDUGVXQLYHUVDOKHDOWKFRYHUDJH
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DSLWDOLVDQLPSRUWDQWDUHDLQILQDQFLDOPDQDJHPHQWDVLV
HYLGHQWE\WKHKXJHDPRXQWRIUHVHDUFKWKLVILHOGKDVDWWUDFW
HGRYHUWKHODVWHLJKWGHFDGHV7KLVKDVJLYHQWKHDFDGH
PLFZRUOGPDQ\GRFWULQHVOLNHWKH0DUNRZLW]3RUWIROLR7KHRU\DQG
WKH0RGLJOLDQLDQG0LOOHU&RGHRI&DSLWDO6WUXFWXUHWRQDPHDIHZ
7KHQWKHUHLVWKH)DPD)UHQFK&DSLWDO$VVHW3ULFLQJ0RGHOWKH
6KDUSH,QGH[0RGHOWKH%ODFN6FKROHV2SWLRQ3ULFLQJ0RGHODQG
VRRQ+RZHYHUWKLQJVKDYHFKDQJHGGUDVWLFDOO\LQWKHEXVLQHVV
ZRUOGGXHWRWKHDGYHQWRIJOREDOLVDWLRQUDSLGGHYHORSPHQWVLQ
WHFKQRORJ\DQGHQYLURQPHQWDOGHJUDGDWLRQ
+HQFHWKHDSSOLFDELOLW\RIWKHWKHRULHVDQGPRGHOVRIWKHODVW
FHQWXU\LQWRGD\·VIOXLGHQYLURQPHQWLVTXHVWLRQDEOH(YHQ1REHO
3UL]HZLQQLQJPRGHOVDQGWKHRULHVWDXJKWDVDPDQGDWRU\SDUW
RIWKHFXUULFXOXPPD\QRWEHSUDFWLFDOWRXVHLQWKHUHDOEXVL
QHVVVFHQDULRVFUHDWHGE\WKHRQJRLQJSDQGHPLF&DSLWDOEXG
JHWLQJGHFLVLRQVVXFKDVDFTXLULQJH[LVWLQJDVVHWVDQGLQYHVW
LQJLQQHZRQHVSURGXFWDQGWHFKQRORJ\GHYHORSPHQWDQGDGRS
WLRQRIQHZEXVLQHVVSURFHVVHVKROGLPSRUWDQFHWRILQDQFHPDQ
DJHUVDVWKHVHGHFLVLRQVDOZD\VLQYROYHKXJHLQYHVWPHQWVIRUD
ORQJWHUPDQGDUHLUUHYHUVLEOHLQQDWXUH
6RLWLVLPSRUWDQWIRURUJDQLVDWLRQVWRJHWFDSLWDOEXGJHWLQJ
GHFLVLRQVULJKWDVWKHLUDELOLW\WRVXUYLYHVXVWDLQJURZDQGVWD\
DKHDGRIWKHFRPSHWLWLRQHYHQLQDFULVLVGHSHQGVRQWKHP&DSLWDO
EXGJHWLQJFKRLFHVDUHVWUDWHJLFLQQDWXUHDVWKH\FDQKDYHDUROH
LQORQJWHUPFRUSRUDWHSHUIRUPDQFH2YHUDOOWKHUHDUHFDSL
WDOEXGJHWLQJWHFKQLTXHVWKDWDUHXVHGLQRUJDQLVDWLRQVEDVHGRQ
WKHLUVXLWDELOLW\1HW3UHVHQW9DOXH 139 ,QWHUQDO5DWHRI5HWXUQ
,55 3D\EDFN 3% 'LVFRXQWHG3D\EDFN '3% $FFRXQWLQJ5DWH
RI5HWXUQ $55 3URILWDELOLW\,QGH[ 3, $QQXLW\3ULFH(DUQLQJV
5DWLR 3( 6HQVLWLYLW\$QDO\VLV$GMXVWHG3UHVHQW9DOXH $39 
9DOXHDW5LVNDQG5HDO2SWLRQV
+RZHYHUWKHWUDGLWLRQDOFDSLWDOEXGJHWLQJWHFKQLTXHVKDYH
FRPHXQGHUFULWLFLVPIRUQRWLQFOXGLQJWKHXVHRIDGYDQFHWHFK
QRORJ\LQWKHPDQXIDFWXULQJSURFHVVRYHUORRNLQJWKHFRPSHWLWLYH
QHVVRIRUJDQLVDWLRQV6HYHUDOUHVHDUFKHUVKDYHSRLQWHGRXWWKH
JDSVLQWKH&DSLWDO%XGJHWLQJ7KHRU\DQGLWVUHOHYDQFH7KHFXU
UHQWKHDOWKHPHUJHQF\KDVIXUWKHUVKRZQWKDWXQFHUWDLQW\LVVRPH
WKLQJWKDWZLOOVWD\ZLWKXVDQGIRUVXUYLYDODQGORQJWHUPJURZWK
WKLVDORQJZLWKRWKHUIDFWRUVKDVWREHWDNHQLQWRDFFRXQW
7KHUHDUHVHYHUDOVRXUFHVRIXQFHUWDLQWLHVUDQJLQJIURPURX
WLQHLVVXHVOLNHFDVKIORZHVWLPDWLRQVWRPRUHREVFXUHRQHVOLNH
RSSRUWXQLW\FRVWRIFDSLWDO2QHRIWKHPRVWGLIILFXOWLVVXHVIDF
LQJUHVHDUFKHUVDQGEXVLQHVVHVLVWKHTXHVWLRQRILGHQWLI\LQJDQG
FDSWXULQJXQFHUWDLQWLHVUHODWHGWRORQJWHUPSURMHFWV7KHUHIRUH
RYHUWKH\HDUVWKHWUDGLWLRQDOFDSLWDOEXGJHWLQJGHFLVLRQWHFKQLTXHV
DUHEHLQJVXSSRUWHGE\ULVNDQDO\VLVDQGPDQDJHPHQWVFLHQFH
WHFKQLTXHV OLNH WKH 0RQWH &DUOR VLPXODWLRQV *DPH 7KHRU\
'HFLVLRQ7UHHV&DSLWDO$VVHW3ULFLQJ0RGHOVFHQDULRDQDO\VLVDQG
VRRQ
7KHLQFOXVLRQRIPDQDJHUVLQDFDSLWDOEXGJHWLQJGHFLVLRQLV
LPSHUDWLYH7KHUHIRUHWKH\DUHWDNHQDWDKLJKHUOHYHOVXFKDVSUHV
LGHQWFRQWUROOHUILQDQFHGLUHFWRURUWUHDVXUHU,QDGGLWLRQVHYHU
DOSV\FKRORJLFDOFKDUDFWHULVWLFVOLNHDJHJHQGHUVFKRROLQJWHFK
QLFDOH[SHUWLVHH[SHULHQFHDQGPDQDJHUSHUVRQDOLW\SOD\DQLPSRU
WDQWUROHLQGHFLVLRQPDNLQJ
6RZKLFKFDSLWDOWHFKQLTXHVGR,QGLDQFRPSDQLHVXVH"6LQFH
OLEHUDOLVDWLRQWKHFRXQWU\·VHFRQRPLFHQYLURQPHQWKDVEHFRPH
LQWHJUDWHGZLWKWKHZRUOGHFRQRP\DQG,QGLDQRUJDQLVDWLRQVDUH
VXEMHFWWREXVLQHVVWXUEXOHQFHVOLNHDVORZGRZQFRPSHWLWLRQDQG
ULVNV VXFK DV LQWHUHVW UDWH LQIODWLRQ ULVN EXVLQHVV H[SRVXUH
H[FKDQJHUDWHKD]DUGDQGVRRQ,QVXFKFRQGLWLRQVRQO\ILUPV
ZLWKHIIHFWLYHGHFLVLRQPDNLQJDQGVRXQGILQDQFLDOPDQDJHPHQW
SUDFWLFHVFDQVXUYLYHDQGJURZ7KHUHIRUHFRUSRUDWHLQYHVWPHQW
GHFLVLRQPDNLQJLVLPSRUWDQWIRUDQ\RUJDQLVDWLRQ
%DWUDDQG9HUPDLQWKHLUUHVHDUFKSDSHUSXEOLVKHGLQWKH,,0%
0DQDJHPHQW5HYLHZ KDYHIRXQGWKDWLQSHUFHQWRUJDQLVD
WLRQVFDSLWDOEXGJHWLQJGHFLVLRQVDUHWDNHQE\WKHVHQLRUPDQ
DJHPHQWDQGWKHPLGOHYHOPDQDJHPHQWLVLQYROYHGLQMXVWQLQH
SHUFHQWRIWKHILUPV,QGLDQEXVLQHVVHVKDYHEHFRPHVRSKLVWL
FDWHGLQWKHXVHRIFDSLWDOEXGJHWLQJGHFLVLRQV$PDMRULW\RIFRP
SDQLHVDGRSWVXSHULRU'LVFRXQWHG&DVK)ORZ '&) WHFKQLTXHV
OLNH139,55ZLWKDGYDQFHGWHFKQLTXHVOLNH5HDO2SWLRQVDQGVLP
XODWLRQV+RZHYHUWKHHDVLHUDQGQRQ'&)WHFKQLTXHRI3D\EDFN
LVVWLOOUHJDUGHGDVWKHVHFRQGEHVWRSWLRQ6RPHILUPVDOVRXVH
ERWK'&)DQGQRQ'&)WHFKQLTXHVWRHYDOXDWHWKHLUSURMHFWV
&RPSDQLHVKDYHWRFKDQJHWKHLUGHFLVLRQPDNLQJWRROVWRIDFH
WKHJURZLQJDPELJXLWLHVLQWRGD\·VZRUOG7KH\PXVWGRWKLVLQ
RUGHUWRPHHWWKHFKDOOHQJHVWKDWZLOOEHWKURZQXSE\DSRVW
&29,' ZRUOGWRRDVHFRQRPLHVDURXQGWKHZRUOGVWULYHWRUHFRY
HUIURPWKHEDVKLQJWKDWWKH\KDYHWDNHQGXHWRWKHSDQGHPLF
8VHRIVRSKLVWLFDWHGFDSLWDOEXGJHWLQJWRROVDQGIDFWRULQJLQXQFHU
WDLQW\ZLOOKHOS,QGLDQFRPSDQLHVWLGHWKURXJKYRODWLOLW\DQGWKULYH
LQWKHORQJUXQ
7KHZULWHULV$VVRFLDWH3URIHVVRU$PLW\8QLYHUVLW\1RLGD
7KHYLHZVH[SUHVVHGDUHSHUVRQDO
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here are more than 460 million people in
India with insufficient access to basic healthcare. When this is combined with increased
life expectancy and high chronic disease prevalence,
there is a need for long-term comprehensive care
and interventions. Though the Ayushman Bharat
scheme and initiatives like the National Medical
Commission Act and the National Digital Health
Blueprint have created a foundation for health integration, the issue of a fragmented healthcare system needs to be addressed urgently. This can be
done through better profiling of patients, better
organisation of healthcare delivery, besides creating a seamless, interoperable and integrated digital health landscape. With the 154th position in
global rankings in quality and accessibility, the subpar performance of the Indian healthcare sector
— in comparison to countries with equally
mature economies and democracies — is a critical yet underappreciated problem of a disunited
healthcare system. The delivery system focusses and
acts on various parts in silos without adequately
appreciating their interrelation and position in the
larger picture.
This imbalance is at the root of the more obvious healthcare crises of poor quality service,
inequality as well as inequitability. This divide is
at the heart of the ineffectiveness of our increasing efforts to nurture improvement.
As Sir William Osler, the world-renowned
physician and author, said, “It is more important
to know what sort of person has a disease than to
know what sort of disease a person has.” The experience of healthcare in our country, however, is
often one of not being known as a person. This
experience affects the poor, who have difficulty getting access to basic medical care until their problems become emergencies. It is also experienced
by the rich and the middle class, who receive as
much (and often more) of the sometimes dangerous commodities of healthcare but feel abandoned
when they need help putting together the pieces
of their illness-shattered lives.
For instance, a working mother of two from
a middle class family in Delhi went from doctor
to doctor trying to find the reason for her fatigue
and decreasing energy levels. Each specialist
examined her and prescribed the latest drugs and
tests. However, they were unable to help her and
the patient got worse each passing day. In the end
her problem remained and she went into a
depression.
The above experience of a patient is what is
exactly the opposite of healing. Because, healing
requires relationships, which in turn build trust and
hope. They also provide a sense of being known
to the care provider and thereby feeling secure that
s/he will get the best treatment. The emotional connection between the healer and the sick is unique
and priceless and imparts health benefits to the
patient.
The country’s current healthcare system doesn’t contemplate on this aspect of treatment. It doesn’t deliver empathy and give a patient hearing to
a person’s health issues. Increasingly, it delivers
care/commodities that can be quantified, incentivised and sold or bought while the person, the
whole system and communities get worse in spite
of massive investment of time, effort and money.
Focussed research is must to understand the
behaviour needed for discrete treatments of different diseases. But improving health is fostered
by a different science, one that considers the behaviour of multiple interacting factors which advance
the health of people.
It is a poor healthcare professional who considers only the disease and not the person. It is a
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poor policymaker who designs healthcare systems that deal only with discrete
diseases and fails to create environments
that support interaction among different
parts of the system.
Fragmentation at times renders
well-intentioned actions into the unintended consequence of making things
worse. This results in an inefficient, ineffective and unequal care delivery that is
commoditised. A cacophony of narrowly-focussed programmes and services
may be a good strategy for expanding
revenues for service in the private sector but definitely not a strategy for efficient public healthcare delivery. Efficient
healthcare requires an ability to personalise and prioritise problems based on “an
acquaintance with the particulars,” seen
in the context of a person as a whole or
whole people, communities and systems.
Today the efforts of public health,
healthcare systems and philanthropists
are directed at narrow programmes
with insufficient focus on the larger picture. The lack of an integrative way of
making sense of the world and the need
to control and understand narrowly
replace the greater promise of whole-system approaches.
Doctors treat whoever comes
through the door, often oblivious to the
many barriers to entry. Manufacturers
make their products based on the economic niche more than public good.
Hospitals and healthcare systems strive
to attract “the right case mix” to maximise profits, or just to stay in business.
Knowledge generation is narrowly
partitioned in disease-specific institutes
and initiatives without sufficient balancing research that crosses these boundaries. Specialists, drug and device makers, hospitals and service agencies focus
on delivering their well-reimbursed services without a way to consider their
effect on the whole person or system, or
the opportunity costs on the social
determinants of health, such as education and employment.

The promise of healthcare is reduced
when it is treated as a commodity. When
patients become customers, citizens
become consumers and healers become
providers. By focussing their role narrowly on a technical skill, procedure, or body
part, healthcare professionals have completed one part of their contract with
society. But in focussing just on expertise without also attending to their
responsibility to the whole person and
to society, most of the healthcare
providers have not acted responsibly
towards society. In our system, we definitely can’t settle for technicians in place
of compassionate healers. We have to
remember that higher levels of healing
are possible by balancing the biotechnical with the biographical.
Patients appear to be dissatisfied with
healthcare in more fragmented systems.
Indeed, the failure of repeated attempts
to fix the problems can result in a kind
of shared hopelessness. When we see only
parts, disconnected from the whole, we
lose our ability to find incremental
actions that are connected to a larger evolutionary improvement.
The search for single sustainable
solutions gets in the way of fostering
development toward equitable, integrated, personalised, prioritised healthcare.
Furthermore, the fragmentation of
healthcare leads to a get-what-you-can
mentality among all involved. Developing
shared goals requires continuous attention but discernment of how each person’s health and healthcare affects the
others can provide a platform for seeking a better way together.
With rapidly aging populations and
an increasing burden of patients with
chronic conditions and their complex
needs, there’s a pressing need for a comprehensive healthcare delivery system in
our country. In an effort to cope with this
growth, public health spending has
been raised consistently since 2014,
with an increasing share of the country’s
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) being

distributed towards public healthcare. An
estimated C1.6 trillion were spent on public healthcare in 2018. The total per capita Government spending on healthcare
has nearly doubled from C1,008 per person in the financial year (FY) 2015 to
C1,944 in FY20, but is still low. The total
expenditure by the Centre and States for
the FY20 was C2.6 trillion or 1.29 per cent
of the GDP, including establishment
expenditure comprising salaries, gross
budgetary support to various institutions
and hospitals and transfers to States
under centrally-sponsored schemes such
as Ayushman Bharat. Of the total public expenditure, the Centre’s share is 25
per cent.
In a fragmented healthcare system,
spending more on some parts does not
improve the whole system. Similar criticisms of fragmented disease-by-disease
efforts by the World Health Organisation
have been raised on the 30th anniversary
of the Alma Ata plan for “providing a
comprehensive, universal, equitable and
affordable healthcare service for all.”
The benefits of integrated care have
been widely acknowledged and it has
been adapted extensively in North
America and Europe, especially for the
management of patients with chronic diseases. Understanding the fundamental
problem of fragmentation in our disintegrating healthcare system would be an
important step forward towards universal health coverage. Viewing healthcare
as an evolving “whole” instead of as fragmented parts can help us instill hope
where now there is cynicism. It will lead
to personalisation of care and relationship with the healer where now there is
detachment and isolation. There will be
professional and corporate shared
responsibility where now there is narrow
self-interest. High-value healthcare where
now there is ineffectiveness, waste and
inequality as well as inequity.
(The writer is an author and a doctor by profession. The views expressed are
personal)
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he socio-economic distress triggered by the lockdown necessitated by the ongoing Coronavirus
pandemic has been a cause of anxiety
for many in India and globally, too.
According to the United Nations
International Labour Organisation
(ILO), more than 400 million workers
from India’s informal sector will be
pushed deeper into poverty due to the
effects of COVID-19.
India’s underpreparedness and failure to have a smart testing and tracing
strategy to counter the spread of the
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virus is proving disastrous not only for
the economy but also for its underprivileged and marginalised citizens. As a
result, education, especially that of vulnerable communities, has taken a huge
hit.
More than 320 million students
have been hit by the COVID-19 lockdown and shifting of classes online. The
75th report of the National Sample
Survey Office (NSSO) for 2017-18
highlights the digital divide in the country. Only 23.8 per cent of India has
access to the internet, with urban
areas leading with 42 per cent and rural
availability languishing at 14.9 per
cent. Amid such a digital divide, frustrated students have been pushed to
take extreme steps like self-harm. The
recent suicide by a LSR student highlights the financial hardships faced by
them.
Many scholars were forced to drop
out due to the unavailability of digital
tools to access online education and
started working on farms to augment

the income of the family. In particular,
the education of the girl child has suffered the most, with 42 per cent of the
girls surveyed reporting a decline in
their family’s income during the
COVID-19 pandemic, resulting in
lack of acccess to digital education.
Consequently, one in two girls surveyed
was at risk of dropping out. The
spillover effect of girls dropping out of
schools and colleges will be massive,

amounting to $30 trillion in lost lifetime
productivity and earnings. As the
unlocking of the economy, as well as
schools, colleges and universities, takes
place, there is a need for a concrete plan
to address the challenges that are set to
arise. This is because the resumption of
classes increases the exposure and vulnerability of students, teachers, and staff
to COVID-19. Therefore, it is vital to
ensure that COVID-19 testing is made

accessible and affordable to all in order
to ensure the maximum safety of all
stakeholders and students. This will prevent any long-lasting impact on the
economy and society.
The Government needs to focus on
scientific measures to control the
spread of the virus. Opening up of
schools and colleges without an effective testing and tracing strategy will be
catastrophic as children are considered
to be spreaders of the virus. The
healthcare systems are overburdened
currently and, in such a situation,
access to health to the most vulnerable
suffers the most. And so, it is crucial not
to lose sight of the effectiveness of targeted testing and rigorous contact
tracing across the country.
There are global studies which have
noted that screening students every two
or three days using rapid tests, coupled
with strict behavioural interventions, is
helpful to maintain a controllable
number of COVID-19 infections. It
permits the safe return of students to

campuses. This will also allow governments to take a more comprehensive
view of the situation on the ground and
allow them to make practical decisions
on opening colleges and schools, and
not just be based on an ad-hoc policy.
The economic downturn has taken
a huge toll on students and education
in India. While a robust testing and
tracing strategy will effectively manage
the spread of the Coronavirus, we also
need to undertake other initiatives to
support students from vulnerable communities through the disbursement of
scholarships, a special stimulus package for students, sector-focussed
upskilling and reskilling and accessibility to proper internet facilities and laptops. School fees should also not be
increased in this situation to stem the
exclusion of marginalised students of
the country from their right to education.
(The writer is the All-India General
Secretary of SFI. The views expressed are
personal.)
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omestic rating agency Icra
Ratings expects the techD
nical recession in the country’s
economy to end in the fourth
quarter of the current fiscal,
limiting the contraction in the
GDP to 7.8 per cent in the
financial year 2021.
In the second quarter of
financial year 2021, GDP contracted 7.5 per cent as against
a decline of 23.9 per cent in the
April-June quarter.
With a steady performance of the agricultural sector and a lagged recovery in the
contact-intensive parts of the
services sector, the agency forecasts a small contraction of one
per cent in the Indian GDP in
the third quarter of financial
year 2021.
The rating agency’s
Principal economist Aditi
Nayar said healthy procurement and a favourable outlook

for the rabi season, as well as
greater visibility of an
approaching COVID-19 vaccine rollout, will strengthen
demand and economic activity in the fourth quarter of
financial year 2021.
“The technical recession is
likely to end in that quarter
(Q4), with a muted 1.3 per cent
growth benefiting from a real
recovery as well as the low base
effect.
This is expected to limit
the contraction in Indian GDP
in real terms to 7.8 per cent in
FY2021,” Nayar said in a
report.
After the NSO had
released the GDP data for the
second quarter in financial
year 2021, the rating agency
had projected the GDP contraction in financial year 21 to
range between 7-9 per cent.
With the updated projections for Q3 and Q4 financial
year 2021, it has now pegged

GDP contraction in financial
year 2021 at 7.8 per cent.
Nayar further said the
spending seen during the festive season was driven by pentup demand, and consumption
is yet to fully stabilise in various sectors.
“While many indicators
have displayed growth in the
ongoing quarter relative to a
weak performance in the same
period in FY2020, volumes
still remain below FY2019 levels in a number of sectors,
highlighting that a full recovery remains somewhat distant,” she said.
The rating agency said that
supply-side and logistical disruptions have re-emerged in
some states.
Further, the tailwinds of
low commodity prices are turning into headwinds, as the visibility of vaccine availability is
now pushing up global commodity prices, it said.
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orporate earnings are likely to witness a sharp revival
C
in the next financial year
backed by economic recovery,
said a report by Kotak
Institutional Equities.
“We expect 28 per cent and
19 per cent growth in net profits of the Nifty-50 Index in
FY2022 and FY2023 following
11 per cent growth in FY202,”
it said.
The report noted that the
growth in FY2021 reflects low
base in a few sectors
in FY2020 such as
oil, gas and consumable fuels reflecting
large adventitious or
inventory losses in
4QFY20 and telecom reflecting low
ARPUs and profits.
There is a possibility of moderate
earnings upgrade

over the next few months and
the extent of earnings upgrades
would be one of the key drivers
of the market, it added.
Nonetheless, a few sectors
may disappoint if consumption, especially discretionary
consumption, was to decelerate
on sustained Covid-19 impact
on household incomes, said the
report.
It has projected a strong
recovery in the economy in
FY2022 (9.3 per cent real GDP
growth) following the likely
large contraction of (-)8.6 per
cent in FY2021.
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urther adding to the recovery signals, advance tax
F
payment by companies has
shown a massive 49 per cent
growth to C1,09,506 crore in

the third quarter this fiscal, a
CBDT source has said.
The increase can primarily be attributed to the low-base
last fiscal when the
Government had slashed corporation tax rates to a record
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-9.15
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142.90
-2.60
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-5.45

low of 25 per cent in the Q3,
leading to lower tax payout by
companies. During the same
quarter last fiscal, corporate
advance tax stood at C73,126
crore. The gross tax collection
stood at C7,33,715 crore, while
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1,58,988 crore in Q3 of FY20.
Overall advance corporate
tax stood at C2,39,125 crore so
far this year, down 4.9 per cent
from C2,51,382 crore as the first
two quarters bore the brunt of
the lockdown.

New Delhi:Bullish global cues
after the US FOMC meet lifted the key Indian equity indices
to reach new record intraday
highs
on
Thursday.
Accordingly, the market had a
“gap up” opening at their
respective high levels.In terms
of sectors, most of the indices
traded in the green. Among
them, Pharma, Realty and
Financial Services indices were
the major gainers.At 2.30 p.m.,
Sensex was trading at
46,868.59, higher by 202.13
points or 0.43% from the previous close.The Nifty50 was
trading at 13,738.65, higher by
55.95 points or 0.41 per cent
from
the
previous
close.”Considering current
chart structure and derivatives
data, we are expecting continuation in ongoing up move of
Nifty towards 13,900 levels in
coming week.
IANS
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secretary Ajay Prakash
on Thursday said
ItheTSawhney
new decade is of India and
it is time for the country to
come up with a data protection
model that the world follows.
The data protection model
for both personal and non-personal is at an infancy stage and
there is learning that is coming
from various countries as of
now, he added.
“We have actually practised
for the past several decades
where we look at models which
have emerged somewhere else
and then sort of improve on
that. This is 2020 and decade of
India.
“I truly believe it’s India’s
decade and it’s India’s time to
come up with a model that the
world looks at and does some
cut and paste, and some improvisation of what comes out of
India,” Sawhney said at a virtual

panel discussion organised by
Vidhi Legal.He said that the
idea of creating data trusts is
going to be very significant for
both personal and non-personal data.The Personal Data
Protection Bill was introduced
in the Lok Sabha in February
and has been referred to a Joint
Parliamentary Committee of
both the Houses, headed by
BJP MP Meenakshi Lekhi, for
examination and report.
“Our framework is something that the world is looking
very carefully and I believe this
to be recognised as the best
thinking at the current level.
These are of course subjects
that are there at the infancy
stage. There is learning already
from GDPR implementation
and from other countries as
well, but as we move not only
to personal data protection
but also into various aspects of
non-personal data,” Sawhney
said.
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he Govt on Thursday extended relaxed norms for onion
T
imports for one and a half
months till January 31 next year,
to boost domestic supply and
check the retail prices of the key
kitchen staple.To facilitate import
of onion, the government had on

October 21 relaxed the conditions for fumigation and additional declaration on the
Phytosanitary Certificate under
the Plant Quarantine Order ,
2003 for import up to December
15, 2020. In an official statement,
the Agriculture Ministry said it
has decided to extend the relaxation for imports up to January

31, 2021, in the light of public
concern over high prices of
onion in the market. The ministry said the consignments of
imported onions, which arrive in
Indian port without fumigation
and such endorsement on the
PSC, would be fumigated in
India by the importer through an
accredited treatment provider.
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214.50 214.75
211.30 213.00
183.60 184.15
180.65 181.65
208.00 208.75
203.50 205.15
645.00 645.70
631.75 634.65
202.00 205.25
200.00 200.50
5040.00 5132.35 5033.60 5074.95
1166.35 1168.50 1156.50 1159.10
101.00 102.05
99.00 99.55
60.00
60.35
57.10 57.60
9319.00 9398.95 9211.40 9282.95
838.35 844.95
820.25 823.05
105.00 105.65
100.65 101.50
648.60 671.25
644.80 653.00
461.50 466.40
453.10 455.25
518.10 522.60
512.00 514.00
66.40
67.15
63.35 63.75
121.65 125.60
120.10 124.10
1267.60 1283.70 1254.05 1277.80
899.65 926.20
890.45 910.75
3719.00 3847.90 3716.80 3830.00
886.00 887.95
876.65 879.45
1428.05 1441.00 1415.00 1424.80
157.00 162.45
157.00 158.30
2813.95 2849.00 2805.55 2837.90
26050.00 27921.80 25907.6027247.45
2344.00 2344.00 2310.05 2315.45
7813.00 7829.35 7631.55 7686.20
578.00 586.40
570.00 571.35
1965.20 1968.80 1942.65 1965.50
235.90 237.55
231.05 234.35

1,)7<1(;7
SCRIP
NIFTY NEXT 50
BERGEPAINT
GICRE
ADANIGREEN
SBICARD
CADILAHC
LUPIN
ALKEM
NMDC
MOTHERSUMI
HAVELLS
OFSS
PIDILITIND
BIOCON
ACC
BOSCHLTD
LTI
MUTHOOTFIN
MARICO
GODREJCP
CONCOR
AMBUJACEM
AUROPHARMA
ICICIGI
HINDZINC
PGHH
DABUR
COLPAL
BAJAJHLDNG
HDFCAMC
ADANITRANS
ICICIPRULI
NAUKRI
PEL
TATACONSUM
BANDHANBNK
ABBOTINDIA
INDIGO
TORNTPHARM
SIEMENS
INFRATEL
PETRONET
UBL
DLF
PFC
IGL
DMART
PNB
MCDOWELL-N
HINDPETRO
BANKBARODA

net mop-up was C5,87,605
crore in the quarter, the source
told PTI on Thursday.
During the quarter, the
department has refunded
C1,46,109 crore, which is less
than 8.1 per cent from C
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HINDPETRO*
ULTRACEMCO
DMART
GAIL
HDFCLIFE
ADANIGAS
HINDALCO
AXISBANK
LAURUSLABS
TATAPOWER
COLPAL
BOMDYEING
POWERGRID
SUNTV
BEML
JUSTDIAL
FEDERALBNK
TATACHEM
PNB
VEDL
ADANIPORTS
APOLLOTYRE
IOC
SPICEJET
SBICARD
CIPLA
M&M
ASIANPAINT
TITAN
RAYMOND
L&TFH
ADANIENT
IDFC
BRITANNIA
CROMPTON
HEG
JINDALSTEL
HINDCOPPER
CADILAHC
AMBUJACEM
TECHM
AUROPHARMA
RBLBANK
AAVAS
HEROMOTOCO
LTTS
GRAPHITE
SUZLON
DEEPAKNI
BEL
MUTHOOTFIN

232.10
5144.00
2638.00
125.40
650.00
359.85
251.55
607.35
341.65
76.45
1619.80
84.60
194.95
506.10
808.00
616.00
68.00
497.00
38.30
149.45
476.00
196.90
96.35
103.40
827.20
787.50
747.00
2577.00
1499.00
350.00
93.60
465.80
44.00
3727.00
363.05
888.50
287.35
58.60
470.00
247.50
923.90
880.00
241.80
1670.00
3139.00
1845.00
292.10
4.76
919.80
119.45
1219.00

232.70
5220.00
2646.80
125.50
660.95
373.00
254.90
610.95
352.00
76.70
1622.05
84.75
195.30
517.50
903.00
679.20
68.85
506.15
38.35
149.45
478.50
199.70
96.90
106.30
842.00
795.00
747.00
2603.25
1518.80
376.00
93.60
473.90
44.00
3765.00
393.60
927.80
287.35
66.75
481.00
251.45
932.15
889.90
242.60
1705.90
3156.00
2000.00
306.30
4.76
939.00
120.80
1234.40

224.75
5124.55
2505.00
123.50
650.00
359.05
244.50
603.15
339.00
74.70
1600.00
80.45
191.60
495.80
792.50
612.50
67.00
492.00
36.75
145.85
466.05
195.55
95.00
100.05
824.20
781.55
726.00
2557.80
1491.55
348.10
91.10
455.45
39.20
3720.60
363.05
885.00
276.00
58.25
468.90
246.25
912.70
869.25
234.65
1665.00
3103.00
1839.75
292.10
4.62
912.00
115.85
1213.25

225.80
5169.50
2548.20
123.85
654.50
362.10
245.85
605.40
342.10
75.20
1600.35
81.15
193.25
498.50
880.85
647.30
67.10
493.90
37.00
146.00
467.85
196.95
95.35
101.55
840.20
783.20
730.05
2579.05
1502.00
358.10
92.05
459.35
39.75
3727.50
374.00
896.10
278.30
63.30
475.00
246.75
929.65
871.90
236.75
1669.75
3112.05
1972.00
298.20
4.76
934.90
120.30
1216.55

APOLLOHOSP 2397.70 2422.45 2381.00 2400.25
BAJAJ-AUTO
3310.00 3326.00 3258.65 3264.00
LICHSGFIN
383.00 385.40
375.55 377.40
POLYCAB
1055.00 1093.20 1032.10 1050.00
NMDC
113.70 117.75
113.70 115.55
PEL
1442.50 1483.00 1435.35 1441.05
BHARATFORG 551.00 563.10
550.25 558.45
M&MFIN
182.15 182.15
176.20 177.05
SRF
5330.00 5585.00 5327.10 5555.00
BHEL
36.45
36.80
35.70 35.85
BPCL
402.00 402.80
394.50 395.55
VAKRANGEE
55.60
56.65
50.25 55.10
NATIONALUM
44.75
45.00
43.00 43.25
INDIGO
1650.00 1652.15 1625.75 1641.30
HFCL
24.05
25.70
23.75 24.20
JSWSTEEL
372.00 373.05
364.50 366.20
CENTURYTEX
401.00 414.00
394.55 396.60
GODREJPROP 1348.80 1387.50 1330.00 1356.95
PVR
1429.90 1456.65 1394.90 1403.65
SRTRANSFIN
1078.90 1078.90 1051.90 1056.45
EXIDEIND
194.20 194.75
191.00 191.75
ACC
1645.00 1659.90 1634.85 1639.00
COALINDIA
145.45 145.45
142.55 143.45
TVSMOTOR
495.00 500.00
487.65 489.70
TATACONSUM 585.95 593.00
575.30 577.15
NAM-INDIA
312.90 319.00
311.00 313.85
EICHERMOT
2495.00 2496.20 2442.65 2450.00
DABUR
516.00 517.35
510.45 511.45
BANDHANBNK 408.70 414.00
405.05 406.30
TV18BRDCST
33.30
34.10
32.00 32.15
NTPC
105.90 105.90
104.00 104.40
BIOCON
461.60 465.80
458.75 460.90
DELTACORP
173.50 173.50
165.10 166.00
IBREALEST
77.45
79.50
74.70 75.00
ADANIPOWER
46.00
47.75
46.00 47.20
JKPAPER
104.00 109.80
103.50 108.00
GLENMARK
529.00 535.15
515.50 518.20
WOCKPHARMA 512.00 534.75
509.85 516.10
IDFCFIRSTB
37.95
37.95
37.25 37.40
ALOKTEXT
22.90
23.90
22.90 23.10
NBCC
31.70
32.00
31.00 31.15
BATAINDIA
1600.00 1620.90 1582.45 1590.80
IPCALAB
2253.65 2253.65 2102.40 2163.30
NESTLEIND
18325.00 18395.80 18156.0018336.00
INFRATEL
244.90 247.20
240.15 241.50
PIDILITIND
1645.00 1652.00 1625.90 1629.05
HSCL
46.30
47.40
45.35 46.10
BERGEPAINT
693.00 711.50
689.00 709.30
WIPRO
358.30 359.20
355.75 356.75
ESCORTS
1345.35 1355.60 1324.00 1330.70
JAICORPLTD
97.50 102.20
97.00 97.65
NCC
58.05
59.10
56.85 57.85
IGL
491.00 491.00
478.15 479.90
MRF
78931.55 79197.25 77100.0077343.25
TATAELXSI
1660.00 1660.00 1624.00 1630.00
WESTLIFE
482.05 487.00
428.00 436.80
GRANULES
382.00 385.60
376.05 377.75
RVNL
24.00
24.50
23.70 23.90
BLISSGVS
178.00 178.90
173.85 175.00
THYROCARE
989.60 1031.40
954.10 975.00
TCNSBRANDS
487.00 554.60
474.85 508.95
JMFINANCIL
92.20
93.45
88.15 89.45
RECLTD
141.95 141.95
137.00 137.50
AUBANK
910.05 949.50
910.05 943.80
ADANIGREEN 1020.10 1059.10 1014.50 1041.10
GRASIM
916.15 926.55
911.45 913.00
APLLTD
1105.00 1145.20 1100.55 1127.05
NOCIL
152.80 155.95
149.00 149.80
STAR
784.00 801.75
763.80 771.10
SHREECEM
24485.05 24900.00 24423.4524570.95
JKTYRE
78.05
79.50
75.50 76.70
NAUKRI
4622.90 4660.45 4534.50 4564.00
CHOLAFIN
376.00 380.80
372.45 373.15
PFIZER
5255.95 5263.20 5222.00 5248.50
PIIND
2300.50 2310.00 2243.00 2266.55
AFFLE
4050.00 4050.00 3885.00 3972.95
BALKRISIND
1647.95 1648.00 1630.35 1636.65
CHAMBLFERT
231.35 237.90
228.30 229.60
BALRAMCHIN 180.20 185.00
177.10 179.00
MANAPPURAM 174.80 176.50
172.75 174.25
JUBILANT
810.00 810.00
782.20 788.00
MARICO
415.00 415.00
409.25 413.55
RELAXO
770.00 774.20
760.20 764.30
FRETAIL
79.05
79.70
78.50 78.90
KEI
468.00 490.00
461.85 485.85
KAJARIACER
678.00 696.80
673.45 694.00
SBILIFE
859.80 865.45
851.50 855.70
CONCOR
413.90 417.45
405.30 408.35
CGCL
295.20 295.20
294.00 294.05
IIFL
116.10 123.00
116.10 117.10
ABB
1185.05 1239.00 1185.05 1236.00
MCX
1705.05 1751.10 1705.05 1711.85
RAIN
132.00 135.50
131.00 131.65
AARTIIND
1219.00 1221.95 1206.80 1215.00
NATCOPHARM 950.00 953.90
938.00 941.65
NHPC
23.30
23.70
22.90 23.05
PETRONET
265.30 265.30
258.15 259.85
TORNTPHARM 2790.00 2794.20 2749.80 2758.10
GMRINFRA
28.00
28.25
27.30 27.50
VBL
975.55 999.10
957.00 999.00
ORIENTCEM
77.80
83.00
77.80 82.85
GODREJAGRO
526.10 555.00
526.10 549.60
CUB
190.00 190.00
183.05 184.25
CSBBANK
221.10 231.35
220.00 221.30
ERIS
558.00 574.90
551.65 564.95
HAL
866.85 875.00
864.90 866.95
HUDCO
40.30
42.40
39.75 42.05
OIL
118.00 119.10
111.00 113.65
WELSPUNIND
73.95
77.00
73.95 76.30

INDIAMART
5526.90 5790.00 5526.90 5768.00
MPHASIS
1367.00 1377.00 1334.30 1346.95
MINDTREE
1460.00 1466.65 1447.00 1452.00
NETWORK18
39.00
40.35
38.05 38.15
SIEMENS
1544.40 1562.10 1518.55 1523.10
ABFRL
165.20 166.80
161.80 165.10
TATAMETALI
610.00 625.80
605.00 613.75
RITES
279.00 281.65
276.90 277.50
DIXON
13561.00 13772.90 13399.3013717.35
VINATIORGA 1155.55 1179.90 1155.55 1164.40
MGL
1050.15 1066.80 1041.00 1043.30
PCJEWELLER
24.20
24.45
23.55 23.90
DCBBANK
123.80 123.80
118.65 120.45
HDFCAMC
2862.00 2862.00 2825.00 2841.60
KNRCON
318.00 324.95
316.00 318.00
PFC
120.25 120.80
118.00 118.45
GODREJCP
722.00 732.65
716.25 718.60
JKLAKSHMI
343.00 350.75
339.90 341.30
PHILIPCARB
165.50 169.10
163.20 165.00
SONATSOFTW 352.60 368.95
352.60 366.05
RCF
58.00
58.00
55.30 55.80
INDIANB
92.50
94.85
90.20 90.60
ADANITRANS
433.00 441.55
424.70 426.50
DISHTV
14.53
14.79
13.80 13.89
EMAMILTD
420.25 428.15
415.25 415.70
CENTRALBK
14.42
14.46
14.20 14.25
UBL
1166.00 1173.30 1134.05 1136.55
AARTIDRUGS
766.05 770.30
751.00 752.50
AMARAJABAT
959.45 961.70
931.00 938.95
ICICIPRULI
487.20 489.45
479.85 481.80
NAVINFLUOR 2538.00 2620.40 2538.00 2561.15
OBEROIRLTY
535.00 564.15
530.40 557.05
JYOTHYLAB
144.75 145.50
142.20 144.65
SOBHA
341.70 348.00
335.25 337.40
JSWENERGY
69.50
72.20
67.65 68.50
CUMMINSIND 596.80 606.60
585.80 585.80
GODFRYPHLP
995.00 1019.95
995.00 999.95
LAOPALA
228.00 243.80
222.00 231.95
CASTROLIND
127.00 128.75
126.45 127.35
FORCEMOT
1418.80 1443.00 1394.40 1412.45
SHK
115.00 121.30
111.00 111.85
ICICIGI
1485.00 1489.45 1464.00 1475.70
CHENNPETRO 113.05 115.40
112.10 112.90
SOUTHBANK
9.30
9.30
9.12
9.14
ABCAPITAL
91.25
91.75
89.55 89.95
SYNGENE
621.50 624.95
612.65 617.05
ALKEM
2900.05 2939.00 2899.60 2927.00
ENDURANCE 1165.55 1232.00 1160.00 1208.10
GRSE
216.30 219.05
204.00 204.65
CYIENT
545.40 548.55
529.00 543.00
SHOPERSTOP
211.00 224.65
210.70 216.30
KTKBANK
59.75
59.75
57.80 58.10
IDBI
42.00
42.45
41.00 41.20
INDIACEM
151.35 152.90
148.30 148.80
BAJAJHLDNG 3140.00 3160.55 3100.00 3129.95
INDHOTEL
131.55 131.55
128.90 129.40
RAMCOCEM
852.60 867.95
838.00 840.20
FSL
80.50
81.75
78.00 79.05
CENTURYPLY
227.00 231.95
226.40 230.00
TATACOFFEE
109.10 111.70
108.45 109.15
CEATLTD
1147.00 1166.40 1104.20 1116.15
SCI
85.70
85.80
83.55 83.85
SWANENERGY 136.00 137.35
134.00 135.00
BOSCHLTD
13351.20 13420.00 13300.0013339.10
BAJAJCON
219.80 224.00
218.60 218.85
TATAMTRDVR
77.45
77.45
76.20 76.35
GNFC
249.80 251.05
241.00 241.15
HONAUT
32390.10 32958.00 31411.8032400.00
ITI
133.85 133.85
129.90 130.20
FORTIS
158.25 161.80
157.20 157.50
IFCI
9.80
9.80
9.29
9.38
GLAXO
1545.00 1592.15 1540.00 1588.00
MMTC
24.75
26.40
24.60 25.05
DALBHARAT
1085.65 1113.20 1074.30 1080.55
LEMONTREE
44.00
44.00
42.65 43.30
ISEC
453.00 460.85
453.00 456.00
VMART
2330.50 2494.75 2330.50 2402.00
HIMATSEIDE
161.00 165.75
144.10 145.85
EIDPARRY
348.90 354.70
337.75 337.75
BAYERCROP
5365.10 5379.00 5300.75 5365.00
MIDHANI
210.00 213.50
206.80 207.75
IEX
219.00 224.45
218.65 219.15
LALPATHLAB 2160.00 2195.10 2145.00 2164.00
GPPL
91.50
94.50
91.05 91.60
APLAPOLLO
792.80 802.50
787.85 788.65
KPITTECH
115.15 118.50
110.00 111.60
ARVINDFASN
160.05 167.95
160.00 160.15
NBVENTURES
59.00
60.30
58.40 58.85
COCHINSHIP
378.75 382.30
364.40 366.25
UJJIVANSFB
40.00
40.45
39.65 39.75
ENGINERSIN
78.30
79.55
76.25 76.80
TNPL
116.70 122.50
116.20 119.55
JINDALSAW
80.00
80.00
76.70 77.05
CANFINHOME 481.40 490.60
479.85 489.95
SUMICHEM
302.10 314.40
300.80 306.55
LTI
3299.95 3315.90 3294.05 3295.55
BAJAJELEC
608.55 621.15
603.30 607.00
AJANTPHARM 1687.55 1699.95 1630.00 1645.00
KPRMILL
930.05 955.35
903.50 914.45
TORNTPOWER 330.00 331.55
325.35 325.95
COFORGE
2535.00 2547.35 2496.30 2512.60
SUVENPHAR
429.85 438.60
416.40 422.50
VIPIND
360.55 368.50
360.55 364.35
ESABINDIA
1779.80 1928.00 1773.90 1851.35
THERMAX
895.00 971.30
895.00 954.00
WABAG
215.10 219.30
209.35 210.60
BANKINDIA
51.65
52.25
50.00 50.40
UNIONBANK
32.95
32.95
31.80 32.00
FDC
345.00 356.45
344.15 349.95

GMDCLTD
55.25
56.15
54.45 54.60
MEGH
80.60
81.20
79.60 79.75
FCONSUMER
8.60
8.81
8.60
8.66
OFSS
3112.00 3156.75 3103.10 3137.00
BASF
1674.55 1697.00 1635.10 1637.00
FLUOROCHEM 583.00 615.00
567.50 581.10
GICRE
142.50 148.00
141.40 145.25
NESCO
543.80 567.55
538.00 539.70
TRIDENT
9.90
9.94
9.62
9.66
MRPL
37.00
37.40
35.50 35.90
TRENT
719.55 719.55
698.45 700.00
INOXLEISUR
285.85 288.80
280.30 281.20
SJVN
26.55
26.70
25.85 26.00
SPARC
188.35 191.80
185.65 186.35
HINDZINC
243.45 245.65
240.05 241.95
WELCORP
140.50 140.50
134.05 134.65
GALAXYSURF 2027.90 2049.00 1984.60 1992.50
MOIL
144.05 148.90
144.05 147.15
JAMNAAUTO
59.00
59.15
57.00 57.25
PRESTIGE
280.00 280.65
272.00 274.65
UJJIVAN
293.00 295.65
288.75 289.15
ATUL
6100.00 6184.00 6052.25 6159.00
ABBOTINDIA 16260.00 16363.10 16035.6016109.75
ORIENTELEC
226.90 231.65
225.95 230.55
MAHSCOOTER 3777.05 3947.95 3777.05 3881.00
RAJESHEXPO
478.00 495.95
476.80 483.50
BIRLACORPN
728.00 737.45
722.00 724.00
LAXMIMACH 4828.80 4918.00 4797.60 4797.60
CHALET
200.00 202.70
194.90 196.90
GREAVESCOT
89.50
89.70
85.05 85.50
STLTECH
164.95 165.65
162.65 164.90
JBCHEPHARM 1080.00 1087.00 1060.80 1085.50
WHIRLPOOL
2199.00 2200.00 2169.00 2197.90
EDELWEISS
74.25
75.40
73.25 73.55
SIS
477.00 477.00
461.20 465.25
VGUARD
197.00 198.40
193.90 194.70
JKCEMENT
1958.00 1958.00 1927.00 1927.00
COROMANDEL 799.45 807.00
791.85 801.05
J&KBANK
24.39
24.39
23.73 23.81
JSL
67.65
71.35
65.95 70.00
GMM
3778.90 3789.15 3691.00 3695.90
JCHAC
2210.65 2293.65 2210.65 2224.75
VRLLOG
209.00 212.95
203.75 204.80
AMBER
2358.60 2369.80 2332.00 2350.00
SUNTECK
321.90 328.20
318.40 325.50
PARAGMILK
115.75 121.00
115.75 117.75
ALLCARGO
136.10 136.25
131.60 133.85
PTC
63.50
63.50
61.45 61.60
PGHL
6700.05 6888.00 6700.05 6878.25
ITDC
284.50 298.95
275.15 290.90
GSPL
232.00 232.00
221.00 225.10
IRCON
91.75
91.75
88.95 89.15
GUJGAS
365.00 365.00
360.75 361.95
SWSOLAR
265.20 270.50
265.00 266.70
ASHOKA
93.05
93.90
91.45 91.85
BDL
340.90 341.80
336.20 338.00
RADICO
464.60 465.90
455.65 459.70
PERSISTENT
1306.00 1318.95 1285.00 1310.00
AVANTI
540.40 545.00
536.00 536.50
MOTILALOFS
636.00 649.45
635.75 637.50
NIACL
130.90 135.90
130.40 131.70
DEEPAKFERT
165.50 166.55
163.95 164.40
JSLHISAR
134.75 137.50
133.40 136.20
CREDITACC
794.90 815.00
783.55 807.55
SUPREMEIND 1724.05 1746.00 1701.70 1704.55
GEPIL
306.00 313.80
300.10 301.05
ASTERDM
170.10 174.60
164.25 168.20
GSFC
76.25
78.10
75.80 76.00
CARERATING
535.00 542.10
530.00 534.75
MINDACORP
93.20
95.25
91.75 92.25
TVSSRICHAK
2035.80 2039.40 1982.00 1993.40
REPCOHOME
248.05 255.55
247.90 250.90
ECLERX
808.05 822.55
796.00 802.35
BBTC
1341.00 1358.00 1316.30 1320.00
IFBIND
1124.10 1147.00 1074.10 1085.00
ASTRAL
1493.60 1507.90 1452.00 1455.05
SUDARSCHEM 480.10 491.00
480.10 481.05
RALLIS
289.00 292.90
288.95 289.90
ADVENZYMES 348.00 349.40
343.30 343.85
TATACOMM
1055.20 1058.30 1039.10 1041.00
DCAL
160.45 161.40
153.50 154.90
GHCL
199.05 206.50
198.00 202.00
DBL
400.00 403.55
393.90 395.05
FINCABLES
364.75 366.55
352.00 355.80
NLCINDIA
57.15
57.65
56.55 56.80
INDOSTAR
352.75 353.00
328.75 335.25
UFLEX
394.90 399.00
386.85 387.45
INDOCO
275.95 277.95
265.05 270.45
CAPPL
518.95 522.50
506.00 506.75
FINEORG
2510.00 2520.00 2480.00 2484.50
GODREJIND
478.00 478.60
465.35 467.00
SHILPAMED
471.75 473.15
466.15 467.70
VARROC
402.50 404.50
386.00 388.00
ZYDUSWELL
1865.05 1975.20 1854.00 1932.50
AKZOINDIA
2301.90 2337.10 2239.20 2250.10
MAHABANK
14.11
14.35
13.61 13.75
GUJALKALI
354.00 357.00
345.00 347.50
FINOLEXIND
642.00 645.00
623.55 628.00
BRIGADE
241.75 248.55
239.20 248.00
GILLETTE
5900.00 5940.00 5851.80 5880.00
SKFINDIA
1676.15 1685.00 1638.00 1669.60
IOB
11.25
11.28
11.08 11.15
UCOBANK
13.22
13.22
12.90 13.00
PHOENIXLTD
767.90 783.00
764.80 773.30
EQUITAS
69.55
69.70
68.75 69.00
GESHIP
288.80 288.80
280.75 281.80
PNBHOUSING
379.80 380.80
372.25 374.05
ASTRAZEN
4409.00 4450.00 4398.00 4398.00
DCMSHRIRAM 380.95 397.00
380.00 382.10

HATHWAY
34.35
34.90
HEIDELBERG
208.80 215.90
CCL
267.00 270.00
ALKYLAMINE 3816.00 3875.00
KALPATPOWR 318.50 323.45
TIINDIA
835.50 835.50
DHANUKA
746.00 752.55
JTEKTINDIA
91.50
92.20
GDL
122.45 129.75
BLUESTARCO
787.00 787.50
LUXIND
1591.75 1618.10
NH
413.00 419.95
KRBL
247.15 251.30
AEGISLOG
242.85 247.55
BLUEDART
3900.00 3915.00
TIMETECHNO
47.20
49.90

33.50
208.80
265.30
3816.00
317.00
804.40
736.70
87.00
121.35
769.80
1591.75
407.80
247.00
241.55
3870.00
47.20

33.60
214.15
266.00
3845.00
319.50
812.05
748.00
87.80
123.00
775.70
1595.05
412.15
247.25
243.00
3883.30
48.75

VENKYS
1717.50 1722.60 1686.55 1688.40
KEC
379.00 379.00
368.00 375.90
MINDAIND
393.50 396.55
387.85 389.00
PNCINFRA
179.20 179.80
174.60 174.80
JAGRAN
46.35
46.45
44.00 44.35
BALMLAWRIE
118.75 118.75
116.50 117.10
HAWKINCOOK 5174.90 5200.00 5165.00 5182.00
TATAINVEST
1024.00 1024.80 1003.20 1007.00
SCHNEIDER
90.00
90.00
87.00 87.50
EPL
264.00 264.20
258.05 262.20
POWERINDIA 1349.00 1365.00 1311.00 1330.00
TEAMLEASE
2613.95 2621.95 2550.00 2550.00
KANSAINER
551.30 557.65
550.10 556.00
ORIENTREF
230.00 240.00
225.05 225.70
QUESS
490.70 492.00
481.50 484.30
SANOFI
7946.05 8000.00 7946.05 7975.45
CRISIL
1902.50 1910.95 1892.00 1894.55
CARBORUNIV
381.85 386.00
376.80 386.00
VTL
1032.80 1055.00 1002.05 1014.00
METROPOLIS 1943.95 1950.90 1907.00 1916.95
MAHSEAMLES 323.25 326.15
316.15 317.10
CERA
3399.00 3420.00 3367.75 3367.75
CESC
617.00 618.90
614.00 614.55
SUNDRMFAST
563.25 569.00
550.60 550.60
LINDEINDIA
933.85 935.00
924.10 928.05
REDINGTON
134.10 135.40
131.90 134.15
SUPRAJIT
202.30 203.00
199.15 199.35
TTKPRESTIG
5799.90 5821.55 5726.60 5814.00
RATNAMANI
1590.00 1600.00 1564.00 1569.30
PRSMJOHNSN
92.00
93.00
90.80 91.90
EIHOTEL
100.25 100.65
99.00 99.70
PGHH
11274.85 11301.00 11122.8011167.20
SOMANYCERA 322.00 327.95
312.15 323.00
MHRIL
209.65 211.30
196.00 205.50
AIAENG
2019.00 2045.30 2000.70 2030.75
TIMKEN
1090.00 1102.55 1083.85 1084.05
STARCEMENT
95.30
95.30
91.15 91.95
SYMPHONY
940.00 940.00
928.40 929.50
MAHLIFE
337.15 341.75
334.35 341.75
3MINDIA
22889.20 22889.20 22575.0022575.00
GRINDWELL
659.05 679.75
655.00 655.80
SCHAEFFLER
4313.95 4313.95 4251.00 4283.40
IRB
114.65 115.60
112.10 112.55
SOLARINDS
1070.35 1113.45 1070.35 1095.40
TASTYBIT
11286.35 11314.30 11143.4011143.40
GULFOILLUB
755.30 758.50
744.35 747.65
GARFIBRES
2238.40 2255.00 2211.25 2212.10
VSTIND
3780.00 3887.35 3780.00 3845.00
ZENSARTECH
240.20 242.40
235.15 237.20
NAVNETEDUL
87.75
88.35
86.40 86.90
SHRIRAMCIT 1045.00 1066.00 1044.00 1046.60
SPANDANA
737.20 747.45
725.95 728.60
TVTODAY
218.35 218.65
215.10 216.50
DBCORP
87.45
88.45
85.85 86.35
WABCOINDIA 5714.00 5717.20 5656.60 5672.15
TCIEXP
896.05 902.35
892.85 900.85
MASFIN
1040.00 1041.00
999.00 1005.50
CHOLAHLDNG 533.20 535.80
528.50 535.00
OMAXE
86.55
87.80
85.00 85.00
VAIBHAVGBL 2185.00 2190.15 2150.00 2152.35
HERITGFOOD
315.00 320.50
308.10 308.10
KSB
633.95 637.40
633.80 637.40
MAHLOG
407.70 418.00
407.50 411.35
SFL
1635.05 1651.00 1630.00 1630.25
NILKAMAL
1427.00 1435.00 1420.00 1427.70
IIFLWAM
1053.25 1065.00 1023.60 1029.30
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Washington: Expressing concern over China’s increasing
aggression across the globe
from Hong Kong, Taiwan,
South China Sea and along the
India-China border, a senior
White House official said the
US has stood with New Delhi
during its military standoff
with Beijing.
Speaking on condition of
anonymity, the official asserted that US President Donald
Trump, during his presidency,
has really strengthened all
aspects of the US-India security
and defence cooperation to
build a comprehensive, enduring and mutually beneficial
defence partnership.
“We have been very concerned with China’s increasing
aggression really across the
globe, whether it be Hong
Kong, Taiwan, South China Sea
and of course along the IndiaChina border,” the senior
administration official from
the White House told PTI in an
exclusive interview.
“We have stood with India
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2PXa^) <^aTcWP] !4da^_T
Q^d]S\XVaP]cbX]R[dSX]VTXVWc
f^\T]P]S!'RWX[SaT]fTaT
X]cTaRT_cTSX]cWT<TSXcTaaP]TP]
BTPQh;XQhP³bR^PbcVdPaScWT
D=<XVaPcX^]PVT]RhbPXS
CWdabSPh
BdeP5XYX) 5XYXX\_^bTSP
]PcX^]fXSTRdaUTf^]CWdabSPh
PUcTadaVX]V_T^_[T]TPacWTR^Pbc
c^\^eTc^WXVWTaVa^d]SPbcWT
Xb[P]S]PcX^]_aT_PaTSU^aP\PY^a
RhR[^]Tc^WXc2hR[^]THPbPfPb
Tg_TRcTSc^WXccWTcf^\PX]
Xb[P]Sb^UEXcX;TedP]SEP]dP
;Ted[PcTaCWdabSPh^aTPa[h5aXSPh
AP\P[[PWFTbc1P]Z)8baPT[fX[[
QTVX]a^[[X]V^dcP\PY^a
R^a^]PeXadbePRRX]PcX^]RP\_PXV]
]TgcfTTZPUcTacWT_aX\T\X]XbcTa
aTPRWTS^dc_Tab^]P[[hc^cWTWTPS
^UP\PY^aSadVR^\_P]h<X[[X^]b
^U?P[TbcX]XP]b[XeX]Vd]STa8baPT[X
R^]ca^[fX[[WPeTc^fPXc\dRW
[^]VTaF^a[SfXSTaXRW]PcX^]bPaT
b]PcRWX]Vd_bRPaRTbd__[XTb^U
]TfePRRX]TbPb_^^aR^d]caXTb
[PaVT[haT[h^]PF^a[S7TP[cW
>aVP]XbPcX^]_a^VaP\cWPcWPbhTc
c^VTc^UUcWTVa^d]S
AX^3T9P]TXa^) 1aPiX[³b]d\QTa^U
R^]UXa\TS2^eXS (RPbTbbdaVTS
_Pbc&\X[[X^]^]FTS]TbSPhfXcW
P]P[[cX\TWXVW^U\^aTcWP]
&RPbTbPRR^aSX]Vc^cWT
WTP[cW\X]Xbcah³bSPX[hQd[[TcX]

as it faced this aggression along
its border over the last sixseven months. We provided
equipment. We have been
engaged with India, shown our
moral support for India to be
able to stand up to the Chinese
and make sure that there’s a
peaceful resolution and deescalation of the situation,”
said the official.
The armies of India and
China are locked in a tense border standoff in eastern Ladakh
since early May. Both sides
have held multiple rounds of
military and diplomatic talks.
However, no breakthrough has
been achieved yet.
During the Trump admin-

istration, the United States has
become the second largest
arms supplier to India, growing
from virtually no sales a decade
ago to more than $20 billion
today, the official said.
Earlier this year, the US
and India concluded $3 billion
in defence sales for naval and
attack helicopters. To bolster
India’s role as a net provider of
security in the Indo-Pacific, the
Trump administration has lifted restrictions on provision of
sensitive defence technology,
enabling India to become the
first country that’s not a treaty
ally of the United States to be
offered armed MQ-9 Reaper
drones.
In support of India during
its border standoff with China,
the United States has leased two
MQ-9s to India while the sale
of MQ-9s is being finalised,
said the official.
The US also expedited
delivery of cold weather gear to
support the deployment of
Indian military along the Line
of Actual Control (LAC)
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resident-elect Joe Biden and
Vice President Mike Pence
P
are set to receive the Covid-19
vaccine soon.
According to two transition officials familiar with the
matter, Biden will receive the
vaccine publicly as early as next
week. The officials spoke on
condition of anonymity
because they weren’t authorised
to discuss it publicly.
The White House says
Pence and his wife, Karen, will
receive the vaccine publicly
on Friday.
Biden said on Tuesday that
Dr. Anthony Fauci, the nation’s
top infectious-disease expert,
advised him to get the vaccine
“sooner than later.” Biden has
said that he wants to keep
front-line health care workers
and vulnerable people as the top
priority as the vaccine is rolled
out throughout the country.
But he’s also noted the
importance of him getting the
vaccine publicly to build confidence among Americans to
get vaccinated.

Paris: French President
Emmanuel Macron has tested
positive for Covid-19, the presidential Elysee Palace
announced on Thursday.
It said the president took a
test “as soon as the first symptoms appeared.” The brief statement did not say what symptoms Macron experienced.
It said he would isolate
himself for seven days. “He will
continue to work and take care
of his activities at a distance,”
it added.
It was not immediately
clear what contact tracing
efforts were in progress.
Macron attended a European
Union summit at the end of last
week, where he notably had a
bilateral meeting with German
Chancellor Angela Merkel. He
met Wednesday with the prime
minister of Portugal. There
was no immediate comment
from Portuguese officials.
Macron on Wednesday
also held the Government’s
weekly Cabinet meeting in the
presence of Prime Minister
Jean Castex and other ministers.
AP

through the winter, said the
senior administration official.
“In addition, we have concluded the basic exchange and
cooperation agreement, which is
the last of the so-called key
defence enabling agreements. I
think this is really a historic
achievement that clearly demonstrates progress in defence partnership,” said the official.
Responding to a question,
the senior administration official said that the US cut security aid and reimbursements to
Pakistan in January 2018. There
have been some exceptions,
such as for things that are in the
US interest.
“Some minor exceptions.
But the suspension remains in
effect. We continue to look to
Pakistan to crack down on terrorists and militants on its territory. We’ve seen some progress
on that front. But we certainly
need to see more. We need to
see a decisive crackdown, and
sustained measures to rein in
these terrorists and militant
groups,” said the official. PTI

Dhaka: Prime Minister Sheikh
Hasina on Thursday said that
India is Bangladesh’s true friend
as she expressed her gratitude to
the country and the Indian
Army for their support during
the 1971 liberation war.
Addressing a virtual summit
with her Indian counterpart
Narendra Modi, Hasina said
that she is happy to meet him
again, “particularly on this
month of victory”.
“December evokes in all
Bangladeshis the spirit of joy,
freedom and celebration as we
recall with deep gratitude our
‘Father of the Nation’
Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur
Rahman. Under whose dynamic leadership we earned our
great independence,” she said.
“India is our true friend,” the
Bangladesh Prime Minister said.
“I pay deep homage to the
three million martyrs who laid
down their lives. I pay tribute to
the members of the Indian
armed forces martyred in the
war and to their families. I pay

my gratitude to the government and the people of India
who extended their whole hearted support for the cause of our
nation,” she said.
The war in 1971 broke after
the sudden crackdown at midnight past on March 25, 1971 in
the erstwhile East Pakistan by
the Pakistani troops and ended
on December 16. The same
year Pakistan conceded defeat
and unconditionally surrendered in Dhaka to the allied
forces comprising the freedom
fighters and the Indian soldiers.
Officially three million people were killed during the ninemonth long war.
Modi and Hasina jointly
inaugurated a digital exhibition
on Mujibur Rahman and
Mahatma Gandhi in an effort to
celebrate the life and legacies of
the iconic leaders. Hasina and
Modi also relaunched a transborder rail route between
Chilahati and West Bengal’s
Haldibari which has been inoperative for almost 55 years. PTI

CP[XQP]^]_TPRTcP[Zb
Kabul: The top US general held
unannounced talks with Taliban
peace negotiators in the Persian
Gulf to urge a reduction in violence across Afghanistan, even
as senior American officials in
Kabul warned that stepped-up
Taliban attacks endanger the
militant group’s nascent peace
negotiations with the Afghan
Government.
Army Gen. Mark A Milley,
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, met for about two hours
with Taliban negotiators in
Doha, Qatar, on Tuesday and
flew Wednesday to Kabul to discuss the peace process with
Afghan President Ashraf Ghani.
Milley’s meetings came
amid a new drawdown of US
troops, although under current
US policy a complete pullout
hinges on the Taliban reducing
attacks nationwide.
“The most important
part of the discussions that
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Moscow: Russian President
Vladimir Putin on Thursday
rejected allegations that the
Kremlin was behind the poisoning of his top political foe,
opp osition le ader Alexei
Navalny, and accused US intelligence agencies of fomenting
the claims.
Speaking via video call during an annual marathon news
conference, the Russian leader
countered the accusations by
saying that if the Kremlin wanted to poison Navalny it would
have pressed the attack home.
“If there was such a desire,
it would have been done,” Putin
said with a chuckle.
Navalny fell sick on Aug 20
during a domestic flight in
Russia, and was flown while he
was in a coma to Germany for
treatment two days later. Labs in
Germany, France and Sweden,
and tests by the Organization for
the Prohibition of Chemical
Weapons, established that he
was exposed to a Soviet-era
Novichok nerve agent.
Russian authorities have
vehemently rejected the accusations of involvement in the poi-

soning.
On Monday, the investigative group B ellingcat and
Russian outlet The Insider
released a report alleging that
operatives from the FSB, Russia’s
domestic security agency, which
is a top KGB successor, followed
Navalny during his trips since
2017, had “specialized training
in chemical weapons, chemistry and medicine” and “were in
the vicinity of the opposition
activist in the days and hours of
the time-range during which he
was poisoned.”
The investigation, conducted by Bellingcat and The Insider
in cooperation with CNN and
Der Spiegel, identified the supposed FSB operatives and laboratories where poisons like
Novichok were made after analyzing telephone metadata and
flight information.
It mentioned two instances
in 2019 and 2020, in which
Navalny or his wife Yulia suffered from unexplained symptoms. Navalny said the investigation has proven beyond doubt
that FSB operatives tried to kill
him on Putin’s orders.
AP
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urkey won’t step back from its decision
to deploy Russian air defence systems
T
despite US sanctions imposed on the country over the purchase, Turkish Foreign
Minister Mevlut Cavusoglu said on Thursday.
In an interview with Turkey’s 24 TV television, Cavusoglu also said Turkey was
mulling steps it would take to reciprocate
against the US sanctions, but did not say what
the steps could entail.
The US announced sanctions earlier this
week over Turkey’s procurement of Russia’s
advanced S-400 system, under a US law
known as CAATSA, aimed at pushing back
on Russian influence. The sanctions target
Turkey’s Presidency of Defence Industries,
the head of the presidency and three other

“Contractors will not be allowed to
make any changes on farmers’ lands and
contractors will not be permitted any loan
to make any developments of farmers’
lands,” the letter stated.
“Some farmer groups have spread
rumours and misinformation. It is my job
to dispel them come from a farming family. Those sitting on railway tracks who
stopped rations reaching our soldiers
protecting our borders, can’t be farmers,”
the letter stated.
He said farmers from several States
have hailed the farm reforms and new laws
while some unions misleading the farmers over the laws.
Tomar claimed most of the farmers are
happy with the farm bills but some confusion has been created by a certain section as part of a conspiracy to create tensions based on falsehood.
“I belong to a farmer’s family and since
childhood, I have experienced the tough
life of farmers. It is very satisfactory that
after implementation of the law, MSP procurement has set a new record this time,”
Tomar went on to add.
He also pointed out that to ensure better infrastructure for the benefit of farmers, the Centre has created an “Agricultural
Infrastructure Fund” of Rs 1 lakh crore.
Repeating the Centre’s attack on the
Congress’ hypocrisy over the farm laws,
Tomar has mentioned that the previous
Governments were also a proponent of the
reforms announced in the agriculture sector.
Besides letter, the Government has also
issued an e-booklet highlighting the success stories of farmers who have benefited from contract farming after enactment
of these legislations. In the 100-page ebooklet “Putting Farmers First”, the
Government said it has made clear the
“truth” about the farm reforms and has
mentioned “what will happen” and “what
will not happen” for farmers.
Highlighting briefly the success stories
of farmers who have benefitted from the
new laws, the Government said, “There are
many success stories already for such market access across various States.”
“Nearly 1,300 farmers in the Aligarh
district of Uttar Pradesh recently entered
into an agreement with Fortune Rice to
produce export quality paddy and are
earning 15-20 per cent higher income,” it
said.
More than 2,500 potato farmers across

north Gujarat are earning nearly Rs 40,000
more per acre under agreement with
potato processing company HyFun Foods,
it said. Over 1,000 seed potato farmers
across Punjab, northern Haryana and western Uttar Pradesh are earning guaranteed
35 per cent margin above cost under the
agreement with Technico Agri Sciences
Ltd, the Government said.
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“Court cannot guarantee this. Court
does not have the wherewithal to prevent
any such violence. It has to be the police
and other authorities who will protect the
right of others,” the bench said, adding that
right to protest cannot mean blockade of
the entire city. It said that even police and
authorities should not incite the protesting farmers to indulge in any kind of violence.
The court referred to the 1988 Boat
Club protest by farmers in Delhi and said
the farmers’ organisations had then
brought the entire city to a stand-still.
The top court told Bharatiya Kisan
Union (Bhanu) group, which was the only
farmer organisation represented before the
court today through lawyer AP Singh, that
they cannot keep on protesting without
talking to the Government.
“You cannot sit in protest for years and
years and don’t talk to the Government. We
have already said that we recognise your
right to protest but the protest has to have
some motive. You need to talk to the
Government,” the Bench said.
During the hearing, the Bench said it
would set up the committee which may
include experts like P Sainath and representatives of the Government and farmers’ bodies to look for the resolution of the
deadlock over the statutes.
“We acknowledge the right of farmers
to protest but it has to be non-violent,” it
said.
The top court said the purpose of staging protest can be achieved if the farmers
and the government will hold talks and “we
wish to facilitate that”.
“We will not decide the validity of law
today. The only thing which we will
decide is the tch of petitions seeking
removal of farmers protesting at several
roads along Delhi’s borders.
The apex court had on Wednesday
indicated that it may form a committee
having representatives of the Government
and farmer unions across the country to
resolve the deadlock over farmers protesting at several roads near Delhi borders

against the three new farm laws, saying “it
may become a national issue”.
The top court had told the Centre that,
“Your negotiations have not worked apparently.” Multiple pleas have been filed in the
top court seeking a direction to the
authorities to immediately remove the
farmers, saying commuters are facing
hardships due to the road blockades and
the gatherings might lead to an increase
in the number of Covid-19 cases.
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The ultra modern radars will enable
the Services to have latest and real time
information about any hostile movement.
The radars will have the 360 degrees capability for surveillance.
At present, the IAF has four Israeli
manufactured Phalcon AWACS. The electronic systems of these AWACS are fitted
on Russian made IL-76 planes. These airborne radars can remain in the air for more
than 10 hours and pick up any movement
in Pakistan up to a distance of more than
400 km.
The Defence Ministry in a tweet also
said out of the total amount Rs 25,000 crore
were approved under the indigenous
design and development.
Officials also said this was the first
meeting of the DAC under the new
regime of Defence Acquisition Procedure
2020 and these are the first set of
Acceptance of Necessity (AoNs) accorded with majority AoNs being accorded in
the highest categorisation of Buy Indian
(IDDM). Six of seven proposals, that is, Rs
27,000 crore out of Rs 28,000 crore for
which AoNs were granted will be sourced
from the Indian industry to give a boost
to the “Make in India” and “Atmanirbhar
Bharat” initiatives.
The latest decision to go in for Indian
products comes months after the Defence
Ministry listed nearly 100 items which will
now be manufactured by the local industry. Earlier, the forces were importing these
items.
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“As I have quit all my posts and the
party an attack was mounted on my
office, there can be future attack on my followers too. I apprehend threat to my life
and so have asked for police protection,”

senior officials.
The penalties block any assets the four
officials may have in US jurisdictions and bar
their entry into the US. They also include a
ban on most export licenses, loans and credits to the agency.
It is the first time that CAATSA has been
used to penalise a US ally.
“If we were to step back we would have
done so before now,” Cavusoglu said in
response to a question on whether Turkey
would cancel the S-400 deal with Russia.
Cavusoglu added: “Now we are assessing the impact of these sanctions in great
detail...And will take steps accordingly.”
The Minister also described the sanctions as
“wrong both legally and politically,” arguing
that Turkey’s purchase of the Russian system
in 2017 predated the CAATSA law.

CdaZTh8aP`PVaTTc^R^^_TaPcTPVPX]bcTgcaT\XbcVa^d_b
Ankara: Turkey and Iraq have agreed to continue their cooperation in fighting extremist organisations, including the Islamic State
group and Kurdish rebels, Turkish President
Recep Tayyip Erdogan said Thursday.
Speaking to reporters following meetings
with visiting Iraqi Prime Minister Mustafa
al-Kadhimi, Erdogan also said he hoped that
an Iraqi-Turkish oil pipeline that was damaged by the IS during the conflict against the
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I had with both the Taliban and
the government of Afghanistan
was the need for an immediate
reduction in violence,” Milley
told three reporters, including
one from The Associated Press,
who accompanied him to Qatar
and Afghanistan. “Everything
else hinges on that.”
Under ground rules set by
Milley for security reasons,
the journalists travelling with
him agreed not to report on
either set of talks until he had
departed the region. It was
Milley’s second unannounced
meeting with the Taliban’s
negotiating team; the first, in
June, also in Doha, had not
been reported until now. AP

he said.
Referring to the two leaders’ quitting
the party Bengal BJP president Dilip
Ghosh said, “This is the beginning of the
end of the Trinamool Congress and one
would see more people leaving the party
in the coming days.” On Adhikari and
Tiwari’s joining the saffron outfit he said,
“They are welcome in the BJP if they want
because they are able leaders and our party
will accord them adequate respect.”
Meanwhile, Adhikari had written to
Governor Jagdeep Dhankhar seeking protection and alleging that he and his supporters were facing threat, sources close to
him said adding the Governor had forwarded that letter to Chief Minister recommending action.
Elsewhere the BJP Government had
prepared a list of 25 leaders --- who were
likely to quit the Trinamool Congress --for providing them Y-plus, Y and X category security, sources said.
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The vaccines to be used are
AstraZeneca, Russia’s Sputnik, Zydus
Cadila and Bharat Biotech.
At least 600 million shots will be
required in the first phase alone for critical workers and people most at risk from
Covid-19, a list of whom has already been
prepared, as per the plan submitted by
India at the international forum.
If India got 190-250 million shots of
the vaccine under the Covax facility - a
best case scenario - then the Government
would need to line up about $1.4 billion
to make up for the shortfall, according
to a news agency which quoted an
unpublished report prepared for GAVI’s
three-day board meeting that began on
Tuesday.
On the other hand, if India received
a lower allocation of 95-125 million
doses, then the cost to the government
of procuring additional shots would go
up to USD1.8 billion.
By comparison, India’s 2020-21
Union Budget allocated just under $10
billion to healthcare. The Covax plan, coled by the World Health Organization
and GAVI, aims to provide poor and
middle-income countries with diagnostic tests, drugs and vaccines through a
fund known as the Access to Covid-19
Tools (ACT) Accelerator, set up last April.
GAVI, an alliance of Governments,
drug companies, charities and interna-

tional organisations, said it was in discussions with the Government over a
support package.
“Providing a low range of support
would exacerbate the country’s ability to
allocate enough resources to mitigate the
risks of continued transmission of Covid19,” the GAVI report said.
The GAVI report identified India’s
economic burden due to the pandemic
as “disproportionate” and suggested a
donor-funded plan of USD1.3 billion to
secure 190-250 million doses. The plan
needs to be approved by the GAVI
alliance board.
According to a vaccination plan
shared with international donors, the
Union Health Ministry targets to inoculate 10 million frontline health workers
by February, 20 million essential workers by the following month and then 270
million people by August, mostly people
above the age of 50 and those with other
health issues that make them more vulnerable. India also needed USD30 million to USD80 million for the infrastructure to transport and store vaccines
that must be kept at very low temperatures, the GAVI report said.
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The MHA had earlier asked the West
Bengal Government to immediately release
the three IPS officers for Central deputation.
The three IPS officers include IFP,
South Rajeev Kumar, DIG Presidency
Range Praveen Tripathy and SP South 24
Parganas Bholanath Pandey. The officers
have been deputed on ITBP and SSB
duties, sources said.
Soon after the attack took place on
December 10, the stated officers were
asked to report for Central deputation. But
when the State Government refused to
release them the Centre used its special
powers to seek them back.
The Centre had summoned Bengal’s
Chief Secretary and the Director General
of Police (DGP) reportedly to explain the
law and order situation in the State. The
duo, however, would not respond to the
Central order saying the attack was being
investigated.
Incidentally Bengal Governor Jagdeep
Dhankhar had prepared a lengthy list of
“partisan” bureaucrats and had sent their
names to the Centre, sources said.

militant group would soon be repaired and
would resume oil transfers to world markets.
Turkey has carried out numerous ground
and aerial cross-border offensives into neighbouring northern Iraq to attack militants of
the Kurdistan Workers' Party, or PKK, who
maintain bases in the region. The latest
offensive in June, dubbed Operation Claw
Tiger, saw Turkish commandos being airlifted
into Iraqi territory.
AP
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he Supreme Court on Thursday said
it is “not satisfied” with the work done
T
by the Commission for Air Quality
Management (CAQM) in the Delhi-NCR
and adjoining areas, which has been constituted by the Centre to tackle air pollution.
A bench headed by Chief Justice SA
Bobde said that even people in Delhi are
not satisfied with the work done by the
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  !  Commission on the issue of pollution.
“We don’t know what your commission
is doing. People in Delhi are not satisfied
with your work. We are also not satisfied,”
said the bench, also comprising Justices
AS Bopanna and V Ramasubramanian.
Solicitor General Tushar Mehta,
appearing for the Centre, said the
Commission is working on “war footing”
Additional Solicitor General
Aishwarya Bhati, also appearing for the
Centre, apprised the bench that they have
already filed a comprehensive affidavit as
directed by the court earlier.
The apex court said it would hear in
second week of January the petition filed
by Aditya Dubey who has raised the issue
of pollution caused due to stubble burning in neighbouring states of Delhi.
The top court had on Monday asked
the Centre to apprise it about the steps
taken so far by the Commission to tackle the problem of air pollution.
The Centre had informed the bench
that the government was readying a comprehensive affidavit which would be
filed in the apex court in the matter.
On November 6, the apex court had
asked the Centre to ensure there is no
smog in Delhi as it was informed that the
Commission has started functioning
from that day.
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his has been a landmark year in
more ways than one bringing about
a new normal in all aspects. It has
disrupted both personal and professional lives and accelerated the work from
home culture, blending both worlds. We
got comfortable with status quo, even in
the form of adoring a casual attire
instead of dressing up for work.
While this new trend felt like a welcome change from the earlier working
style, it also brought about several setbacks for employees. With increased work
hours; people were spending more time
indoors, which coupled with social isolation has caused a lot of stress. This is a
critical issue that needs to be addressed
in the coming months. Many professionals also found work from home a challenge due to lack of a dedicated home
office setup, lagging internet connectivity, lack of proper ergonomic furniture,
issues in collaborating with colleagues,
unwanted distractions, acoustics and
privacy issues.
Going forward, the focus will largely be on enabling a smoother transition
to from home and on-premise environments with technology as a key catalyst.
The latter has brought with it some positive changes and made us acknowledge
the things that we will need in the future
for a smooth and comfortable working
scenario. The underlying message here is
for workplace design that catalyses the
drive to return to work, feeling safe and
worry free. In this light, here are a few
workplace trends that may emerge in
2021.

T

Employee-centric policies
This has been the most stressful year
for employees across various professions. Companies are now trying to
address the critical aspect of employee
mental health through regular counseling and well-being sessions and seminars.
It will most likely continue as a major
trend in the coming year. Companies can
no longer just be in business to make
profit. They must now make a difference
to the society, especially during these
times of hardship and political and
social polarisation. Employees are also
very year Edmunds’ experts put
their heads together to determine
E
the very best new vehicles on sale.
Spread across eight categories, the
Edmunds Top Rated Awards are
given to the cars, trucks and SUVs
that rank at the top of their class
according to their vehicle testing programme. That means each winner
has been tested at the Edmunds test
track and thoroughly evaluated over
many miles of real-world use.
We’ve highlighted the four firsttime winners for 2021, along with a
returning champion from last year’s
awards. The vehicles are listed in
ascending order by manufacturer’s
suggested retail price and include
destination charges.

asking companies to give them flexible
work schedules, safe office facilities,
paid leave, childcare, training and mental health support. Several organisations
have declared work from home as a permanent working option to its employees
allowing them to feel safer and more in
control in these unforeseen times.
Safety first
Employees are now choosing safety
of the work environment over opportunities for professional growth. They
expect companies to keep their facilities
clean, communicate regularly about their
reopening status, and maintain safe
working conditions. However, several
companies are integrating technology to
ensure workers safety. For instance, some
have an automated temperature elevation
detection solution to spot COVID-19
infections in buildings. Whereas, some
companies have an automated contact
tracing tool that notifies employees who
have been in contact with another worker who tested positive for the virus.
A hybrid workplace and workforce
Instead of taking extreme approaches to work environments, many companies have a hybrid approach. In such a
scenario, employees come into the office
for a few days, while working remotely
for the rest. They also try to plan the
schedules in such a way that every person comes into the office on specified
days which also allows the company to
maintain the overall occupancy. The
hybrid workplace model allows for structure and sociability (at an office) while
offering independence and flexibility (at
home).
Growing demand for retraining and
reskilling
COVID-19 has disrupted the global

economy, widening the skills gap. An
increase in job automation catalyses the
demand for retraining. With a shift in
businesses and economic demands, the
skills required to do the new jobs are also
created. Retraining and up-skilling workers will become even more of a need heading into 2021 because of shifting markets
and growing investments in new technology. Both of these can be attributed to the
impact of the pandemic. The larger skills
gap has also made it imperative to pro-

of the workplace. The pandemic has not
yet run its course but organisations are
already creating and evaluating their
return to work strategies to breathe new
life into the workplace concentrating on
employee safety and comfort. As we move
into the new year, workplace design will
be a combination of collaboration, aesthetics, and experience, allowing the employees to feel safe and cared for.
(The writer Swaviman Das is Design
Director, Space Matrix.)
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storage bins and cubbies than you’ll
find in some rival SUVs.
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Starting MSRP: $43,995
What Edmunds’ experts say: “In
some cases, a non-luxury brand
enters luxury territory with an EV
offering, and so it is with the all-new
Ford Mustang Mach-E. An electric
SUV with Mustang-influenced
styling, the Mach-E stands out with
its premium cabin and easy-to-use
controls. It lives up to its Mustang
namesake, too, with approximately
300 miles or so between charges,
depending on configuration, plus a
projected 0-60 mph time of less
than four seconds in the forthcoming GT version.”
Counterpoint: The Mach-E’s
front seats can be somewhat uncomfortable for taller drivers.
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Starting MSRP: $24,455
What Edmunds’ experts say:
“The all-new Kia K5 has the style and
substance to set it apart from other
midsize family sedans. It’s impressively easy to drive and comfortable on
longer trips thanks to a smooth ride
and an exceptionally quiet cabin.
Wireless connectivity for Apple
CarPlay and Android Auto smartphone integration is standard, and
that’s just the beginning of a rich feature list that somehow manages to
undercut the competition on price at
every level.”
Counterpoint: The K5’s sloping
roofline can make it hard to get in
and out for taller rear passengers.
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Starting MSRP: $30,635
What Edmunds’ experts say:
“The Edmunds Top Rated Truck
must balance capability, comfort,
technology, innovative features and
value. The Ford F-150 was already
one of the best pickup trucks on the
market; its significant list of additions
and improvements for 2021 could
cement its standing for years to
come. Thanks to a raft of new features
and high-end tech advancements,
including an optional hybrid powertrain, the F-150 unseats the incumbent Ram 1500 as Edmunds’ top
truck for 2021.”
Counterpoint: If you’re looking
for a premium feel, the F-150’s cabin
might not seem as luxurious as the

vide more training for employees to support the digital transformation needs and
speed of change. Many of these technologies, like contact tracing, collaborative
tools, and AI-driven software, have been
widely adopted to support employee
mental health and increase productivity
while allowing for flexibility and safety.
The current situation has put to test
many of our ideas and thought processes about ourselves and the world around
us. This includes the purpose and design

Ram’s.
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Starting MSRP: $33,160
What Edmunds’ experts say: “It
seems like Kia went for a ‘baby Land
Rover’ look and nailed it. Inside and
out, the three-row midsize Telluride

has a more premium look and feel
than the competition. It also boasts
an impressively smooth ride, a thirdrow seat roomy enough for adults,
and plenty of features for the money.
It was Edmunds Top Rated SUV last
year, and it’s back in the winner’s circle for 2021.”
Counterpoint: There are fewer

Starting MSRP: $55,300
What Edmunds’ experts say: “A
true luxury experience is the main
focus of this award, but value is also
taken strongly into account. The
Mercedes-Benz E-Class delivers on
both fronts, with a refresh for 2021
helping it move into the No. 1 spot
for this category. A particular highlight is the car’s new infotainment
system that allows you to operate
most of the car’s systems with voice
commands. On top of that is the EClass’ peerless combination of a premium interior, a smooth ride, topnotch construction and excellent
advanced driver safety aids.”
Counterpoint: The E-Class
sedan’s trunk capacity is small by segment standards, although the available E-Class wagon solves that problem.
°0?
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star Vir Das has dropped a new
comedy special, Outside In. He says he did
Snottand-up
plan to make this into a show and that getting it to a point where it felt like he wanted
to put it out was tough for him.
The comedy special is created out of 30 virtual shows he did during lockdown and features audience joining in from all over the
world. The special captures the mundane
aspect of being stuck at home, besides heartwarming stories about everything that lockdown put us through.
The show primarily unfolds through conversations Vir Das has with the audience.
Working from home, he said, “wasn’t difficult
at all,” adding, “I had such minimal equipment
so it was quite easy to shoot. I put a camera
on a stack of books and started to shoot. So,
in that sense it was not very difficult at all
because the entire show was conversation with
people across the world, that was a little bit
tough because you ended up with having a lot
of footage at the end of it.”
He added, “Editing was definitely a little
hard. I didn’t even plan to put out the special.
There were zero plans to make this into a show.
I think just getting it to the point where it felt
like I wanted to put it out that was tough.”
He had earlier shared that the show is dedicated to each one of us who has survived this
year. It premieres on Netflix.
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TECH-DRIVEN CAFES
Technology will be a key driver of
innovation in the food industry and
will enable true analysis of consumption patterns, enforcing safety, social
distancing norms and monitoring
them on digital platforms.

utrition and health are going to
be the key drivers of food
trends as strengthening immunity would be the primary consumer
focus at least for the next few years as
we approach the dawn of 2021.
Food safety in terms of safe and
hygienic cooking processes and the
kind of food is consumed will be the
main emphasis. Health will largely
overrule taste because consumers are
gradually realising that delicious food
but cooked in unhygienic and unsanitary conditions could be extremely
damaging to their health and can create problems beyond the joy of consuming delicious food. In India, it is
often assumed that salads are most
healthy, it is not necessarily true
because the water is also unsafe.
Therefore, it would be advisable for
people to consume cooked/boiled
food rather than uncooked/raw food.
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GO GREEN
There will be an increased consumption of greens and vegetables
which are easy to digest such as millets, wheat and rice and lower intake
of fried foods and meats because they
are perceived to be less healthy,
though it is not always the case.
There will be a spike in the consumption of foods like avocados,
fruits and cereal-based options.
IMPORTANCE OF HYGIENE
Due to safety concerns, food
from roadside eateries and unregulated food stalls within and around corporate hubs are going to see a significant dip.
Conscious eating
Consumers will be more aware of
the risks associated with consumption
of outside meals and hence, make the
right food choices. For example, eggs
have the highest consumption risks,
about which, unfortunately, most

people are not aware. It is because of
the contamination in eggs and the
infection they can potentially carry.
Most food service providers do not
focus adequately on sanitisation of
eggs and this is a cause for concern,

especially in India. Also, an inclination towards vegetarianism is on the
rise given the concern around consumption of chicken, the most-widely consumed non-vegetarian food
item in India.
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SMARTER USE OF FOOD WASTE
Apart from this, food waste is an
increasing and alarming concern at
ends, including the food system and
the climate. Studies have shown that
between 30 to 40 per cent of the food
supply gets wasted on a yearly basis.
The impact further becomes graver
when we look at the water, energy, and
land resources which were utilised for
producing food that never even gets
consumed.
The awareness of food waste is
increasing and has already started to
take roots in India. As a result, many
manufacturers and producers are
now making an effort to use ingredients that would normally be wasted.
This concept is promising as it promotes good health and reduction of
food wastage simultaneously. Hence,
the upcycled food is going to be a
trend. It is similar to the agenda of
upcycled furniture — using a discarded material and turning it into something useable, which means edible
when it comes to food.
Companies across the world are
innovating and we can today see a
yoghurt company using surplus fruit
and whey, a bi-product of yoghurt
production process, to make probiotic tonics and frozen probiotic pops.
Another such brand is using leftover
fruits and vegetables to make chips
without the use of preservatives and
so on. Chefs too are innovating and
making optimum use of the peels of
vegetables and fruits in dishes as this
part of the nature’s produce is largely ignored or neglected or used inefficiently by many.
We can’t have the luxury of being
able to casually toss the scraps.
Rather, the businesses that pull ahead
are those that make smarter use of
‘waste’ products. Consumers care
about the environment just as much
as they care about their food sources.
Upcycling combines the two and
gives you a powerful messaging tool.
And it’s only going to get better as
more and more consumers understand what goes into upcycling. As
there is increasing awareness about
upcycled food, people do not want to
waste food.
As the food production industry
continues to feel the economic and
environmental implications of food
waste, more companies are creating
channels and partnerships to source
upcycled ingredients, thus helping to
curb the amount of food that goes to
waste globally per annum.
Well, consumers in 2021 are
expected to make healthier food
choices and focus on boosting their
immunity to be better equipped for
the challenges in the post-pandemic
world.
(The writer is CEO & MD, Elior
India.)
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you’re thinking about growing apples, take
time to test the varieties and talk with the
Ilocalfsome
growers.
I grow an apple called Hudson’s Golden Gem
and I do so for one reason. Yes, this apple’s russeted, golden skin is beautiful. But it’s the
flavour that puts it above the rest.
When you buy apples at the store or orchard,
your choice is limited to the dozen or so varieties
that have been chosen because they look pretty,
ship well, store well and have flavour with broad
appeal.
We gardeners, on the other hand, can plant
any of more than 5,000 apple varieties that strike
our fancy. And we can plant and harvest without regard to a variety’s appearance, shelf-life or
other commercial attributes.
What the doyen of horticulture, Liberty Hyde
Bailey, said early in the last century about
apples applies equally well today — “Why do we
need so many kinds? Because there are so many
folks. A person has the right to gratify his legitimate tastes (and) should be accorded that privilege.”
We can also harvest at each variety’s peak of
perfection. My Macoun apples, for instance, taste
different — and much better — than any
Macoun apples I can buy. One reason is because
I don’t harvest mine until they are so ripe, they
are about to or have fallen from the branches.
Here are some other flavourful apples I’ve
planted. They may have other shortcomings, but
they all taste great.
Ashmead’s Kernel originated more than 200
years ago in a Dr Ashmead’s garden in Gloucester
in England. The fruit is a russetted golden brown
with a reddish-bronze cheek when struck by sunlight. Inside, a delicious, crisp, yellow flesh.
Cox’s Orange Pippin is another old variety
that originated in England, thanks to a retired
brewer named Richard Cox, in 1825. The colour,
orange and red, washed with carmine over a yellow background, limits its market. Prized strictly for its flavour, Cox is still grown by British
farmers despite some commercial flaws.
Ellison’s Orange is a British apple, a relative
youngster, that originated in Lincolnshire in 1911.
It’s a late summer or early fall apple, golden yellow with carmine stripes, with juicy flesh and a
vinous flavour that hints of anise. Cox Orange
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cWTfPcTaP]SbTcPbXST8U
h^dRP]³cb^PZcWTSP[
^eTa]XVWcb^PZU^aPc[TPbc
U^daW^dab
● DbX]Vh^daQ[T]STa^a
U^^S_a^RTbb^aVaX]ScWT
SP[dbX]VeTah[Xcc[TfPcTa
H^dRP]dbTPa^d]ScWaTT
cQb_bcPacfXcW^]TcQb_
P]SPSS\^aTPbaT`dXaTS
c^VaX]S

● <TP]fWX[TWTPcVWTTX]

P_P]^]\TSXd\WTPc
>]RTcWTVWTTXbW^cPSS

cWTVaX]SSP[c^cWT_P]
● :TT_bcXaaX]VP]SR^^ZX]V
cWTWP[fP^][^fWTPc:TT_

\PbWX]VfXcWPb_Pcd[Pb^
cWPccWTaTPaT]³cP]h[d\_b
● 7TPccf^Rd_bP]Scf^
● 8]PQ^f[PSScWTh^VWdac

P]SfWXbZXcfT[[


cQb_\X[Z>]RTcWT\X[ZXb
fPa\cPZT^dccf^cQb_Ua^\
XcX]PQ^f[P]SPSSbPUUa^]
bcaP]Sbc^XcBTcPbXST
● H^dWPeTc^R^^Z^][^f
U[P\TcX[[cWTaPfb\T[[V^Tb
PfPhP]SR^[^aRWP]VTbPQXc
CWXbfX[[cPZTPa^d]S!
\X]dcTbP]SPc!\X]dcTb
h^dfX[[P[b^]^cXRTVWTT
^^iX]V^dc^UcWTbXSTb
● >]RTcWTSP[Xba^PbcTSPSS
cWTcf^Rd_bfPa\\X[Zc^Xc
2^^ZU^acWaTTc^U^da
\X]dcTbBcXaR^]bcP]c[h
● =^fPSScWTbdVPab^PZTS
bPUUa^]\X[ZRadbWTS
RPaSP\^\P]SRW^__TS]dcb
● 2^^Z^][^fWTPcZTT_
bcXaaX]V8cfX[[QTX][X`dXS
U^a\PbcWTbdVPa\T[cb
● :TT_bcXaaX]VcX[[WP[fP
[TPeTbbXSTb^UcWT_P]
Pa^d]S $!\X]dcTb
● AT\^eTWTPcUa^\_P]
caP]bUTaWP[fPc^bTaeX]V
Q^f[VPa]XbWfXcWb^\T]dcb
P]SbTaeTX\\TSXPcT[h
2^dacTbh)EPXQWPe1WPaVPeP1P]S1PYP
1PaPc

^UXc
● 2^eTacWTP[\^]SQ^f[

● 0SScWTYTTaP_^fSTa

Q[PRZ_T__Ta_^fSTabP[c
Q[PRZbP[ca^PbcTSVPa[XR<Xg
VT]c[h

X\\TSXPcT[hfXcWP[d\X]d\
U^X[P]SZTT_XcR^eTaTSU^a
 $\X]dcTbCWTP[\^]Sb
PaT

● CPZTcWTP[\^]SU[PZTbX]P

b\^ZTS

Q^f[

● <PZTPb\P[[Q^f[[XZT

bcadRcdaT^dc^UcWT
P[d\X]d\U^X[P]S_[PRTXcX]
cWTRT]cTa^UcWTQ^f[fXcW
P[\^]S
U[PZTb

● ?[PRT!"b\P[[_XTRTb^U

W^cR^P[X]cWTP[d\X]d\U^X[
0]S_^dab^\TVWTT^]c^_

Pippin is one of its parents.
Not all the good apples come from England.
Macoun, for instance, originated in New York,
in 1923, with McIntosh as one of its parents.
Hudson’s Golden Gem originated in an Oregon
fencerow in 1931.
Another American apple that I’ve grown is
Newtown Pippin, which originated in New York
City (Queens) about 300 years ago. The light yellow fruit, tart with a hint of tangerine, rounds out
the apple season by not developing its best flavor until it’s been in storage until after Christmas.
As testimonial to its good flavour, Newtown
Pippins were shipped to England in colonial
times.
And superior flavour isn’t limited to old apple
varieties, British or American. Mutsu (Crispin)
came from Japan in 1948. This large, round, yellow apple has a delicate, spicy flavour and a pleasantly coarse texture that is reminiscent of biting
into a snowball.
Jonagold was introduced only 40 years ago
from the New York State Agricultural Experiment
Station. It combines the flavours of its parents,
the sprightly Jonathan and the aromatic Golden
Delicious. The large fruits are yellow with a splash
of light scarlet. Jonagold also has a nice “cracking” flavour — the crisp fruits explode in your
mouth with juice and a delicious taste.
I round out my present collection with the
variety Liberty, also from New York, dating to
1978. Besides an excellent flavour, not surprising with Macoun as one of its parents, Liberty is
resistant to the major apple diseases.
The above is only a sampling of the many
great-tasting apple varieties. Take a little time to
taste a lot of varieties and speak to locals in your
area and you might find other varieties that tickle your tastebuds and are well-suited locally.
Before you get too enthusiastic about planting apples, a word of caution — apples are not
an easy fruit to grow in many regions. The plants
require annual pruning and pest control. (Even
Liberty, although disease-resistant, still gets
attacked by insects.)
But if you’re willing to learn about pests and
make the efforts to thwart them, a few trees of
apple varieties selected for excellence in flavour
will reward you with years of delectable eating.
—AP
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● ?^cPc^)!
● 1a^RR^[X)!$V\
● BfTTcR^a]) V\
● 6Pa[XR\X]RTS)!cQb_
● >]X^]UX]T[hRW^__TS)
● >[XeT^X[)!cQb_
● CWh\T) V\
● 1aTPSRad\Qb)$V\
● 5[^da)!$V\
● BP[c_T__Tac^cPbcT
● >X[U^aUahX]V
<4C7>3

● AT\^eTcWTU^X[P]ScWT
R^P[Ua^\cWTP[\^]SbP]S
PSScWTbTb\^ZTSP[\^]Sb
c^cWTaPXcPP]S\XgVT]c[h

● 1^X[cWT_^cPc^Tbd]cX[

● BTaeTcWTaPXcPc^__TSfXcW
RW^__TSUaTbWR^aXP]STa
[TPeTbP]Sb\^ZTSP[\^]S
U[PZTb

● 8]P_P]PSScf^

2^dacTbh)0YPh2WP\^[XPc
2^]]PdVWc2[dQ7^dbT

caP]b[dRT]c0SS\X]RTS
Qa^RR^[XP]SbfTTcR^a]

R^^ZTS_a^_Ta[hP]S\PbWXc
dbX]VU^aZP]SP[[^fXcc^
R^^[
cPQ[Tb_^^]b^U^X[>]RTW^c
PSS\X]RTSVPa[XRP]SbfTPc

● 0SS^]X^]bP]SR^^Zd]cX[

● 2^^ZcWT\XgcdaTU^aPQ^dc
cf^\X]dcTbPSScWh\TP]S
bTPb^]X]V
● 0[[^fcWT\XgcdaTc^R^^[
● >]RTcWT\XgcdaTWPb
R^^[TSS^f]\XgXcfXcW
\PbWTS_^cPc^TbRWTRZ
bTPb^]X]VP]SPSS\^aTXU
aT`dXaTS
● BWP_TcWT\XgcdaTX]c^
Rdc[TcbP]Sbc^aTX]cWT
RWX[[TaU^aWP[UP]W^da
● <PZTb[daahdbX]VU[^da
P]SfPcTafXcWP_X]RW^U
bP[cP]S_T__Ta
● 3X_cWTRdc[TcbX]c^b[daah
P]SR^PccWT\fT[[dbX]V
QaTPSRad\QbP[[Pa^d]S
● 5ahcWTRdc[TcbX]c^
\TSXd\W^c^X[d]cX[cWT
bdaUPRT^UcWTRdc[Tcbcda]b
RaXb_h
● AT\^eTTgRTbb^X[XUP]h
cWa^dVW_P_Tac^fT[
● BTaeTW^c
2^dacTbh)2WTU2WPa[Tb9PhPZd\Pa

;D2:=>F k5A830H k3424<14A
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2fddZVddYZ_Vf_UVc]ZXYed

$KPHGDEDGWRKRVW
0XVKWDT$OLNQRFNRXWV

EXaPc´bad]^dccaXVVTabR^[[P_bTPbW^bcbcPZTPSeP]cPVTfXcW"[PcTfXRZTcb <d\QPX:^[ZPcP2WT]]PXP\^]VeT]dTb

?C8Q 034;0834

irat Kohli’s enduring
love affair with Adelaide
Oval resulted in a classy
74 but his untimely run-out
triggered a batting collapse as
India ended the opening day at
233 for 6 against Australia in
the first Day/Night Test here
on Thursday.
Kohli, who looked in complete command, was run out
when his deputy Ajinkya
Rahane backed out after calling for a single
!cdDUcd4Qi"
and it happened
Q]9CD
just before the <YfUVb_])*#
D@?JE6?"$ D:I
second new ball
was taken.
From a comfortable 188
for 3, India slumped to 206 for
6 as Rahane and Hanuma
Vihari (16) found the pace and
swing generated by the pink
ball under lights too hot to 0dbcaP[XPb=PcWP];h^]RT]cTaRT[TQaPcTbfXcWcTP\\PcTbPUcTaad]]X]V^dc8]SXPbEXaPc:^W[X[TUc^] bcSPh^U bcCTbc 0?
handle.
Ravichandran Ashwin (15
batting) and Wriddhiman Saha
Lyon said the Australian
(9 batting) saw off the final few 034;0834) The run out of India Rahane and Kohli resulted in
overs and also got a few runs. skipper Virat Kohli was “mas- run out of the Indian captain, dressing room was happy with
In conditions, which can’t sive” and it turned to be a who made 74. When the day’s the way things panned out for
exactly be called batting friend- momentum-shifting moment, proceedings ended, India were them on Thursday. “Definitely
satisfying, but we can get a lot
ly, Kohli blended the right says Nathan Lyon as the hosts 233 for six.
amount of caution and aggres- snared quick wickets towards the
“It was massive. A wicket better. We are very happy with
sion in his 180-ball innings, end of the opening day of the like that, run out, specially of where we are at but can keep
showing one and all that he is first Test to walk off the field Virat is massive. It was good to pushing the boundaries and
a few lightyears ahead of his smiling on Thursday.
be back on board after the keep getting better as a bowling
peers when it comes to qualiIndia looked pretty settled at Ashes. He was batting pretty unit. We are happy, but still lot
ty batsmanship.
188 for three when a terrible well, so happy with that,” Lyon of work to do,” Lyon, who disIf Cheteshwar Pujara (43 mix-up between Ajinkya said after the day’s play.
missed Pujara, said.
PTI
off 160 balls) let bowlers dictate terms with an ultra-defen- sessions. So intent was Pujara
sive approach, his skipper gave on blocking anything and leavopposition the respect it ing everything for the better
deserved but also from time to part of his innings, that a 68time, played those shots to run stand for the third wicket
with Kohli couldn’t release 034;0834) It took Cheteshwar
drive home a point.
“Not at all. We were in a
His 88-run partnership pressure going into the second Pujara 148 balls to get his first very good position in the first
with Rahane (42 off 91 balls) break of the evening.
boundary but not for once did two sessions,” said Pujara,
In the morning, Prithvi the senior India batsman feel defending the 41 scored by the
during the final session nearly
put India on even keel but for- Shaw’s (0) poor technique was that he batted too slowly during team in the first session and 66
tunes tilted once Kohli was once again exposed by Starc the opening day’s play in the first runs that were scored in the secback in the pavilion. Rahane while Mayank Agarwal (17) got Pink ball Test on Thursday.
ond. “We needed to make sure
was soon snapped with the sec- a beauty from Pat Cummins.
Pujara, who scored a sedate that we don’t lose wickets when
The Australian pace troika 43 off 160 balls, feels that a first the ball is swinging. It was a
ond new ball by Mitchell Starc
(2/49), easily the best bowler in of Starc (2/49 in 19 overs), Josh innings total of 350 would be great day of Test cricket and
Hazlewood (1/47 in 20 overs) very handy for the visitors.
action.
there are no regrets at all about
Earlier, Pujara’s ultra- and Pat Cummins (1/42 in 19
Asked if he felt that he could the strategy. We couldn’t have
defensive approach became his overs) bowled a very steady line have paced his innings better, lost more wickets playing shots
own undoing as India literally comprising mostly of fuller the Saurashtra man had an and getting bowled in a day,”
crawled during the first two deliveries.
said Pujara.
PTI
emphatic no for an answer.
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he refurbished Sardar Patel stadium in Ahmedabad will host the
T
knock-out matches of the Syed
Mushtaq Ali T20 championship, from
January 20-31.
As per the letter shared by BCCI
secretary Jay Shah to all the secretaries
of the state associations, the teams have
been divided into six Groups — five
Elite Groups and one Plate Group with
Mumbai, Chennai, Kolkata, Indore,
Chennai and Vadodara being the
venues for league games.
Chennai will be hosting the
matches of the Plate Group, which
comprises eight teams, while the
other 30 teams have been divided into
five Elite Groups, with each Group,
having six teams.
The knock-outs are scheduled to
start on January 26, with the quarterfinals to be played on January 26 and
27, while the two semi-finals will be
played on January 29 and the final on
January 31 in Ahmedabad.
The players will have to undergo
three Covid-19 tests on January 2, 4
and 6, the results of which will be
declared on the subsequent day.
Even before the knock-outs, the
players will be undergoing two Covid-

19 tests, one on January 20 and the
other on January 22.
Karnataka, who are the defending
champions, have been placed in Elite
Group A, and will be playing their
matches in Bengaluru. Domestic
giants Mumbai have been placed in
Elite Group E and will play their
matches in Mumbai, while Bengal
have been placed in Elite Group B and
will play their matches in Kolkata.
-85;69
Elite Group A: Karnataka, Punjab,
Uttar Pradesh, Railways, Tripura, Jammu
& Kashmir (Venue — Bengaluru)
Elite Group B: Odisha, Bengal,
Jharkhand, Tamil Nadu, Assam,
Hyderabad (Venue — Kolkata)
Elite Group C: Gujarat, Maharashtra,
Chhattisgarh, Himachal Pradesh,
Baroda, Uttarakhand (Venue —
Vadodara)
Elite Group D: Services, Saurashtra,
Vidarbha, Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh,
Goa (Venue — Indore)
Elite Group E: Haryana, Andhra
Pradesh, Delhi, Mumbai, Kerala,
Puducherry (Venue — Mumbai)
Plate Group: Chandigarh, Meghalaya,
Bihar, Nagaland, Manipur, Mizoram,
Sikkim, Arunachal Pradesh (Venue —
Chennai).

FPa]TacPaVTcb1^gX]V3PhCTbcaTcda]
05?Q <4;1>DA=4

Australian batsDavid Warner
Son tarman
Thursday said he
was aiming to play the
Boxing Day Test against
India in Melbourne,
calling his injur yenforced absence from
the opening clash in
Adelaide “devastating”.
Warner limped out
of Australia’s second
one-day international
against the tourists last
month in agony after
straining his groin.
“I am (hopeful),
that’s one that I never
want to miss out on,”
Warner told Australian
sports radio network

SEN
about
the
Melbourne Test.
“(Adelaide’s) my
first missed Test
through injury so I’m
obviously very disappointed with that. With
the big series that it is,
it’s devastating to miss a
Test but I know that the
guys who are walking
out there are going to
put their best foot forward.”

With only nine days
until the Melbourne
Test, Warner said that
he planned to increase
the intensity of his rehab
work.
“Hopefully I can get
up and about and start
running at a higher
tempo,” he said. “I managed to get up to 14
kilometres an hour
(8.7mph) so I’ve got to
work towards a max of
26 to 30 kilometres an
hour by next week. If I
can run between wickets and move laterally
and do some ground
fielding by the end of
next week, I should be
ready to go. Fingers are
crossed.”

D:?8=6D
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Melbourne: CWT0dbcaP[XP]>_T]fPb_dbWTSQPRZc^
5TQadPah'^]CWdabSPhPUcTafTTZb^U]TV^cXPcX^]bPb
R^a^]PeXadbSXbad_cX^]WXcbPbTR^]S6aP]SB[P\cT]]Xb
bTPb^] <T]b `dP[XUXTab fX[[ QT WT[S X] 3^WP Qdc
0dbcaP[XPfX[[W^bcPbTaXTb^UQdX[Sd_TeT]cbX]R[dSX]V
cWT U[PVbWX_ 0C? 2d_ cWT \T]b 0C? C^da bPXS
P]]^d]RX]VXcbTPa[h!! bRWTSd[T5P]bPaTTg_TRcTSc^
QTP[[^fTSPc<T[Q^da]T?PaZQdc_[PhTabfX[[]TTSc^
d]STaV^ #SPhb^U`dPaP]cX]T

'3/8'445;4)+98+:/8+3+4:

Karachi: ?PZXbcP] UPbc Q^f[Ta <^WP\\TS 0\Xa ^]
CWdabSPhP]]^d]RTSPSaP\PcXRT]Sc^WXbX]cTa]PcX^]P[
RaXRZTc RPaTTa P[[TVX]V cWPc WT WPb QTT] °\T]cP[[h
c^acdaTS± Qh cWT \P]PVT\T]c ^U WXb ]PcX^]P[ Q^PaS
fWXRWRP[[TScWT\^eTP_Tab^]P[STRXbX^]°8P\`dXccX]V
RaXRZTccWXbcX\TQTRPdbT8WPeTQTT]\T]cP[[hc^acdaTS8
RP]cQTPacWXbc^acdaT8WPSUPRTSc^acdaTUa^\! c^
! $8aT\PX]TS^dcbXSTRaXRZTcU^afWPcTeTacWTaTPb^]
8bTaeTScWT_d]XbW\T]cP]SSXSTeTahcWX]V±0\XabPXS
aTUTaaX]V c^ cWT QP] WT bTaeTS U^a WXb X]e^[eT\T]c X]
b_^cUXgX]V °1dc 8 UTT[ c^acdaTS Qh cWXb R^]cX]d^db cP[Z
cWPc ?21 WPb X]eTbcTS ^] \T 8 RP]c _[Ph d]STa cWXb
RdaaT]c\P]PVT\T]c±

8;99/' ('44+*,853;9/4-4'3+,2'-

Geneva: AdbbXPfPbQP]]TS^]CWdabSPhUa^\dbX]VXcb
]P\T U[PV P]S P]cWT\ Pc cWT ]Tgc cf^ >[h\_XRb ^a Pc
P]h f^a[S RWP\_X^]bWX_b U^a cWT ]Tgc cf^ hTPab CWT
2^dac ^U 0aQXcaPcX^] U^a B_^acb ad[X]V P[b^ Q[^RZTS
AdbbXP Ua^\ QXSSX]V c^ W^bc \PY^a b_^acX]V TeT]cb U^a
cf^ hTPab AdbbXP] PcW[TcTb P]S cTP\b fX[[ bcX[[ QT
P[[^fTS c^ R^\_TcT Pc C^Zh^ >[h\_XRb P]S cWT !!!
1TXYX]VFX]cTa6P\TbPbfT[[Pbf^a[SRWP\_X^]bWX_b
X]R[dSX]V cWT !!! 5850 F^a[S 2d_ XU cWTh PaT ]^c
X\_[XRPcTSX]S^_X]V^aR^eTaX]Vd__^bXcXeTcTbcb

3+*'29'99;8+*':(5>/4-=582*);6

New Delhi: 0\Xc?P]VWP[$!ZVbc^a\TSX]c^cWTUX]P[
PUcTacWaTT^cWTa8]SXP]Q^gTabfTaTPbbdaTS^U\TSP[bPc
cWTF^a[S2d_X]2^[^V]T^]CWdabSPhTeT]PbP_^bXcXeT
2^eXS ( RPbT P\^]V cWT bd__^ac bcPUU RPdbTS b^\T
P]gXTch X] cWT R^]cX]VT]c 0bXP] 6P\Tb RWP\_X^]
?P]VWP[STUTPcTS5aT]RW\P]1X[[P[1T]]P\PP1a^]iT
\TSP[[XbcUa^\cWTf^a[SRWP\_X^]bWX_$X]cWTR[PbW
4Pa[XTacWaTT8]SXP]f^\T]?^^YPAP]X&$ZV<P]XbWP
$&ZVP]SBX\aP]YTTc:Pda%ZVfTaTP[b^PbbdaTS^U
\TSP[b PUcTa UX]SX]V cWT\bT[eTb X] bT\XUX]P[b fWT]
SaPfbfTaTd]eTX[TS

(8'@/2 ,-6 ':/4:+82'-59;4:/2 
Paris: CWT 1aPiX[XP] 6aP]S ?aXg fX[[ aT\PX] Pc Xcb
caPSXcX^]P[8]cTa[PV^bRXaRdXcX]BP^?Pd[^PUcTa_a^\^cTab
bXV]TSPUXeThTPaSTP[5^a\d[P>]TbPXS5 bPXSX]P
bcPcT\T]c^]FTS]TbSPhcWPccWTaPRTfX[[cPZT_[PRT^]
=^e #]TgchTPaCWTP]]^d]RT\T]cbRd__TabP]h_[P]b
c^\^eTc^P]TfRXaRdXcX]AX^ST9P]TXa^

2/<+86552 (+':96;89:5:56 +62

Liverpool: A^QTac^5Xa\X]^bR^aTSfXcWP(cW\X]dcT
WTPSTaPb;XeTa_^^[QTPcC^ccT]WP\! c^R[X\QPQ^eT
Xcb ^__^]T]c c^ cWT c^_ ^U cWT ?aT\XTa ;TPVdT 8] P
eXRc^ahaT\X]XbRT]c^Ub^\P]hfWXRWRPaaXTScWTATSbc^
cWTXa UXabc cXc[T X] " hTPab [Pbc bTPb^] ;XeTa_^^[b
aT[T]c[Tbb]Tbb fPb aTfPaSTS fWT] cWT 1aPiX[ bcaXZTa
_^fTaTSW^\TPWTPSTaUa^\0]ShA^QTacb^]bR^a]Ta
fXcW cWT R[^RZ cXRZX]V c^fPaS bc^__PVT cX\T ^]
0VT]RXTb
FTS]TbSPh

